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Abstract

Abstract

The loss of a tooth may lead to the atrophy of alveolar bone, which may cause prob¬
lems for later surgical reconstruction or esthetic disagreement. However, the immediate

implantation of a defect analogous, biodegradable, open porous scaffold in the empty

dental alveolus might prevent the resorption of alveolar bone. This work presents a novel

processing method to create such scaffolds and the characterization of their behavior in

vitro.

Pressurized C02 in the gaseous state was investigated as a solvent for biodegradable

polymers such as poly(D,L-lactide) (PDLLA) and poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)
(PLGA). Sorbed C02 reduced the glass transition temperature ofPDLLA and PLGA of

typically from about 55°C to 5-10°C for weight fraction of C02 of 0.063-0.069. The

plasticization influence could be also observed on polymer-gas mixtures by the means of

tensile tests. Interaction between C02 and PLGA, revealed by negative Flory-Huggins

coefficients, could be seen in sorption isotherms experiments. The diffusion coefficient

of C02 in PLGA copolymers should allow fast processing ofPLGA scaffolds.

Open porous scaffolds were then manufactured within a few minutes by filling PLGA

granules or ß-tricalcium phosphate (ß-TCP) granules coated with a PLGA thin film in a

mould and subsequent consolidation using gaseous C02. The obtained scaffolds had a

porosity of about 55-60% and an average pore diameter of about 100 urn for PLGA and

more than 200 um for ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds. The in vitro behavior of these scaffolds

were then investigated in phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH 7.4).

Degradation experiments performed at 37°C and 55°C demonstrated that it was possi¬
ble to accelerate the degradation kinetics by increasing the temperature. However, degra¬
dation at 55°C led to a fast collapse of the microstructure of PLGA scaffolds. Thus,

extrapolation of results obtained at 55°C to 37°C should not be used to predict behavior

at 37°C. PLGA50:50, PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15 scaffolds revealed the same mor¬

phology changes during degradation, but different degradation kinetics were found.

These degradation kinetics seemed to agree with models describing autocatalytic hydrol¬

ysis mechanism. Depending on the scaffolds composition, the first changes in the struc¬

ture were observed after a few days to 2 months after the beginning of the degradation

experiments. During the last stages of degradation, the release of acidic degradation

products resulted in a pH of 3 in the PBS solution

ß-TCP-PLGA (15wt% PLGA50:50) scaffolds showed a different behavior in vitro as

compared to PLGA scaffolds. The degradation of the implant led to a detachment of

granules after an immersion period in PBS of about 17 days and to the progressive disso¬

lution of the ß-TCP ceramic. During the degradation of the polymer film, the pH of the

medium decreased, but stayed above pH 6. After about 40 days, the PLGA film com¬

pletely degraded leaving pure ß-TCP.
The use of ß-TCP combined with low amounts of PLGA could be effective for the

development of pH-neutral degrading scaffolds. This promising, in vitro, result permitted
to start an in vivo study in order to assess the efficiency of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds

for the prevention of alveolar bone loss after the extraction of a tooth.
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Résumé

RÉSUMÉ

La perte d'une dent peut conduire à l'atrophie de l'os alvéolaire. Cette atrophie peut

alors causer des problèmes lors d'une reconstruction chirurgicale future ou créer des

désagréments d'ordre esthétique. Cependant, l'implantation immédiate d'une structure

biodegradable poreuse (scaffold) dans le site d'extraction, ayant une géométrie analogue
à ce défaut osseux, pourrait prévenir la résorption de l'os alvéolaire. Ce travail présente
un nouveau procédé permettant la préparation de telles structures et la caractérisation de

leur comportement in vitro.

Le C02 gaseux sous pression a été tout d'abord étudié comme solvent pour des

polymères biodégradables tels que les poly(D,L-lactide) (PDLLA) et poly(D,L-lactide-

co-glycolide) (PLGA). La sorption du gas dans ces polymères a montré que leur

température de transition vitreuse peut être réduite par dizaines de degrés, typiquement
de 55°C à environ 5-10°C pour une fraction massique de C02 de l'ordre de 0.063-0.069.

Cette plastification a peut être mise en évidence dans des essais mécaniques. Lors de la

sorption du gas dans du PLGA, une interaction entre gas et polymer a pu être observée

comme l'a indiqué les coefficients de Flory-Huggins négatifs dérivés à partir d'isother¬

mes de sorption. Les coefficients de diffusion du gas dans ces polymères suggèrent

qu'une procédé rapide peut être envisagé pour la préparation de scaffolds.

Des scaffolds ont été alors élaborés en quelques minutes en remplissant un moule

avec des granules de PLGA ou de ß-tricalcium phosphate (ß-TCP) couvertes par un film

de PLGA et par la consolidation de ces granules sous du C02 gaseux. Les scaffolds ainsi

obtenue, ont une porosité de 55-60%, et un diamètre de pore moyen d'environ 100 um

pour les scaffolds en PLGA85:15 et de plus de 200 |im pour les scaffolds composées de

granules en ß-TCP-PLGA50:50. Le comportement in vitro de ces implants poreux a été

ensuite étudié dans un tampon phosphate salin (PBS, pH 7.4).
La dégradation des scaffolds en PLGA85:15 à une température de 55°C a conduit à un

collapse de la structure prématuré. Ainsi, l'extrapolation des résultats obtenus à 55°C à

37°C ne peut être conseillée. Lors de la dégradation de scaffolds en PLGA50:50,

PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15, des changements de structures communs ont pu être

observés, mais différentes cinétiques de dégradation ont été relevées. Ces cinétiques
semblent être en accord avec des modèles décrivant l'hydrolyse autocatalytique des

polymères. Ainsi, en fonction de la composition des scaffolds, les premiers changement
de microstructures sont apparus après quelques jours et environ deux mois après le début

des essais de dégradation. Le relâchement de produits de dégradation acides a conduit à

une diminution du pH en dessous de 3 dans l'environ des implants dans les derniers sta¬

des de dégradation.
Les scaffolds en ß-TCP-PLGA (15wt% PLGA50:50) ont révélé un comportement in

vitro différent de celui des scaffolds en PLGA. La dégradation de ces implants a conduit

au détachement des granules environ 17 jours après le début des essais et la dégradation

progressive du ß-TCP. Durant la dégradation du polymère, le pH a peut être maintenu en

dessus de pH 6. Après environ 40 jours, le PLGA50:50 fut complètement dégradé, alors

que du ß-TCP était toujours présent.
La réduction de la quantité de PLGA combinée avec du ß-TCP semble intéressante

pour le développement d'implants se dégradant sans causer de forte diminution de pH.
Une étude in vivo devrait maintenant démontrer l'efficacité des ces implants dans la

prévention de l'atrophie de l'os alvéolaire suite à l'extraction d'une dent.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

1.1. Alveolar bone defects

Teeth are supported by the alveolar bone process ofthe jawbones. It consists of differ¬

ent types of bone, which permit to transfer the mechanical forces, such as the masticatory

forces, from the tooth to the cortex of the jawbone [1]. The alveolar ridge is one part of

the alveolar process formed by the cortical plates of the jawbones which are in contact

with the teeth. After extraction of a tooth, the alveolar bone undergoes a resorptive and

remodelling phenomenon leading to its atrophy [2]. The different steps leading to the

atrophy of the alveolar ridge are represented on Figure 1.1. After extraction of the tooth,

the cortical plates remaining (1) are rounded off by external resorption leaving a high
well-rounded ridge (2). As resorption continues, the ridge becomes increasingly narrow

(3) and ultimately becomes very thin like a knife-edge (4). As the process further contin¬

ues, the knife-edge ridge becomes shorter and eventually disappears. This results in a

low well-rounded or flat ridge (5-6).

Figure 1.1: Remodelling and resorption mechanism of the alveolar bone process as the

consequence ofthe extraction ofa tooth [3J.

In general, the rate of the resorption of residual ridge varies between different individ¬

uals. Within a given individual, the rate being most rapid in the first 6 months following
extraction. Atwood [2, 4] described alveolar bone resorption as "a chronic, progressive,
irreversible and disabling disease which causes physical, psychological and economic

problems for millions of people all over the world". Atrophy might also cause problems
for later reconstructive surgery [2]. These problems are due to the insufficient width and

height of the alveolar ridge for the later optimal placement of a synthetic implant [5].
Prevention of alveolar bone loss after tooth extraction is essential in order to provide the

surgeon with the opportunity for an optimal ideal implant position. From an esthetical

point of view, the prevention of alveolar bone loss could be an advantage for patients

bearing an titanium artificial tooth, whose socket become visible due to the lack of bone

to cover it.
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1. Introduction

1.2. Prevention of alveolar bone loss - state of the art

1.2.1. Graft for bone defects

In certain cases, bone defects have to be filled or augmented by a graft in order to

restore the functions of the injured area. Many grafts have been developed to treat skele¬

tal defects. One can distinguish grafts, which are of a biological nature, such as

autografts1, allografts2 and xenografts3, and alloplants, which are of a synthetic nature.

Some ofthem have been used to treat oral defects or prevent alveolar bone loss.

Biological grafts

Only 10% of the bone graft procedures use synthetic materials because the approved

synthetic grafts are considered to be inferior to the use of autografts or allografts [6].

However, autografts and allografts have significant drawbacks. The supply and morbid¬

ity associated with the need oftwo surgical procedures limit the use of autogeneous bone

grafts [7-9]. Allogeneous bone grafts suffer from potential risks of viral contamination

[10].

Biological-synthetic grafts

Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) are osteoinductive substances. However,

implantation of purified BMP alone does not induce bone formation because the proteins

might rapidly diffuse from the site of implantation. Therefore, a carrier is needed to

deliver BMP at a rate that permits osteoinduction. Among the potential carrier for these

growth factors, poly lactic acids, ß-tricalcium phosphate (ß-TCP) [11] and HA [12] have

been proposed. Poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) added to BMP and autograft showed larger spi¬
nal fusion rates in dogs compared to autograft alone [12]. Poly(lactide-co-glycolide)

(PLGA) combined with BMP resulted in more initial bone formation than BMP alone

[13].
Tissue engineering methods can solve the donor shortage problem resulting of autolo-

geous grafts. The strategy of tissue engineering, according to Langer [14], first involves

the identification, the isolation and the production in sufficient numbers of an appropri¬
ated cell source. The cells are then uniformly seeded onto or into biocompatible scaffolds

and grown in a bioreactor. The engineered structure is thereafter placed into the appropri¬
ate in vivo site. PLGA is often used as a scaffold on the basis of its safety and mechanical

properties [15] and leads to promising results for bone-tisssue engineering [16-20].

Synthetic grafts

Among the synthetic graft materials, calcium phosphates are probably the most used

in orthopedics and dentistry to fill bone defects. Extensive investigations on these mate¬

rials during the last decades have shown good property for treatment of osseous defects.

Calcium-phosphate (CaP) biomaterials are classically available in blocks or granules of

dense or porous ceramics [21]. Macroporosity of CaP ceramics facilitates the penetration
of cells and biological growth factors into the implant, allowing the osteogenetic process

1 The donor and the receiver of the graft are identical

2 The donor and the receiver of the graft are genetically different, but are from the same specie

3 The donor and the receiver are from different species
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1. Introduction

to occur within the inner surface of pores. Macroporous blocks have been however found

to be brittle and difficult to sculpt. Thus, they generally poorly fit the defect to be filled.

This could be a drawback since préexistent bone contact is regarded as a major require¬
ment for osteonconduction [22]. Granules suffer from possible migration after implanta¬
tion and are difficult to handle. Glass ceramics have been also developed for bone filling

applications. Certain composition have revealed superior bioactivity to HA [23]. How¬

ever, the problems encountered by block or granules materials are also found by bio-

glass.

Injectable materials permit to easily fill bone defects of irregular shapes with minimal

invasive orthopedic surgery techniques. Such materials have been applied in osteoporo¬

sis and spine fusion treatments. One of the first injectable materials developed was

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). This material can be easily injected in bone defects

and harden in situ, but many drawbacks, such as exothermal polymerization, residual

toxic monomers, high mechanical strength leading to stress shielding and atrophy of

nearby bone, and non degradability limit its widespread use [24, 25]. Recently, other

acrylate based polymers, such as bisphenol-oc-glycidyl methacrylate (Bis-GMA), have

been developed to solve some problems encountered with PMMA. The incorporation of

degradable polymer granules and aluminous silanized particles permitted to prepare

slightly biodegradable cements, but osteointegration remained weak [24].

Injectable CaP based cements can be prepared by mixing water or an other aqueous

solution and a powder containing one or more solid compounds of calcium and/or phos¬

phates salts. Hardening ofthe cements in situ can occur at body temperature after precip¬
itation of one or more other solid phases. Depending on the material formed during the

setting, 4 types of cements can be distinguished [26]. The material formed after setting
can be dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD), calcium deficient hydroxyapatite

CDHA), hydroxyapatite (HA) or non-stoechometric amorphous calcium phosphate.The
main drawback of CaP cements is the necessity to mix adequately the components prior

injection. The other disadvantage is the common low porosity and low average pore

diameters after hardening, which implies a slow colonization of the implants by cells

[27]. DCPD cements developed by Lemaître et al. [28] revealed that in vivo resorption of

DCPD and replacement by new bone was achieved 3 months after implantation [29].

Resorption of CaP cement, can, however, lead to the formation of debris, which can

adversely affect the osteoblast functions [30]. Particles smaller than lOum have been

found to have a stronger negative effect on osteoblast functions than larger particles.
A novel concept for injectable bone substitute has been proposed recently. This sub¬

stitute consists of BCP granules (60 wt% HA, 40wt% ß-TCP) which are immersed in

cellulosic ether [31]. Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose (HPMC) is chosen for its pseudo-

plastic properties, which permits to easily carry the granules. In situ, no hardening

occurs, but as the polymer degrades, new bone grows between the granules and the sub¬

sequent stabilization of the implant is given by the new bone tissue [32]. The efficiency
ofBCP is related to its capacity for partial dissolution, the long-term stability ofHA, and

the enhanced bioactivity of readily soluble ß-TCP. HPMC-BCP composite has been

investigated in a distal end of rabbit femur [33]. This study revealed that newly formed

bone reached the center ofthe implant 3 weeks after implantation. No fibrosis or adverse

inflammatory responses was observed at any implantation time. Due to its biocompati-

bility and biofunctionnality, this material is expected to find application in orthopedic

surgery and dentistry for pulp capping and root filling [32]. However, the absence of

hardening and the risk of particles migrations necessitated the closing of the defect by a

3



1. Introduction

block of macroporous BCP. A derivative of cellulose, silanized hydroxyethylcellulose

(HEC-SIL), has been recently proposed as vehicle for BCP granules, which can harden¬

ing in situ, by gelation at pH < 9 [27]. No results of in vivo investigations are however

yet available.

1.2.2. Current approaches for the prevention of alveolar bone loss

In some cases, titanium screw implants which will later carry an artificial tooth, are

immediately implanted after tooth extraction. This is however often a contraindication

[34], due to a lack of soft tissue to cover the implant resulting in an increased risk of

infection. Where bone has resorbed to such an extent that no titanium implant can be

implanted or that neighboring teeth are not sufficiently supported anymore, the alveolar

structure reconstruction is carried out using complex surgical procedures [35, 36]. How¬

ever, these therapies are an expensive and invasive treatment.

Alternatives to these reconstruction procedures, are based on the prevention of the

alveolar bone loss. Synthetic implants were also investigated. PMMA implants placed
into the socket permitted to reduce bone loss in comparison with the control site [37,38].
Other interesting results were obtained with vitreous carbon implants, but after long

implantation periods, these non resorbable implants were pushed out of the socket or

were subject to permanent fibrous encapsulation [39-42].
Some studies with dense HA implants revealed different results. When HA cones

were placed in the socket, bone atrophy could be minimized [43]. These cones were

mechanically truncated in order to approximately fit into the socket. A few months after

implantation, the cones were directly in contact with the surrounding bone tissue and no

resorption could be revealed. A 5 years follow-up of this study permitted to conclude that

this therapy was able to reduce the bone loss [44]. A similar study, made on baboons sug¬

gested that the shape of the implants was not a crucial factor for the prevention of the

alveolar bone resorption [45]. 6 months post-operation, the cones were effectively in

contact with trabecular and the alveolar crest. Other studies using similar materials how¬

ever revealed that implants could emerge, move, or be rejected [46,47]. The method was

also considered tedious and cumbersome by other authors [21, 48]. Using an injection

moulding technique [48], the problem of implant machining could be solved, but the

ceramic green body had to be sintered prior to implantation, which prolonged the opera¬

tion. Bioglass 45S5 cones (45 Si02, 24.5 CaO, 24.5 Na20, 6 P205 wt%) have been

investigated over a period of 5 years [49]. After 5 years, 14.3% of the cones were

rejected and 7.7% needed readjustments. The authors of this study however concluded

that Bioglass cones placed in the fresh socket permitted to maintain alveolar ridge. Other

investigations with Bioglass as dental root implants demonstrated the osteoconduction of

the material but no osteoinduction properties [50].
Bell [21] proposed to fill the dental alveolus with granules in order to facilitate the

procedure. Buser et al. [51] implanted tricalcium phopshate (TCP)and hydroxyapatite

(HA) granules in mandible bone defect of mini-pigs covered with a membrane. At week

24, TCP granules promoted a greater formation of bone than HA. Another study [52],
where HA granules were used to fill the empty alveolus after extraction, demonstrated a

delay of wound healing and the loss of a part of the granules. The authors of this study
recommended to close the extraction wound completely when using granules and to limit

the indication to the mandible due to the loss of granules. Block and Kent [53] suggested

4



1. Introduction

that HA granules implanted in extraction sites could maintain the alveolar ridge height

by virtue of their physical presence, rather than that of the preserved alveolar cortical

plates. Bioglass granules have been investigated by Schepers et al. [54]. The granules
were found to remain in the defect and only small changes in the contours of the restored

defects were observed 2 months after implantation in patients. At 3 months, the applica¬
tion sites had fully solidified and at 6 months the granules could not be distinguished

anymore.

Methylhydroxypropylcellulose (MHPC) and BCP granules have been also tested for

restoration of alveolar bone in dogs [55]. Histology results showed that the composite
was able to support extensive apposition of well-mineralized newly formed lamellar

bone over the entire socket surface 3 months after implantation. This treatment seemed

also to preserve ridge height.
An HA cement has been investigated to treat periondotic defects by Brown et al. [56].

Although the injection of the material in the bone defect did simplify the procedure, the

treatments failed because the micromovements induced by the surrounding tooth, led to

the fragmentation of the hardened cements. A other important problem was the insuffi¬

cient porosity of the cement to permit optimal osseointegration.

1.2.3. Implantation of an exact copy of tooth root made of a biodegradable
material

Suhonen et al. [57] have proposed to manufacture a solid exact copy of the tooth root

(root replica) by mechanical milling a block of biodegradable polymer. In a first study

[57], root replicas made of poly(glycolic acid) were placed in extraction sockets of rab¬

bits to study tissue reaction to the degradable implant. Histological evaluation after 5

months revealed the formation of fibrous capsule, accompanied by an inflammatory
reaction which varied from none to moderate. Implants showed superficial resorption of

varying degrees. In 3/5 specimens the implant part towards the limbus alveolaris was

totally covered by bone, whereas in 2/5 specimens it was partly covered by fibrous tissue

and bone. These promising results led to a clinical study in which one patient was treated

with a root replica made of poly(lactic acid) [58]. Ridge height could be preserved dur¬

ing the 21 months of observation. With time, the radiographic density of the cancellous

bone increased in the implanted area, indicating that the replica is replaced by host's

bone tissue. The patient showed even 4 years after implantation no decrease ofthe height
ofthe bone ridge.

1.3. Demands on an implant for the prevention of alveolar bone loss

On the basis of the results obtained by Suhonen, the implantation of a biodegradable
exact copy in the dental alveolus might permit to maintain the height of the alveolar

ridge. However, the progressive replacement of the replica by host's bone might be pro¬

moted by implanting a porous structure. The presence of interconnected pores in the bio¬

degradable replica should permit to reduce the amount of material, which has to be

removed from the implantation site and might encourage bone ingrow into the implant.
The demands on a novel biodegradable root replica for the prevention of alveolar bone

loss are the following:

5



1. Introduction

Biocompatibility ofimplant material

The material of the implant and its degradation products have to be biocompatible. The

release kinetics of degradation products such as monomers, oligomers etc. may signifi¬

cantly influence the integration of the implant in the body. The degradation products
should be eliminated by metabolic pathways or excreted by the body.

Biocompatible degradation kinetics

The scaffolds should be replaced by cancellous bone within 4-6 months after extraction

of the tooth. This requires the fast degradation of the implant without provoking an

inflammatory response of the surrounding tissue. Mass loss of the implant should be

retarded until closure of the gingiva in order to prevent the contamination of the dental

alveolus by bacteria and nutriment residues. The wound closure is expected to occur 2

weeks after implantation. Moreover, the release profile of degradation products has to be

biocompatible.

Osteoconductivity

3-D open porous scaffolds should enable the vascularization, proliferation and spreading
of bone cells in the implant which could result in the rapid ingrowth of newly formed

bone from the outside to the center of the implant. The requirements on the microstruc¬

ture of the scaffolds, for optimal colonization by cells seems however to be material

dependent [25]. For calcium phosphate ceramics, osteoblast cells might prefer a pore

size of about 200um [59]. On the other hand, for PLA scaffolds, the optimal pore size is

not easy to define. For example, a pore size of300-350um might support bone ingrowth
when the scaffolds are implanted in calvarial rat defects [60]. Ishaug [17,19] found how¬

ever no difference in vitro in osteoblast cells proliferation when seeded in PLGA scaf¬

folds with pore size of either 150-300um, 300-500um or 500-710|im. However, from

these results, interconnected pores could be an advantage for bone ingrow in the scaf¬

fold.

Analogous geometry

The scaffold should be directly in contact with alveolar bone in order to promote bone

ingrow soon after implantation. This point implies that the scaffold should be the exact

copy of the root in order to exactly fit the bone defect (defect analogous implant). Fur¬

thermore, wound closure with a defect analogous implant should allow to prevent bacte¬

ria and nutriment residue contamination.

Mechanical stability

Initial mechanical stability is required to permit the manipulation of the implant and its

placement in the empty dental alveolus. Furthermore, a solid implant might transfer

some load and thus stimulate the surrounding bone.

Osteoinductivity

To allow a fast bone formation, osteoinductive substances such as bone morphogenetic

protein (BMP) or other growth factors could be used [12, 13]. Such growth factors are

still subject to clinical investigation and not applied broadly. When applied in a proper

carrier, not only bone resorption could be avoided but in addition new bone could be cre¬

ated, so that a vertical built up of a resorbed jaw could be achieved. The development of
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/. Introduction

a novel implant for alveolar bone therapy should enable the delivery of such bioactive

substances.

Chair site processing

The preparation of osteoconductive defect analogous implants implies the development
of a new process. In order to simplify the implantation, the scaffolds should be immedi¬

ately implanted after the extraction of the tooth. The preparation of the scaffolds should

not exceed 5 min in order to reduce the treatment time to a minimum.

Sterile processing

The scaffolds must be sterile prior to implantation. Many sterilization methods are avail¬

able, but only few can be used for thermo-sensitive materials. As sterilization procedures
exceed the time limit for the preparation ofthe scaffold, the materials should be sterilized

prior to the preparation ofthe implant in a sterile environment.

1.4. Biodegradable implant materials

As biodegradable polymers, polylactide (PLA) and polyglycolide (PGA) are the most

promising because they are the best characterized degradable polymers available for

medical use and many applications are certified by regulatory commissions, such as CE

and FDA. Moreover, copolymers based on these polymers have interesting degradation

property in term of degradation rate, which should permit to fulfill the demands made on

the degradation kinetics ofthe scaffolds.

Poly(lactide-co-glycolide)

PGA and PLA are polyesters belonging to the family of poly(a-hydroxy acids), which

can be prepared by ring opening melt condensation of lactide and glycolide dimers using

antimony, zinc or tin catalyst [61]. Lactic acid is a chiral compound and exists as two

enantiomeric forms: L and D. Polymerization of lactic acid can then give PLA with the

enantiomeric forms D, L or the racemic DL due to the asymmetric molecular structure of

lactic acid [62]. Random copolymers ofPGA and PLA can be prepared by cationic ring

polymerization of lactide and glycolide using tin octoate as the catalyst [63, 64].

Depending on the starting compounds, one can distinguish poly(D,L-lactide-co-gly-
colide) and poly(L-lactide-co-glycolide).

PLA, PGA and copolymers can be obtained in an amorphous or a semi-crystalline
form. The crystallinity of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) depend on the PGA

content in the copolymer [61]. Thus, for PGA content in the range of 0 to 70%, the

copolymer is amorphous. The glass transition temperature of amorphous poly(D,L-lac-

tide-co-glycolide) is situated between 45-60°C.

The hydrolysis ofPLA, PGA and copolymers occurs by random chain scission of the

ester linkages [65] after water absorption in vivo or in vitro. This results in the reduction

of the molecular weight of the polymers. Underneath a critical molecular weight, the

degradation products are released in the medium. These products are then eliminated in
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vivo through natural metabolic pathways [62, 66]. During the degradation of the poly¬

mers, carboxylic end chains groups are released in the medium, which may lead to a

decrease ofthe pH in the medium and which can act as a catalyst for the hydrolysis [67-

70]. This autocatalysis may then lead to the faster degradation ofthe center of an implant
as compared to its surface layer [71].

Many factors may influence the degradation behavior of poly(a-hydroxy acids).

Depending on the initial molecular weight, the degradation rate can vary. Thus, the

higher the molecular weight of the polymer, the slower is the degradation rate. Hydroly¬
sis of semi-crystalline poly(oc-hydroxy acids) occurs preferentially in the amorphous

regions, where the higher free volume might facilitate diffusion of water [65]. During

degradation of semi-crystalline polymer, the degree of crystallinity has been found to

increase [72]. The resulting crystallites could then lead to a chronic inflammation [73,

74].
For poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide), the content in PGA could influence the degrada¬

tion kinetic of the copolymer. Thus, copolymers with a higher content in PGA degrade
faster than copolymers with high content in PLA. The observed preferential degradation
of glycolic acid units, is attributed to the higher hydrophilicity of glycolic acid units as

compared with lactic acid units or to the intrinsic reactivity of glycolate linkage [70].

y-Irradiation causes random scission of polymer chains and a decrease of molecular

weight, which is dose dependant [65, 75]. As the initial molecular weight is decreased by

sterilization, the degradation rate of the polymer is directly influenced, but the degrada¬
tion mechanism remains the same [76].

Since hydrolysis of ester linkages and diffusion of water in polymer matrix are tem¬

perature activated processes, an increase of the degradation temperature increases the

degradation rates of the polymers.
Parallel degradation experiments have revealed no significant differences in degrada¬

tion behavior of PLGA in vivo and in vitro [65, 77, 78]. Several mathematical models

have been proposed to described the hydrolysis of polyesters. The model of Yoon

[79]take into account the random chain scission character of the hydrolysis, whereas the

models of Pitt [80] and Nishida [81] permit to predict autocatalytic random chain scis¬

sion.

CaP-ceramics

Calcium-phosphate (CaP) ceramics such as ß-tricalcium phosphate (ß-TCP) are bio¬

compatible, biodegradable, and osteoconductive [82-85]. These reasons can explain the

current use of ß-TCP in orthopedics and dentistry.
In aqueous solution at pH >4.3 and at room temperature, the most stable CaP phase is

HA [86]. During the degradation of ß-TCP in vitro or in vivo, a dissolution-reprecipita-
tion process can occur and an apatite phase can be observed on the surface ofthe ß-TCP.
However, simple dissolution process of ß-TCP can also occur [87]. In comparison with

PLGA, ß-TCP ceramics degrade significantly slower.

The dissolution of CaP ceramics depends on the composition, the stoechiometry, the

crystal structure, and the testing conditions [88]. Thus, the dissolution rate of ß-TCP is

greater than that ofHA, but lower than a-TCP [89].
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CaP-ceramics - polyforhydroxy acids) in vivo and in vitro

Recently, several studies have been carried out in order to investigate the behavior of

CaP-poly(a-hydroxy acids) composites in vivo and in vitro. Furukawa et al. [90] investi¬

gated the interface of bone-HA/PLLA composite rods implanted in rabbit distal femora.

They found that bone gradually grew along the composite surface 2 weeks following the

implantation without the formation of fibrous tissue. At 25 weeks, no disintegration of

the implants was observed. Yasunaga et al. [91] measured the bonding strength between

bone and HA/PLLA implants placed on the bone cortex of rabbits. They found that the

bone growth at the interface bone-implants could be correlated with the increase of the

bonding strength at 8 weeks after operation. TCP/PDLLA composites were investigated

by Lin et al. [92] in a rabbit model. 8 weeks after implantation, new bone was attached at

the surface of the composite without fibrous encapsulation and with no sign of degrada¬
tion. In the same study, the composites were also tested in vitro. Deposition of an apatite

layer on the ß-TCP surface was observed and explained by a dissolution/precipitation
mechanism during the degradation of ß-TCP.

The performance ofPLGA associated with HA was investigated for bone tissue engi¬

neering in vitro. Attawia & al. [93] demonstrated that PLGA/HA scaffolds allowed the

attachment, the proliferation and the ingrowth of osteoblast cells within a cell culture of

one day. A 21 days osteoblast culture was investigated with similar scaffolds by Lauren-

cin et al. [94]. Increase of osteoblast cells adhesion and proliferation during the first two

weeks of cells culture were reported. After this period, the cell number was found to pro¬

gressively reach a plateau. Mineralization of the matrices, imputed to the osteoblast-

cells, occurred, which suggested that HA/PLGA scaffolds could be potentially used for

bone regeneration.
The above mentioned in vivo studies suggest that CaP-(a-hydroxy acid) implants

become well integrated to the bone tissue after implantation in bone defects. Their evalu¬

ation in vitro seems to confirm their property of supporting bone tissue development. In

addition to providing calcium and phosphate to the regeneration site, Ca-P could lead to

a neutralization of degradation products, resulting in a more biocompatible degradation
when pure polymer is used [65, 95, 96]. Thus, these results are promising for future

implantations of such materials in the dental alveolus.

1.5. Processing methods to form biodegradable porous implants

In order to promote tissue ingrow in an implant, an interconnected open porous struc¬

ture could be an advantage. Several methods have been developed to prepare such scaf¬

folds for tissue engineering applications. Depending on the method used, different

microstructure can be obtained. However, for tissue engineering applications, efforts

have been made to create highly porous scaffolds with adjustable pore sizes.

Solvent casting/salt leaching

Mikos et al. [97, 98] have reported a method based on the leaching of particles in a

polymer matrix. Porogen particles (sodium chloride, sodium tartarate, sodium citrate or

gelatin) are incorporated in a polymer solution in chloroform or dichloromethane. The

solvent is evaporated during 48 hours at ambient pressure. Residual amounts of solvent

are removed for 24 hours under vacuum. The resulting polymer-salt composites are
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immersed in water at 25°C during 48 hours to leach out the salt. Subsequently, the salt-

free polymer are air dried for 24hours. The porosity and the average pore diameter of the

obtained scaffolds depend on the amount and the size of the porogen. Using these tech¬

nique, Mikos et al. [98] reported PLLA foams with a average pore diameter of 150um

and porosity of 93%.

Gel casting-precipitation

Implants for calvarial bone defects have been prepared by dissolving PLGA in chloro¬

form or acetone, and precipitating it with ethanol or methanol [99]. The precipitate is

then packed in a mold. Combinating several heat and vacuum treatments, the solvents

are evaporated yielding a porosity in a range of 33 to 75% and average pore diameters in

the range of 1 to 20 um [99, 100].

Phase separation

Microcellular foams are formed by cooling down polymer solution until phase separa¬

tion and solvent freezing occurs. This method was first used for polyethylene foams

[101]. Schugens et al. [102] applied this technique to prepare PDLLA and PLLA

microporous materials. Polymers were first dissolved in 1,4-dioxane added with various

amount of water, which is a polymer nonsolvent. After water addition, the polymer mix¬

ture is heated 20°C above the cloud point. The clear solution was then rapidly frozen in

liquid nitrogen. The mixture was thereafter freeze-dried for several days. After the

remove of water and solvent, microporous foams were obtained with a average diameter

of l-10um and porosity of76 to 91%. Pores greater than lOOum were also observed, but

they are not taken into account by Hg-porosimetry [102].
Solid -liquid phase separation can be also obtained using pure 1,4-dioxane. Tubular

macropores in the range 10-100um can be created after solidification and freeze-drying
of the solvent.

Recently, the principle of phase separation was used in improved methods for the

preparation of PDLLA, PLLA and PLGA foams [103, 104]. Using a emulsion technique

coupled to a freeze-drying methods, Whang et al. [105]have reported scaffolds with

porosity in the range of 91-95% and average pore diameter of 35 urn (with some pores

greater than 200um). However, sublimation of the solvent is carried out for 7 days.

Fibers mesh consolidation

A method to bind PGA fibers has been proposed by Mikos et al. [106]. The method

consists immerging a PGA fleece in a solution of PLLA in methylene chloride. The sol¬

vent is evaporated at ambient pressure for 24 hours. The PLLA-PGA fleece composite is

then heated at 195 to 240°C in two steps and cooled in liquid nitrogen. The PLLA matrix

of the PLLA-PGA composite is selectively dissolved in methylene chloride. A second

solvent evaporation step is then required to remove the residual solvent. The obtained

PGA structure are highly porous with 81% with a area surface ratio as high as 0.05|im_1.
Other textile methods have been also investigated to create 3-D open porous structure

made ofPGA [107].

Gasfoaming

Gas foaming techniques using pressurized gas have been developed for the prepara¬

tion of microcellular foams [108-110]. After dissolution of gas in the polymer matrix
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under high pressure, pressure is rapidly reduced and the temperature is raised. The solu¬

bility of gas rapidly decreases and nucleation of a gaseous phase in the polymer occurs as

the result of a sudden thermodynamical instability. Diffusion of gas molecules to the

nuclei permits to further reduce the free energy of the system and creates regions in the

polymer matrix depleted with regard to gas molecules [111]. This mechanism of nucle¬

ation and growth of a gas phase in the polymer generally lead to the formation of close

pores on the order of lOum.

Using this method, Mooney et al. [lll]obtained PDLLA, PLLA and PLGA foams by

dissolving C02 for 72 hours at 55bar in the polymer. Porosity of 93% and average pore

diameters have been reported. This method has been found to be less suitable for semi-

crystalline PGA and PLLA, because solubility of C02 in this polymer seems to be not

high enough to create pores [111, 113]
In order to increase the amount of interconnected pores, Harris et al. [112] proposed

to incorporate to the polymer matrix NaCl particles as porogen. After leaching of the

NaCl particles in water for 18 hours, significantly more interconnected pores can be

obtained in comparison with foamed polymer without salt leaching. Using this tech¬

nique, porosity up to 92% can be obtained. Sheridan et al. [113] also investigated He and

N2 as foaming agents. After dissolution of the gas for 1 hour in PLGA85:15 at 850psi,

significantly less porosity was obtained using He and N2 than using C02.

1.6. Aims of the thesis

The goal of the thesis is to create an open porous biodegradable implant material

which complies with the demands formulated in section 1.3 on an implant for the pre¬

vention of alveolar bone loss after tooth extraction. A new process will be developed
which allows chair side manufacturing of such an exact copy of the tooth root within

minutes.

In some cases, the buffering capacity of the body fluids can be exceeded by large
amounts ofdegradation products released from poly(a-hydroxy acids) [114]. The release

of the acidic products might then lead to osteolysis. Therefore, in order to develop suit¬

able implants for the prevention of alveolar bone loss, the characterization of the degra¬
dation behavior of such implants is essential. In this work, efforts will be made to control

the possible decrease of pH during degradation ofthe implants in vitro.

Pressurized C02 has demonstrated interesting properties for creating porous scaffolds

made of amorphous poly(oc-hydroxy acids). The possibility to prepare such foams are

probably due to the good solubility of C02 in these polymers and the decrease of their

glass transition temperature due to sorbed C02 molecules. The aim of chapter 2 will be

therefore the description of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)-C02 mixtures with emphasis
on the determination oftheir glass transition temperature, and the solubility and diffusion

coefficients of the gas into the polymer. The characterization of the poly(D,L-lactide-co-

glycolide)-C02 mixtures should yield important information to the designing of a new

process to produce open porous scaffolds without the use of organic solvent.
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In chapter 3, the possibility to prepare open porous PLGA scaffolds will be investi¬

gated with emphasis on the characterization of their microstructures. The microstructure

will be then discussed with regard to the criteria for osteoconduction.

The degradation behavior in vitro of PLGA scaffolds will be characterized in chap¬
ter 4. In this study, degradation experiments will be carried out with different PLGA and

should demonstrate if degradation kinetics of the scaffolds could be modulated by the

choice of the polymer. The depression of the pH of the medium might be prevented by
the porous microstructure ofthe scaffolds allowing fluid exchange. This supposition will

be verified in this chapter.

The degradation behavior ofPLGA scaffolds might be significantly modified by the

incorporation of large amount of ß-TCP. The aim of chapter 5 will be the development
of ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds with the least PLGA content possible. This development will

consist in the preparation of sintered ß-TCP, their coating with a PLGA films and their

consolidation in a mould. The physico-chemical properties of the coated granules, the

microstructure ofthe scaffolds and their mechanical properties will be presented.

The degradation behavior in vitro of the developed ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds will be

characterized in chapter 6. The question of a possible pH-neutral degradation by incor¬

poration of ß-TCP and reduction of the PLGA content in the scaffolds will discussed.

Chapter 6 will conclude with the first in vivo results for the prevention of alveolar bone

loss.
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2. Characterization of C02-PDLLA and C02-

PLGA MIXTURES

Several methods for the preparation of porous degradable implants made of poly(D,L-

lactide) (PDLLA) or poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) have been recently devel¬

oped [97, 99, 103, 105, 115]. One promising method, which does not require the use of

organic solvent, has been proposed by Harris [116] on the basis of a foaming technique,
described previously by Colton and Suh [108, 110], using C02 as the foaming agent.

This method, however, creates closed porous foams and has to be improved in order to

prepare an open porous structure, generally required for tissue augmentation or tissue

engineering scaffolds. The following properties of C02 are interesting for the develop¬
ment of a new process for the preparation of biodegradable implants:

- C02 is chemically stable at room temperature and can be considered as inert. Chemical

reactions with polymers should not occur.

- C02 is non-toxic and is used in several applications in food and medical fields.

- C02 is tasteless, colorless, odorless and nonflammable. C02 is an asphyxiant. Under

certain conditions, general exhaust ventilation may be however acceptable to keep car¬

bon dioxide below the exposure limit [117]. For these reasons, C02 can be used in a

rather uncomplicated manner for processing polymers.

According to the phase diagram of C02 (Figure 2.1), the critical point CP is situated

at a temperature of 31°C and a pressure of 73.8 bar, whereas the triple point TP is situ¬

ated at a temperature of-58.6°C and a pressure of 4.4 bar. In this work, all experiments
will be carried out at 21-24°C in the pressure range of 20-55 bar. According to the phase

diagram, C02 is in the gaseous state in this temperature-pressure range.

In order to develop a method for the preparation of biodegradable, open porous

implants, based on the application of pressurized C02, knowledge of the properties of

the C02-polymer system is essential. Among these properties, the ability of plasticiza¬
tion of the polymer by sorbed gas molecules, the solubility and the diffusion kinetics of

the sorbed gas molecules are ofparticular interest. For this reason, the aim ofthis chapter
is the characterization of C02-PDLLA and C02-PLGA mixtures with emphasis on the

depression of glass transition, on the sorption isotherms and on the diffusion kinetics in

the mixtures.
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram ofC02. The experimentspresented in this work, were carried out

at 21-24°C and in the pressure range 20-55 bar, which corresponds to the

gaseous state ofC02 (CP=critical point, TP=triple point) [118].

2.1. Theoretical models for plasticization by sorbed C02

Among the applications, where polymers and gases are encountered, are foaming and

microcellular foaming processes [119, 120], and gas separation membranes [121-123].
In all these applications, the determination of the conditions under which the polymer is

plasticized, is essential. For foaming of polymers, data of the dependence of the glass
transition temperature Tg on the amount of dissolved gas is critical to understand the

nucleation and the growth of the cells [124]. In the case of separation membranes, for

example, permselectivity decreases when the operating temperature surpasses the glass
transition temperature Tg [125]. Polymers may also be exposed to gases under high pres¬

sure for prolonged periods. This situation occurs in gas compressors, valve sealings, and
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gas transportation systems. In many cases, plasticization of the polymer, induced by the

sorption of gas molecules, has an important impact on the performance of the polymer.
The above noted interests have recently led to the thorough investigation of plasticiza¬
tion processes of polymer by sorbed gas molecules [126-129].

Gases such as He, N2, and Ar have typically a low solubility coefficient, and, at a low

pressure, the dissolved amount of gas does not cause noticeable reduction of the glass
transition temperature Tg of polymers [130,131]. Other gases, such as C02, can be, how¬

ever, sorbed to appreciable levels in polymers and can consequently reduce their Tg by
tens of degrees. For example, sorbed C02 in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)

depressed Tg from 105°C to 40°C. Other gases such as CH4 and C2H4 are also reported
to plasticize polymers, but to lesser extent due to the smaller solubility of these gases in

comparison with C02 [132].

Fox and Flory [133] were the first to propose that the glass transition is an "iso-free

volume" state, where the free volume is defined as a difference between the total volume

ofthe system and a hypothetical volume corresponding to close packing of polymer seg¬

ments at 0°K. At a temperature below Tg, the free volume fraction is typically assumed

to be constant and equal to its value at Tg. According to the notion that the free volume

fraction characterizes the glass-forming material, this assumption leads to consider the

glass as a state where the structure is "frozen in "in its equilibrium configuration at Tg.
On the basis of such free-volume arguments, Kelley and Bueche [134] developed a

model to predict the influence of diluents on the glass transition temperature of a mixture

[i-^>]rg0 + ^#2
g [i-tf>] +M

K)

where 7g0 is the glass transition temperature of the neat polymer, 0 is the volume fraction

of sorbed C02 in polymer, and kj and k2 are two adjustable parameters. Eq. 1 was

derived on the assumption of additivity of the free volumes of the polymer and the dilu¬

ent. It was assumed that, irrespective of the composition, the free volume has a constant

value at Tg [135].

The determination of (/) from gravimetric measurements requires knowledge of the

partial molar volume VT. Kamiya et al. [136, 137] have found a correlation between Vr
and the temperature for rubbery polymer-C02 systems. From the empirical correlation,

given by:

VT = 44[l+(2.1xl(T3)(r-298)] (2)

it is possible to have a first estimation the volume fraction 0 of sorbed C02 in rubbery

polymers. Using this estimation, Vr is found to be 43.63 cm3mol"1 at 294K.

Wong et al. [138] observed a linear relation between Frand the critical volume of the gas

sorbed in polymers. Using the relation suggested by Wong, Vr is found to be 45.86

cm mol"1. Kamiya et al. [137] compared the predicted values of VT according to Eq. 2
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with experimental data for poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate), 1,2-polybutadiene, poly(dim-

ethyl siloxane), poly(ethyl methacrylate) and poly(ethylene) low-density in a tempera¬

ture range of 25°C to 42°C. These comparisons showed that Eq. 2 permitted to estimate

Vr [137]. A similar value for Vr was found by dilation experiments, when C02 is sorbed

in silicone rubber at room temperature [139]. In the same study, however, for glassy

polycarbonate, Fleming and Koros, reported a partial specific volume of 17.9 cm mol.

Another description of the glass transition temperature was proposed by Gibbs and

DiMarzio [140]. According to these authors, the glass transition is a kinetic manifesta¬

tion of a second-order phase transition, characterized in terms of configurational entropy

of the system, which can be approached, but not reached on experimental time scales.

This representation of the glass transition permitted to derive models to predict changes
in the glass transition temperature due to the presence of diluents [141, 142]. The model

developed by Chow [142], based on a lattice theory, for the depression of the glass tran¬

sition temperature Tg due to diluents, is represented by the relationship:

HT

lnf-^1 = j3[01n0+(l-0)ln(l-0)] (3)
\i g0J

ß = =^- (4)

M0ACp

6 = 4îT5 <5)

where Tg0 is the glass transition temperature of the neat polymer, M0 and Md are the

molecular weight of the monomer and the molecular weight of the diluent, respectively,
R the gas constant, z the lattice coordinate number, (0 the weight fraction of the diluent

and ACp the heat capacity change associated to glass transition of the neat polymer. The

expression developed by Chow was experimentally evaluated by Chiou et al. [130] for

plasticization of glassy polymers such as poly(vinyl chloride), poly(methyl methacry¬

late) and poly(vinylidene fluoride) blends by carbon dioxide. Reasonable correlations

between calculated and experimental data were observed.

The aim of the present study is to characterize C02-PDLLA and C02-PLGA mixture

with emphasis on the depression ofthe glass transition temperature Tg due to sorbed C02
molecules. In order to calculate the values of Tg for these polymers contacted with high-

pressure C02, the model of Kelley is fitted to the experimental data, whereas the calcu¬

lated data of the model of Chow are directly compared to the experimental values. The

influence of plasticization on the mechanical properties of the polymer-gas mixtures is

finally evaluated by means of tensile tests.
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2.2. Setup for plasticization experiments

Poly(DJL-lactide-co-glycolide) with a D,L-lactide to.glycolide molar ratio of 100:0

(PDLLA, Mw:_310'000 gmol"1), 85:15 (PLGA85:15, Mw: 210'000 gmol"1) and 50:50

(PLGA50:50, Mw: 30'000 gmol"1) (Boehringer Ingelheim, D) were hot pressed at 150°C

for 10 min under vacuum (100 mbar) and cooled to room temperature in a press (Collin

type 300E). Films with a thickness of about 300 urn were obtained. Densities ofthe neat

polymers were measured with pycnometry and were found to be 1.291 gem for

PLGA85:15, 1.375 gem-3 forPLGA50:50 and 1.200 gem-3 for PDLLA.

The influence of sorbed C02 molecules on Tg of the polymers was investigated

according to the method proposed by Chiou et al. [130]. In the present study, polymer

samples were evacuated during 12hours at a pressure of 30mbar prior to the sorption

experiments. C02 was then applied at a pressure of 40 bars during 90min to PLGA85:15

and PDLLA hot-pressed films. For PLGA50:50, C02 sorption was performed at a pres¬

sure of 25bars during 720min. In order to reduce the formation of bubbles, reduction of

the pressure was carried out at a rate of about 1.3 bar/min. All sorption experiments were

performed at 24°C in a custom made high-pressure vessel. In order to investigate sam¬

ples containing different weight fraction of sorbed C02, C02 was allowed to desorb from

the samples at 24°C in a desiccator under ambient pressure. Desorption of the samples
was performed during three days for PDLLA and PLGA85:15. For PLGA50:50, the for¬

mation of bubbles could not be avoided and samples were completely foamed after 6 hr.,

which prevented further meaningful analysis in the present context.

After extraction of the samples from the pressure vessels, their weight was measured.

Due to the high solubility of C02 in PDLLA, PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50, it was possi¬
ble to determine the amount of sorbed C02 with an analytical balance (Mettler-Toledo,

CH) with a precision of ±0.01 mg.

Thereafter, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed
with 3 to 5mg of polymer samples containing sorbed C02 that were encapsulated in a

hermetically sealed Al-crucible. DSC scans were performed at 10 Kmin"1 from -100°C

to 180°C (Seiko, J). After the first scan, samples were cooled to 0°C at 10 Kmin"1. N2
was used as cooling fluid. A second run was performed for each sample from 0 to 80°C

in order to examine the influence of the first scan on the glass transition temperature.

The error in the determination of the weight fraction of sorbed C02 is estimated by
the measurement of C02 fraction before the DSC run and the weight fraction C02 of the

same sample after 20min, which corresponds to the period oftime needed to prepare the

DSC sample, to cool the sample to -100°C and to heat the sample above 50°C during the

first DSC run. For high C02 concentrations, the error bars in the weight fraction is about

7-10%. The error bars decrease as the gas molecules desorb from the polymers.

Tensile tests were performed with PLGA85:15 (thickness 120-190um) and PDLLA

(thickness: 150-220um) films containing different weight fraction of C02 in order to

observe the influence of sorbed molecules on the mechanical properties of the polymer-

C02 mixtures. The procedure for C02 sorption into the polymer was the same as those

described above for the preparation of DSC samples. The mechanical tests were per¬

formed at rate of 1.5 mm min" at room temperature using an Zwick machine (Model
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1471, Zwick, Ulm, D) and a lkN-gauge. All experiments were repeated 3 times under

the same conditions. Due to the extensive foaming ofPLGA50:50 during the desorption
of gas, no experiments were carried out with this material.

2.3. Plasticization of PDLLA by sorbed C02

The influence of sorbed C02 on the glass transition temperature ofPDLLA is shown

in DSC scans for some samples containing representative weight fractions of gas (O

(Figure 2.2). The scans have been shifted vertically for the sake of clarity. For all sam¬

ples, the glass transition is well resolved. However, for samples containing a large
amount of sorbed gas, the glass transition broadens. In the presented study, T„ is defined

as the inflection point of the transition. As the weight fraction of sorbed C02 in PDLLA

increases, Tg decreases. Thus, for © = 0.038, Tg is 25°C, while for m = 0.003 Tg is 54°C.

The depressed values of T„ for the different values of (O are reported in the Table 2.1.

i i i i | i i i i | i i i i | i i i i | i i i i | i i i i | i i i 11 i i i i

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

T[°C]

Figure 2.2: DSC thermogramsfor PDLLA comprising different weightfractions (m) ofC02.
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2. Characterization ofC02-PDLLA and C02-PLGA mixtures

Û>[-] Tg [°C] <*>[-] Tg [°C]

0 038 25 0 014 46

0 027 34 0 008 50

0 022 40 0 003 54

0017 44 0 58

Table 2.1: Tg values ofPDLLA containing different weightfractions C02

The shape of the DSC scans also changes, as the weight fraction changes. At higher 0)

values, only the step of T is visible, while for low concentrations (co < 0.008) of gas, the

thermogram displays an endothermal peak at the glass transition temperature. The inten¬

sity of this peak however is significantly reduced after a second DSC run, as observed in

Figure 2.3. Such endothermal peaks have been previously observed with PDLLA by
Celli and Scandolla [143] and have been attributed to ageing of the polymer. Physical

ageing is defined as the manifestation of the rearrangement of the polymer molecules in

the glassy state leading to the reduction of the excess free volume. As the ageing time

increases, the endothermal peak at Tg increases as a result of an increase in excess

enthalpy ofrelaxation [144]. In the case ofPDLLA samples used in the present study, the

samples were hot pressed and stored during about two weeks under vacuum at 24°C,

before dissolution experiments. During this period of time, ageing of the neat polymer

occurred, as confirmed by the DSC scans of the samples. After contact of the polymer
with pressurized C02, a significant amount of gas molecules is sorbed in the polymer.
Relaxation of the internal stresses occurs, which leads to the supression of the endother¬

mal peak found in DSC for neat polymer. As desorption occurs, the polymer is able to

age and the endothemal peak appeared (Figure 2.3).
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i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

T[°C]

Figure 2.3: Influence ofageing on glass transition of the PDLLA. The arrows indicate the

second DSC runfor each experiment. Note the increase ofthe endothermalpeak
on the first DSC run as co decreases.

Diffusivity of gas is always higher in rubbery polymers than in glassy polymers due to

an augmentation of the free volume in the former [145, 146]. Moreover, diffusion is

commonly described as an activated process and diffusion coefficients have an Arrhenius

form. Thus, as the temperature increases, the diffusivity increases. On the other hand, the

solubility of gases is generally found to be greater in glassy polymers than in rubbery

polymers [148]. Therefore, as a consequence ofthe augmentation ofthe temperature dur¬

ing the DSC scan of the samples containing sorbed C02 molecules, desorption of gas

occurs rapidly. Thus, after the first DSC run, the C02 molecules desorb in significant

amounts, as confirmed by the increase of the Tg observed in the second DSC runs

(Figure 2.3).
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2.4. Plasticization of PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50 by sorbed C02

Sorption of C02 molecules in PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50 also depresses the Tg of

the copolymer, as is shown in some representative DSC scans in Figure 2.4 and in

Figure 2.5, respectively. The values of Tg as a function of the weight fraction co C02 are

reported in Table 2.2.

i i i i

-10 10 30 50 70 90

T[°C]

Figure 2.4: Some representative DSC thermograms for PLGA85.15 containing different

C02 weightfractions (co).

In the case of C02-PLGA85:15 mixtures, the DSC scans reveal broad glassy-rubbery
transition regime with different steps for co values between 0.069 and 0.025. The inflec¬

tion point of the step corresponding to the lowest temperature indicates the beginning of

the transition and is taken as Tg. As the weight fraction co decreases, Tg increases to the

initial values of the neat polymer. For large amount of dissolved gas, (co = 0.069-0.025)
endothermal fluctuations are observed above the glass transition temperature of neat

PLGA85:15. These fluctuations might be due to gas desorption or formation of bubbles

due to a pressure difference in the polymer matrix and in the environment of the sample.
Such effects have also been reported in other studies [128].
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-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

T[°C]

Figure 2.5: Some representative DSC thermograms of PLGA50:50 containing different
amounts ofsorbed C02.

Polymer e»H Tg[°C] û>H Tg[°C]

PLGA85 15

0 069 10 0 030 29

0 053 16 0 029 31

0 045 19 0 025 34

0 040 22 0012 47

0 036 23 0 003 55

0 033 27 0 57

PLGA50 50

0 063 5 0 048 18

0 052 9 0 039 20

0 047 12 0 55

0 044 15 - -

Table 2.2: Tg values ofdifferent PLGA85:15 -C02 andPLGA50:50-CO2 mixtures
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Due to the formation of bubbles in PLGA50:50 during the desorption of the gas, the

determination of Tg was not trivial. Moreover, as foaming could not be avoided, only

samples containing a large amount of sorbed molecules could be analyzed. However, it

can be observed that sorbed C02 molecules in PLGA50:50 reduced the Tgoî the poly¬

mer, similarly to the other polymers investigated in the present study. The glass transition

of PLGA50:50, in which C02 is dissolved to a large extent, is characterized by a broad

region including two different steps (Figure 2.5). Again, the inflection point of the first

step is taken as the beginning of the transition and is defined as Tg. Thus, the lowest Tg
observed for PLGA50:50 is approximately 5°C and corresponds to the sample contain¬

ing a weight fraction co = 0.063 of C02. As the temperature increases during the scans, a

second less well resolved step as the first one appears. For co= 0.063, the inflection point
ofthis step is situated at about 29°C and might be attributed to a kind of glass transition

for region of glycolide repeating units, in which a lesser amount of C02 is sorbed [111].
In comparison with PLGA85:15, this second step is better resolved for PLGA50:50,

probably because the amount of glycolide repeating units is greater in PLGA50:50 than

in PLGA85:15. Similar to PLGA85:15-C02 mixtures, noise in the DSC baseline is also

observed for PLGA50:50-CO2 mixtures.

The analysis of the second DSC runs for PLGA85:15-C02 mixtures (not shown)
reveals the same ageing phenomena as discussed for PDLLA-C02 mixtures. In the

present study, the ageing behavior of PLGA50:50-CO2 mixtures could not be observed

in the available DSC thermograms. Indeed, ageing effects have been only observed for

PDLLA containing less than co = 0.017 C02 and for PLGA85:15 for co smaller than

0.012. Ageing is, however, expected for PLGA50:50 containing such low amount of gas,

because the polymer is able to age as confirmed by the DSC isotherm of neat

PLGA50:50.

2.5. Comparison of the investigated gas-polymer mixtures

As observed in the DSC thermograms of PDLLA, PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50, the

sorption of large amounts of C02 molecules leads to a reduction and broadening of the

glass transition, which is indicative of dissolution of the gas into the polymer. As noted,

the first inflection point on the DSC scans was chosen as Tg. The inflection point of the

three investigated polymers are presented in the Figure 2.6. A systematic reduction of Tg
by sorbed C02 is observed for all investigated mixtures. Predictions ofthe depression of

Tg are first made using the model derived by Chow for polymer-diluent systems. As sug¬

gested by Chow, the parameter z of the model is commonly set to 2. The other parame¬

ters required in the model are given in Table 2.3. The values of AC„ were measured for

neat polymers.
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Chow

285-

275-

0.02 0.04

co H

0.06 0.08

Figure 2.6: Decrease ofT„ infunction ofthe weightfraction (co) ofsorbedC02. Comparison

of experimental data and values calculated with Chow 's model. The

experimental data are also fitted to Chow 's model with ACp as adjusting

parameter ("fit").

Polymer TgolK] Md [g/moll M0 [g/mol] Acyj/gK]

PDLLA 331 44 0 72 0 0 532

PLGA85 15 330 44 0 69 91 0 502

PLGA50 50 328 44 0 65 01 0 506

molar average value

Table 2.3: Parameters used in the calculation of the depression of Tg according to Chow's

model.

Although the model predicts the depression of Tg by the sorbed C02 molecules,

Figure 2.6 shows that the calculated values of Tg using the model of Chow are signifi¬

cantly higher than the experimental data.

One possible explanation for this discrepancy is the limited accuracy for the determi¬

nation of the weight of sorbed C02 as the samples pass through the glass transition in the

DSC, because of potential gas desorption during the scan. The error bar in the weight
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2. Characterization ofC02-PDLLA and C02-PLGA mixtures

fraction of sorbed C02 is estimated at about 7-10% due to the time delay between the

weight measurement and the measurement of the glass transition for samples containing

large amounts of C02. For samples containing lesser amounts of C02, the error bars are

lower because gas desorption is less fast. Thus, it seems that the inaccuracy in the deter¬

mination of co can only partially explain the discrepancy between experimental data and

the predicted values observed by Chow.

Another problem encountered in the determination of the glass transition temperature

of the PLGA-C02 and PDLLA-C02 mixture, is the difficulty to precisely determine Tg
for samples with a high concentration of C02, due to the broadening of the glass transi¬

tion. We estimate this error to be about ± 2 K

The model of Chow has been successfully used in order to predict the depression of

Tg in PS-C02 and PC-C02 mixtures at high pressures [129], and the depression of Tg in

PMMA-C02 mixtures at ambient pressure [130]. However, others studies on PMMA-

C02 mixtures demonstrated deviation of the experimental data from the prediction with

Chow's model [149]. The model of Chow does not take into account that ACp could be

C02 content dependent. Supposing that ACp is not constant, but depends to the amount

of sorbed C02, the model of Chow can be fitted to the experimental values of Tg with

ACp as adjustable parameter (Figure 2.6). Using this fitting procedure, a average value of

ACp is found between 0.28 to 0.35 J/gK. A more accurate fit would probably result if a

correlation between AC„ and the gas fraction could be developed. However, the determi¬

nation of AC„ was not trivial for polymers containing a large amount of sorbed gas.

By considering free volume arguments for the glass transition temperature, Kelley
and Bueche [134] also developed a relationship for the dependence of Tg of polymer-
diluent systems. In order to use this model in the case of PLGA-C02 and PDLLA-C02
mixtures, the volume fraction of sorbed C02 molecules has been determined using Eq. 2,

assuming that the partial molar volume of sorbed C02 in poly(oc-hydroxy acid) is not sig¬

nificantly different from the partial molar volume ofC02 observed in the investigation of

Kamiya et al. [137] for other polymers.
The model of Kelley and Bueche offers two adjustable parameters, k\ and &2, which

permit to fit the model to the experimental values of Tg. As can be observed in

Figure 2.7, the model is found to be in reasonable agreement with the values of Tg deter¬

mined with DSC. The values of the adjusting parameters and the regression coefficient

of the fits are given in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.7: Depression ofTg of PDLLA, PLGA85.15 and PLGA50:50 due to sorbed C02
with different volume fractions (f>. The experimental data were fitted with the

model ofKelley.

Polymer *iH ft2[K] r2

PDLLA 1073 -348 74 0 994

PLGA85 15 9 091 225 68 0 993

PLGA50 50 8 069 209 71 0 996

Table 2.4: Values ofthe adjustableparameters in the model ofKelleyfor the description ofthe

depression ofTg by C02 sorbed molecules.

The gravimetric method used in the present study for the determination ofthe glass tran¬

sition temperature, of PLGA-C02 mixtures showed that the relationship between Tg
depression and sorbed C02 molecules concentration could be characterized to some

extent by models developed for conventional liquid diluent and polymer or based on free

volumes arguments.

Section 2.7 will deal with sorption experiments for the determination of the solubility
and diffusion coefficient of C02 at elevated pressures. In order to validate the choice of
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2. Characterization ofC02-PDLLA and C02-PLGA mixtures

models describing sorption processes, knowledge of Tg could be advantageous. How¬

ever, direct measurement of Tg for polymer-gas mixtures under elevated pressure, has not

been carried in the presented study. Thus, the estimation of Tg, in situ, will be made by

extrapolation using the models of Chow and Kelley.

2.6. Impact of plasticization on the tensile properties

Tensile tests carried out on PDLLA and PLGA85:15 films, in which different

amounts of gas were dissolved, revealed the influence of sorbed molecules on the

mechanical properties of the materials. The changes in E-modulus, maximal strength

Rm, and maximal strain for different weight fraction 0) of sorbed C02 are presented in

Figure 2.8. Although the desorption of gas led to an inhomogeneous concentration of

sorbed C02 in the polymer film during the tensile tests, a progressive transition from the

rubbery state to the glassy state could be observed.
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Figure 2.8: Influence of the plasticization by sorbed C02 on the E-modulus, the maximal

strength (Rm) and the maximal strain (Max. strain) ofPDLLA and PLGA85:15

containing different weightfraction co ofC02 (n=3).
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For small amounts of sorbed gas, E-modulus and Rm decreased, whereas, a signifi¬
cant increase in the maximal strain could be observed for co >0.023 for both polymer sys¬

tems. This value of weight fractions, corresponds to a Tg of about 310K. For larger
amount of sorbed gas (co> 0.070), the maximal strain was found to be greater than

700%. From the point of view of the desorption, the polymers were strongly plasticized

immediately after the C02 sorption, and, as desorption proceeded, they progressively
became glassy. This observation implies therefore, that, after the preparation of implants

using processing based on pressurized C02, implants will become progressively stiffer.

The time period required for the transition from the rubbery state to the glassy state

depends on the desorption of gas. It would be interesting to carry out desorption experi¬
ments at 37°C in order to assess the changes in mechanical properties of the implants
after implantation.

2.7. Sorption and diffusion kinetics of C02 in PLGA

Knowledge of solubility and diffusivity of a gas in a polymer is essential to control,

for example, a foaming process and to understand the intrinsic gas transport characteris¬

tics of gas separation membranes and barrier materials.

Diffusion coefficients can be determined by gas permeation measurements through a

film of known thickness [150]. Once a constant density flux through the membrane is

established, diffusion coefficients can be derived from the expression of the time-lags

[151]. Diffusion coefficients can be also derived from sorption kinetics [152]. An often

used technique to obtain solubility and diffusion coefficients is to place the polymer

sample in a pressure vessel, degas the system, and then pressurize it with the desired gas.

The mass changes due to the dissolution of the gas in the polymer matrix is then mea¬

sured by weighing the sample until a constant weight is obtained. Sorption isotherms can

then be constructed for various pressures, and gas transport parameters are obtained. The

major problem with this method is the need to remove the sample from the pressure ves¬

sel for the gravimetric measurements, which implies gas desorption from the sample. A

more accurate method known as the pressure decay method, to study sorption behavior is

to measure the pressure difference in a chamber in which a sample is exposed to a gas. If

the volume of the sample and the chamber are known, the solubility of the sorbed gas

and the diffusion coefficients can be determined [153].

Recently, gas solubility and diffusion coefficient were determined by measuring, in

situ, the mass changes related to the sorption or desorption of gas molecules [138, 154].
Such in situ measurements were carried out with a microbalance enclosed in a high-pres¬
sure vessel.

The development of a method for the preparation of open porous scaffolds made of

PLGA using pressurized C02, among other things, also requires information about the

diffusion coefficients. The aim of this chapter is, therefore, the determination of these

coefficients for PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 copolymers. A gravimetric method, which

permits to measure the changes in weight under high C02 pressure, allows the determi¬

nation of the solubility of the gas in the polymer at equilibrium. Thus, sorption isotherm

will be measured and discussed on the basis ofthe results obtained in section 2.5 for the

depression of Tg due to sorbed C02 molecules.
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2.8. Theoretical models of sorption isotherms

Sorption of gas into a polymer is a dissolution process. The solubility coefficient S is

the amount of gas per unit volume of polymer in equilibrium with an unit partial pres¬

sure. Henry's law describes the ideal behavior, that is observed in practice for simple gas

at nearly atmospheric pressure.

S«- (6)
P

For simple gas, S is usually given in cm3(STP) per cm3 polymer per bar, where cm

(STP) is the amount ofgas in cm3 at standard temperature and pressure (273 °K, 1 bar), c

and p are the amount of gas and the partial pressure of gas, respectively. In this case,

there are no strong polymer-penetrant interactions and no specific interactions between

the penetrant molecules [151, 155]. As soon as interactions become important, devia¬

tions from Henry's law are often observed [156]. Lamgmuir sorption isotherms will

result when gases are sorbed at specific site at higher pressure. These sorption isotherms

can be observed for glassy polymers having preexisting micro-voids and show a "satura¬

tion limit" reached for a high concentration of sorbed gas. In the case ofFlory-Huggins

isotherms, the solubility coefficient increases continuously with pressure. These iso¬

therms can be observed for sorbed gas in rubbery polymers [136]. Finally, combination

of the above mentioned isotherms can be also observed, when, for example, the glass
transition temperature of the polymer, which may depend on the concentration of sorbed

gas, is surpassed for a high amount of sorbed gas [155, 156]. Several models have be

proposed to describe sorption in glassy poylmers [138, Krevelen, 1990 #483, Krykin,
1997 #446, 157].

The dissolution of a penetrant gas (here for C02) in a rubbery polymer (or strong

plasticized polymer due to the presence of sorbed molecules) can be described according

to Flory-Huggins by [158]:

]n(£) = (l-0) + x(l-4O2 + ln(4>) (7)
v/V

where/?o is the vapor pressure ofthe liquefied gas at the temperature of the experiments,

p is the pressure of the experiments, <p is the volume fraction of dissolved C02 and % is

the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. The volume fraction of dissolved gas is given

by (j) = CVTI (Vs + CVr), where VT is the partial molar volume of the gas calculated from

Eq. 2, and Vs is the mole of ideal gas at STP conditions (22'410 cm /mol). At low con¬

centrations, Eq. 7 can be simplified according Suwandi and Stern as [158] and Kamiya et

al. [136]:

C = p[kDexp(crC)] (8)

where &D is the Henry's law coefficient, cris defined by o- 2 (\+X)Vxl Vs [137]. In the

present study, sorption experiments were performed at 21 °C. According to Eq. 2 the par¬

tial molar volume of C02 Fris 43.63 cm3 mol"1.
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Assuming that the polymer-C02 mixtures behaves ideally, the weight fraction of gas

co is proportional to the equilibrium pressure/? (Henry's law).

p = k0co (9)

Depression of Tg can be predicted by Eq. 3 for different weight fractions. However,

depression of Tg can also be described using Eq. 1 applied to weight fractions with the

corresponding parameters k} and k2. After combining of Eq. 1 with Eq. 9, one obtains:

r8 =

Ko-

T ,

klPk2

K.Q

>-l +
kjp

(10)

where Tg and Tg0 represent the glass transition of the polymer-gas mixtures at the pres¬

sure p and that of neat polymer respectively. In order to apply Eq. 10 to the experimental

results, the experimental DSC values of Tg for different weight fractions obtained in sec¬

tion 2.5 have been first fitted using Eq. 1. Then, with the values of^and k2, values of Tg
can be calculated from weight fraction data obtained by the sorption experiments.

2.9. Theoretical models for sorption kinetics

Diffusion coefficients D of gases or vapors are conveniently measured using gravi¬
metric methods [138, 150,159]. In the ideal case, D is a constant, which does not depend
on the concentration of gas molecules. The change in concentration C during the diffu¬

sion process as a function of time at position x is given by the second Fickian law:

dt

/ 2 2 2 \

JdC dC dC
= D —- +—- +

dx dy dz J
(11)

In the case of one-dimensional diffusion, which can be observed in a semi-infinite plate,

Eq. 11 becomes:

dC

dt
^ = D

dx
(12)

Although the diffusion coefficient for glassy polymer depends to some extent on the

concentration, the sorption kinetics are often described by the second Fickan law.

In the case of sorption (or desorption) kinetics in a semi-infinite thin plate with a

thickness 21, in which diffusion from the edges ofthe thin plate is neglected, the solution
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of Eq. 12 can be found by variable separation or Laplace transformations [152]. For dif¬

fusion from both side of the plate, the range ofx is between -/ and /. At that value begin¬

ning of the sorption process, the concentration in the plate is C=0. The gas concentration

at both sides of the plate is at the beginning equal to Q and is maintained at C\ during
the sorption experiment. Under these conditions, the solution of Eq. 12 can be described

by either ofthe following equations [159]:

Mt Z R ( K(2n + \)2Dt\"*t , v 8

ÄT
=
1-£^—-2exP

M°°
n = 07C(2n+l) 4/2

Af„

(13)

(14)

where Mt is the sorbed mass at time t and Mœ the sorbed mass at the sorption equilib¬
rium. Eq. 13 converges rapidly at long periods oftime, whereas Eq. 14 converges rapidly
at short times. In this work, calculation are made with n=l2 for a better accuracy of the

summation, although in the literature «=3 is commonly used. Diffusion coefficient D can

be evaluated from kinetic sorption (or desorption) data with several methods [159]. In

this study, as diffusion kinetics of C02 in PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 is rather rapid,
but the sorption equilibrium is difficult to reach, the method selected to determine diffu¬

sion coefficient D is the half-time-method [153, 159]. Thus, D is given by:

fl.MOWO2 ,15)
ho

where ^50 is the time required to reached Mxl M^ = 0.5.

2.10. Setup for sorption experiments

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA85:15, Mw: 210'000 gmol"1) and Poly(D,L-

lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA50:50, Mw: 30'000 gmol"1) studied were purchased from

Boehringer Ingelheim. Films with a uniform thickness were obtained by uniaxial hot

pressing of the polymer. First, granules or powder were placed between to two steel

plates covered with a thermal resistant polymer sheet, lmbar vacuum was then applied
before heating the press (Collin type 300E) to processing temperature. The processing

temperature for PLGA85:15 was set at 150°C and for PLGA50:50 at 140°C. The molten

PLGA85:15 granules were then melted during 30min and the PLGA50:50 granules dur¬

ing 25min. Thereafter, the molten granules were pressed with a load of lOOkN at the pro¬

cessing temperature during 5min. After this operation, the press was cooled to room

temperature. Once the temperature was below 30°C, vacuum was removed and the poly¬
mer films extracted from the press. PLGA85:15 films with a thickness of about 450 urn

and PLGA50:50 films with a thickness of about 410 urn thick were, thus, obtained. Qua-
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dratic samples (12x12mm) with a mass between 80-130mg were cut from the polymer
films for the sorption experiments.

Sorption measurements were performed in a high pressure apparatus (Rubotherm, D)

composed in three parts (Figure 2.9).

NP-Pos.l MPl-Pos. 2 MP2-Pos. 3

Figure 2.9: Apparatus for high-pressure sorption measurements at the Institut für
Nichtklassiche Chemie Universität Leipzig, D.

A microbalance is placed on the top of the apparatus. An electro-magnet is fixed to

the balance and suspended over a high pressure vessel, in which a sample can be exposed
to gas pressure. A permanent magnet that is fixed along the same axis as the sample con¬

tainer permits the measurement of the variation of weight by the balance without direct

contact with the testing pressurized gas. The high pressure-vessel is thermostated by a

fluid at a temperature of (294.1±0.1)K. The precision ofthe balance is ±10ug. Pressure is

measured by a manometer (Kistler, D) with a precision of± 0.1 bar in the pressure range

between 0.1 to 500 bar. Prior to sorption experiments, the vessel and samples were

degassed and evacuated until no mass changes could be recorded by the balance. The

measurement of sorption isotherms were performed in three steps described in

Figure 2.9. First, the weight of the permanent magnet is measured (NP in position 1).

Then, the weight of the permanent, the sample container (including sample and sorbed

gas) and the suspension item is measured (MPI in position 2). Finally, the weight of the

solid body is determined (MP2-in position 3).

From the measurements, several values can be derived. The mass of the solid body m2
can be determined by substracting MP2 from MPI. After correction of w2 due to buoy¬

ancy, it is possible, at pressure and temperature equilibrium, to determine the gas density

pg (assuming that the volume of the solid body Vh is known) according to:
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This option of determining the density of the gas is a great advantage of the apparatus

in comparison with other system, where the density of gas has to be calculated from

equations of state. The mass of the sorbed gas mx is determined from NP and MP\ using:

mx = (MP1-MP10)-(NP-NP0) (17)

where MP10 and NP0 represent the measurements under vacuum. The buoyancy AA of

the sample has to be taken into account. AA is given by:

AA = pgVp (18)

where Vp is the volume of the sample given by V„= mp I pp, in which wp and pp are,

respectively, the mass and the density of the sample.

In this work, the samples were placed onto a PTFE sieve (TE 38, Schleicher&Schuell,

D) in order to enable diffusion from both side of the plates. The mass of the sieve was

6.45 mg. Using sorption data of C02 in PTFE determined by Krykin et al. [160], the

amount of C02 sorbed in the sieve during sorption was estimated. Due to the small mass

of the sieve, the volume fraction of C02 sorbed in the sieve was less than 1% of the total

volume of sorbed gas in the PLGA samples, and, hence, could be neglected.
For PLGA85:15, the following C02 pressures were used: 20, 30, 40, 50 and 55 bar.

For PLGA50:50, only pressures of 30, 40, 50 and 55 bars were applied because of the

low diffusion coefficients of the polymer at low pressure. All experiments were per¬

formed at 21 °C.

2.11. Estimation of the glass transition temperature at sorption

equilibrium

Sorption of C02 molecules at high pressure is expected to depress the glass transition

temperature 7^of PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 according to the observation made in

section 2.5. Sorption experiments permit to measure the amount of C02 molecules (in

weight fraction co or volume fraction (j)), which is sorbed in the polymer at the equilib¬
rium. Thus, it is possible to calculate the depression of Tg for different sorption pressures

using the models discussed in section 2.5. For PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15, the depres¬
sion of Tg can be evaluated using either the model derived by Kelley [134] or the model

derived by Chow [142]. The calculations of Tg are made using the parameters given in

Tables 2.3 and 2.4. The Table 2.5 lists the calculated depression of Tg as a function of the

volume fraction of sorbed molecules.
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PLGA85:15 PLGA50:50

<P[-]
r,pq
(Kelley)

Tg[K]
(Chow)

0H
Tg[K]
(Kelley)

Tg[K]
(Chow)

0 000 330 0 330 0 0 000 328 0 328 0

0 085 282 3 298 9 0 101 271 8 294 1

0 128 270 4 288 6 0 143 260 1 284 7

0 171 2619 279 9 0 177 253 0 278 1

0 220 254 9 271 6 0 190 250 6 275 7

0 245 252 1 267 8

Table 2.5: Calculated T„ during sorption experiments as afunction ofthe volumefraction <j) of
sorbed C02 according to the models ofKelley and Chow.

As expected, the model of Chow predicts higher values of Tg than the model of

Kelley, which was already observed in section 2.5. For large amount of sorbed C02 the

difference between both calculated rg's is 18K for PLGA85:15 and 20Kfor

PLGA50:50. According to the model of Kelley, at sorption equilibrium, Tg of

PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 are under the sorption temperature for all investigated C02
concentrations. The model of Chow indicates that Tg of polymers remains above the

sorption temperature for only small amounts of sorbed C02. For <p > 0.128, Tg of

PLGA85:15 is depressed below the experiment temperature, while for PLGA50:50, Tg is

predicted to be below the experiment temperature of the experiment for 0> 0.101.

The depression of Tg, calculated with the model of Kelley in function of the sorption

pressure is given in Figure 2.10. No significant differences can be observed between

PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15. Experimental values on Figure 2.10 are fitted with the

modified model of Kelley (Eq. 10).
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60

p [bar]

Figure 2.10: Depression of PLGA50.50 and PLGA85.15 Tg due to sorbed CO2 calculated

with the model ofKelley.

The values of the parameters k0, k\ and k2 are given in Table 2.6. Although the sorp¬

tion isotherms (see below) do not exactly reveal simple dissolution behavior of C02 in

PLGAs described by the Henry's law, the adjustable parameters ofthe modified Kelley's
model permit to obtain a good prediction of the calculated Tg values in function of the

pressure of the gas, as indicated by the regression coefficient.

Polymer k0 [bar] */H k2[K) r2

PLGA85 15 5 46 1 17 311 9 1000

PLGA50 50 34 15 1 77 266 2 0 999

Table 2.6: Parameters ofthe modified model ofKelleyfor the prediction ofTg infunction of
the pressure during sorption experiments.

The estimation of the glass transition at sorption equilibrium reveals that PLGA50:50

and PLGA85:15 are in the rubbery state when they are in contact with C02 molecules.

This finding suggests thus to describe the sorption isotherms of PLGA50:50 and

PLGA85:15 at 21°C with the model of Flory-Huggins.
The depression of Tg due to sorbed C02 molecules has been investigated for PMMA-

C02 mixtures by Kalospiros and Paulaitis [161]. At C02-pressure higher than 30bar, the

curve dTg/dP was found to become positive and a maximum for Tg was observed. This

phenomena was also observed by Condo et al. [127], who described it as a "retrograde
vitrification" of polymer in the presence of compressed fluid diluents. In both studies,

models were proposed to characterize such behavior. The calculated values of T„ for
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2. Characterization ofC02-PDLLA and C02-PLGA mixtures

PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50 given in the present study should therefore be carefully
considered and should be experimentally verified, using creep compliance or DSC high

pressure measurements.

2.12. Sorption isotherms of C02 in PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50

Sorption isotherms of C02 (Figure 2.11) in PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 are charac¬

teristic of gas sorption in rubbery polymers. The concentration of gas at 55 bar in

PLGA50:50 and in PLGA85:15 is found to be 167.74 (cm3(STP)/cm3) and 119.90

(cm (STP)/cm ), respectively. The sorption isotherms reveal a greater dissolution of

C02 molecules in the PLGA85:15 than in PLGA50:50 (Figure 2.11). This can probably
be attributed to the preferential dissolution of gas in regions comprised of lactic acid

repeating units region over those predominately comprising glycolic acids units region
as suggested by Mooney et al. [111].

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

p [bar]

Figure 2.11: Sorption isothermsfor C02 in PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50 at 21 °C

The values of C found in the present study for PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 are quite

high in comparison with those observed for other polymers-C02 mixtures. For example,
the concentration of C02 in polycarbonate at 35°C was found to be about 30 cm3(STP)
cm"3 at 20 bars [162]. For PMMA, the concentration was found to be 80 cm3(STP) cm"3

at 35 °C and at 50 bars [136]. The concentration of C02 in elastomers was, however,

reported to be significantly greater. For example, a content of 160 cm3(STP) cm"3 in sili¬

cone elastomer was found at 50 bar and 42 °C [163]. An explanation for the relatively

high concentration ofC02 found in PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 is the possible conden¬

sation of the gas at 21°C [164]. One possible source of error in the measurement of the

concentration of C02, is the absence of volume correction during the experiments.
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Swelling of polymer due to sorbed molecules are often reported [163]. Dilatation experi¬

ments should be yet performed in order to evaluate this potential error with accuracy.

Correlation between (p and the equilibrium pressure p is represented by the model of

Flory-Huggins, as observed in Figure 2.11. For our purpose, the model of Kamiya

(Eq. 8) is fitted to the experimental data with G and &D as adjusting parameters. The val¬

ues of these parameters are presented in Table 2.7. The quality of the fit is indicated by

the good values ofthe regression coefficients.

Polymer
CTXlO3

[cm3 (polym.) cm3 (STP)]

*2>
[cm3 (STP) cm"3 (polym.) bar1]

X

[-1
r2

PLGA85:15 2.11 2.12 -0.49 0.999

PLGA50:50 1.84 1.77 -0.53 0.998

Table 2.7: Parameters in the Flory-Huggins model for sorption isotherms of C02 in

PLGA85.15 andPLGA50:50.

The observed negative values of the Flory-Huggins parameter %, which characterizes

the molar interaction energy of the penetrant gas divided by RT, found for both

PLGA50:50-CO2 and PLGA85:15-C02 mixtures, reveal significant interaction between

the gas molecules and the polymers. Such negatives values have been also reported for

substituted bisphenol A polycarbonate in which C02 was sorbed at 35°C [162] and for

polybutadiene in the temperature range of 25 to 80°C [165]. In this latter study, % was

calculated at 25°C from the partial molar volume of CO?, which was measured by

dilatometry and found to be 43.8 cm /mol. However, decrease of partial molar volumes

with increasing pressure was also observed in some cases, which can significantly influ¬

ence the value of %. The values of % should be therefore assessed using accurate Vr data

determined from dilatation experiments.

2.13. Sorption kinetics of C02 in PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50

Using the high-pressure microbalance apparatus, the changes in weight due to gas

flow were spontaneously recorded by the microbalance. However, fluctuation occurred

during the first 2 min and resulting data could not be used. After this period of time, the

balance stabilizes, and measurement could be conducted. However, the diffusion process

occur as soon as the first gas molecules contact the polymers. Thus, zero-time shift cor¬

rection had to be applied using an interpolation procedure. The sorption kinetics of C02
in PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 at 21°C were, therefore, determined after these correc¬

tions. The sorption kinetics curves follow to some extent Fickian behavior as observed in

Figure 2.12 for PLGA85:15 and in Figure 2.13 for PLGA50:50.

The diffusion coefficient of a gas in a glassy polymer, which is able to plasticize in

presence of low molecular solute, is often not constant due to possible changes in struc¬

ture [166] or are concentration dependent. These changes are regarded as relaxation pro¬

cesses, which are very slow in comparison with diffusion processes. Thus, diffusion
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anomalies are generally observed in such systems because of the polymer chain rear¬

rangement due to the presence ofthe solute molecules [152]. On the other hand, rubbery

polymer chains adjust so quickly to the presence of the penetrant, that they do not cause

diffusion anomalies. In the case of PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50, sorbed C02 molecules

reduced the glass transition of the polymers even at small amounts of sorbed gas, as

observed in DSC measurements. Thus, although PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 are glassy

polymers at ambient temperature, reduction of their Tg quickly occurs as they are in con¬

tact C02 molecules, and diffusion of C02 can, thus, be regarded as a diffusion process in

rubbery polymers. However, it is surprising that the gas diffusion follows a Fickian

behavior, as it interacts to some extent with the polymers.

10 15 20 25 30 35

(t [min])7/2

Figure 2.12: Sorption kinetics ofC02 in PLGA85:15films at various pressures and at 21 °C.
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30

it [min])//2

Figure 2.13: Sorption kinetics ofC02 in PLGA50:50films at various pressures and at 21 °C.

Probably, due to the time lag (about 2min) of the microbalance for stable sorption

measurements, the transition from glassy to rubbery state can not be observed in the

sorption kinetics curves for PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15. The sorption kinetics curves in

Figure 2.12 and on Figure 2.13 reveal to some extent a Fickian behavior. The influence

of probable interaction between polymer-gas molecules on the transport of gas into the

polymers, is not visible in the kinetics curves. The stochastic character of diffusion is

conserved in the time scale ofthe experiment and interactions might be neglected. More¬

over, the profile of the sorption kinetics does not reveal any sigmoid shape, which may

appear for sorption kinetics of swelling polymers [167].

The time required to reach the sorption equilibrium depends on the sorption pressure,

as observed for tested polymers tested. At low pressures (smaller than 30bars), the time

needed to reach Mt / Mœ =1, is difficult to define because the equilibrium is attained only

slowly on the time scale of the experiments. Thus, the determination of the diffusion

coefficient, based on methods such as the limiting slope [159] using the end of the sorp¬

tion kinetics curves is not adequate for our purpose. The method here adopted, is that of

the determination of the half-time. The diffusion coefficients D were, therefore, deter¬

mined using Eq. 15 and the values of t5Q. Values ofD and t50 in the investigated pressure

range for both polymers are presented in Table 2.8. The standard deviation was calcu¬

lated on the basis ofthe time resolution of the microbalance and the time zero shift error.

For high sorption pressures (over 40 bar for PLGA85:15 and over 55 bars for

PLGA50:50) the diffusion kinetics are very rapid and, t50 is in the same magnitude as the

time resolution of the microbalance. Thus, D values obtained under these conditions are

characterized by large standard deviations.
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Polymer P [bar] 'so [minl D [mm2/s] S.D. [mm2/s]

PLGA50 50 30 155 23 8 85E-07 1 12E-08

PLGA50 50 40 39 08 3 51E-06 1 71E-07

PLGA50 50 50 13 57 1 01E-05 1 30E-06

PLGA50 50 55 7 12 1 93E-05 4 23E-06

PLGA85 15 20 176 82 8 94E-07 1 00E-08

PLGA85 15 30 34 93 4 53E-06 2 45E-07

PLGA85 15 40 8 80 1 80E-05 3 33E-06

PLGA85 15 50 3 39 4 66E-05 1 73E-05

PLGA85 15 55 2 48 6 37E-05 2 84E-05

Table 2.8: Values oft50 and diffusion coefficients D for sorption kinetics ofPLGA50.50 and

PLGA85A5 at different CO2pressures. Standard deviations S.D. represent the diffi¬

culty to define the zero pointfor the diffusion.

The dependence ofD on sorption pressures is represented in Figure 2.14 for both

PLGA polymers. As the applied pressure increases, D increases for both polymers. Sim¬

ilar results were obtained for polystyrene/poly(vinylmethylether) blends-C02 systems

[168]. This behavior is reported to be due to some extent by plasticization effects of the

polymer resulting from the C02 sorption. The difference in diffusion kinetics between

PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 might be due to the difference of transport behavior in the

glycolide repeating units and in the lactide repeating units. The diffusion coefficient

obtained for PLGA85:15 at 30 bar is compared with diffusion coefficients for other poly¬
mers (poly(vynilchloride), PVC, polysulfone PS, polyarylate PA) found in the literature

(Table 2.9). From this comparison, one observes that the diffusion coefficients obtained

for PLGA85:15 are in the same range of magnitude as those for these polymers.
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Figure 2.14: Diffusion coefficients D ofC02 in PLGA50:50 andPLGA85:15 at 21°C Error

bars reflect the difficulty to determine the zero point ofdiffusion with high

accuracy.

Polymer PLGA85:15 PVC PS PA

T[°C] 21 35 25 25

P [bar] 30 30 30 30

D [mm2/s] 4 7 10"6 4 0 10"7 8 0 10"6 1 5 10"5

Reference this study [138] [160] [160]

Table 2.9: Diffusion coefficient D ofC02 in PLGA85:15 determined in this study in compari¬

son with datafor otherpolymers reported in the literature.

The present study revealed that a large amount ofC02 is able to be sorbed in poly(a-

hydroxy acid) copolymers such as PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 at 21°C in the pressure

range between 30 and 55bar. Determination of the Flory-Huggins parameters revealed

interaction between the gas molecules and the polymers. However, these interactions

seem to not significantly influence the diffusion kinetics. The transport of C02 mole¬

cules into the present polymers might be regarded as a Fickian diffusion process. As

shown in the presented chapters, the high diffusion coefficient ofC02 and the reasonable

plasticization behavior should permit to develop interesting and rapid preparation meth¬

ods for scaffolds based on PLGA.
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3. Development ofopenporous PLGA scaffolds

3. Development of open porous PLGA scaffolds

3.1. Introduction

Extraction of teeth causes a major trauma for the alveolar ridge by leaving an open

bone wound, which is in contact with the unstable environment of the mouth. The subse¬

quently often observed reduction of ridge height and width is a result of bone atrophy [2,

169]. This atrophy may be a result of the loss of functionality of the bone, as well as a

possible bacterial contamination. Resorption of alveolar bone may lead to later compli¬
cations for reconstructive surgery [170]. Although this problem was already described in

the last century, therapies have been seriously investigated only during the last two

decades [171]. In previous studies [43, 171], it was tried to prevent resorption by

implanting dense hydroxyapatite cones into the alveolus. Although these implants par¬

tially promoted alveolar ridge stability and prevented collapsing of the ridge, some post-

implantation problems occurred, such as such as submucosal prominence, erosion

through mucosa, the migration and loss of the implant [21]. Moreover, the procedure
necessitated fastidious mechanical adjustment of the implants, which finally fitted

poorly into the extraction socket.

Recently, Suhonen et al. [58] proposed immediate wound closure by placing an exact

copy of the extracted tooth root, made of a degradable polymer into the socket after

extraction of the tooth. The authors demonstrated the preservation of ridge height for at

least 21 months. Although cancellous bone was observed at the implantation site, bone

formation could only be initiated once the polymer implant had been resorbed. One

potential approach to facilitate earlier tissue formation would be the implantation of a

biodegradable implant with interconnected pores, which would immediately enable tis¬

sue ingrowth. As confirmed by several in vitro and in vivo studies [16, 25], open inter¬

connected porosity promotes scaffold vascularization, which permits better spreading
and proliferation of cells. According to Ishaug et al. [17], optimal migration of osteo¬

blasts and preservation of their phenotype require scaffolds with pores larger than 100

urn

Among the biodegradable polymers used in human surgery and tissue engineering,

poly(oc-hydroxy esters) such as polylactide (PLA), polyglycolide (PGA) and copolymers

(PLGA) thereof are currently the most investigated and are potential materials for the

preparation of defect analogue scaffolds. Several techniques have been proposed in the

literature to manufacture open porous scaffolds. These techniques include solvent cast¬

ing/salt leaching [98], phase separation [103], gel casting [115], precipitation [99] and

emulsion freeze-drying [105]. Many of them require organic solvent purification steps,

which complicates the procedure, and do not allow manufacturing of defect analogous
scaffold within minutes for immediate implantation. Foaming techniques currently used

to produce micro-cellular structure with gaseous C02 are fast, but do not give rise to suf¬

ficiently interconnected porosity required for tissue ingrowth. An interesting method was

proposed by Harris et al. [112] by combining salt leaching and C02 foaming methods.

However, salt removal remains a cumbersome part ofthis process.
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On the basis of a recent procedure [58, 172], an improved method to produce
PLGA50:50 open scaffolds is proposed in this chapter. This method, which involves

rapid consolidation of PLGA50:50 particles in a mould using subcritical C02, permits
the preparation of a copy of the tooth root.

Structural characterization on micrometer scale of PLGA50:50 scaffolds obtained by
consolidation of particles using subcritical C02 is presented in the following section.

Results of standard techniques such as gravimetry and Hg-porosimetry are compared to

those obtained with image analysis using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
and synchrotron radiation based computed micro-tomography (CMT).

3.2. Processing of PLGA scaffolds

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) with a D,L-lactic acid to glycolic acid molar ratio of

85:15 (RG858, Mw 210'000 gmol , Boehringer-Ingelheim, D) particles were prepared
as follows: PLGA fibers were first spun at 15 ms"1 with a laboratory extruder (CSI Max

Mixing Extruder CS 194 A, USA) through a 3mm-diameter nozzle. The temperature of

the rotor was set at 154°C and the temperature ofthe nozzle at 158°C. The rotating speed
ofthe rotor was 20 rpm. Oriented fibers were hence obtained with a diameter between 70

and 100 urn.

As it has been noted in Chapter 2, sorption of C02 molecules in PLGA85:15 signifi¬
cantly decreases the glass transition temperature of the polymer. Thus, as

PLGA85:15 fibers are in contact with high C02 pressure, relaxation of the par¬

tially oriented fibers can occur. Relaxation was performed at 55 bar for 15 s. The

gas pressure was then decreased from 55 bar to ambient within about 20 s. During this

treatment, PLGA aggregates were formed. The aggregates were then milled and the

obtained particles sieved to a granule size of 700-1400um. The latter material is the basis

ofthe present scaffold fabrication, which was carried out as follows. An aluminum cylin¬
drical mould with a height of 20 mm and a diameter of 10 mm was filled with 0.15g of

PLGA particles and placed into the C02 vessel. Particles were then consolidated using
the same standard time-pressure ramps as described for the production of the aggregates.

Thus, open porous scaffolds with diameter of 10 mm and height of 5 mm were obtained.

A similar method was used to prepare PLGA porous root replicas. A sterile

poly(vinylsiloxane) mould was manufactured after tooth extraction by imprinting the

root into the polymer (Figure 3.1). After cross-linking, the root was extracted and the

mould was filled with sterile PLGA particles (700um <o< 1400 um).
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Figure 3.1: In order to produce the copy ofa tooth root made ofPLGA, root is first printed
in polyvinylsiloxane toform a mould. Afterpolymer hardening (ca.1-2 min), the

root is removed and the mould is filled with sterile PLGA particles.
Consolidation of the scaffold is achieved at 55 barfor 15s. Subsequently,

biodegradable open porous root replica can be extracted out of the mould and

be implanted. During resorption ofthe replica, bone tissue is expected to growth

throughout interconnectedpores.

3.3. Methods for structural characterization

Scanning electron microscopy

Topography analysis of the samples was performed using scanning electron micros¬

copy (SEM, Hitachi S-2500C, Japan). Longitudinal and transversal sections were pro¬

duced in order to examine a microstructure orientation during consolidation.

Determination oftotalporosity by gravimetry

Total porosity 77of the sample is defined as follows:

77 = 1- (19)

wherep is the polymer density [g cm"3], p', the integral density of the sample [g cm"

]. The integral density was determined by measuring weight and volume ofthe samples.
For these measurements, 9 samples were used (n=9). The polymer density was deter¬

mined by pycnometry on as-received polymers. With this integral technique, the amount

of porosity can be determined.
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Hg-porosimetry

The Hg intrusion method (Hg-Porosimeter, PMI, USA) was used in order to deter¬

mine the open, closed, and total porosity, as well as the pore size distribution. Samples
were degassed during 1 hr under high-vacuum. The applied Hg-pressure range was

between 0.07 and 2000 bars. The relation between Hg-pressure/? and radius size r of a

cylindrical pore is given by Washburn's equation:

2(7COS0
.»n,

p = (20)

The Hg-surface tension a at 25°C is 4.74 10"3 Ncm"1. A contact angle 9 of 137° for

PLGA 85:15 was measured by Whang et al. [105]. The open porosity is given by:

^i
« -

^
(2.)

where ii is the open porosity [-], Vx the total intrusion volume [cm3], Vb: Sample volume

[cm]. Total porosity 77 and closed porosity ft) (non-accessible volume for Hg) can then

be calculated using Eq. 19 with:

p'
= — (22)V
v

y >

co = II-n (23)

Using this method, 3 samples were examined (n=3).

Image analysis using confocal laser scanning microscopy

As electron microscopy, optical microscopy can only reveal the inner micro-architec¬

ture of the scaffold of micro-sections. For image analysis with confocal laser scanning

microscopy (CLSM), planar sections are required. Samples were prepared as follows.

First, the scaffolds were embedded in an epoxy resin (Resin and Hardener EPOFIX

Struers, DK, ratio 25:3) after degassing for 15min at 200mbar. Curing of the resin was

achieved in 12 hr in an oven at 40°C. Scaffold sections were then prepared by grinding
and polishing the samples using a grinding machine (Struers, DK) and suitable SiC abra¬

sive papers. Polishing was finally achieved with 1 (xm diamond paste.

Planar scaffold sections were then examined with confocal laser scanning microscopy

(LSM 410, Zeiss, D), and images were analyzed using Image-Pro Plus software (n=6,
Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, USA). Quadratic images (512 x 512 pixels) with a

side length of 4839.2 urn were used for the analysis. Hence, the pixel size was

0.1058 mm. To remove residual scratches of the grinding process, it was necessary to fil¬

ter the image using a median filter. It replaced the center pixel with the median value in

its neighborhood. Hence, residual lines (< 2um) were removed prior to data analysis.
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Threshold determination

Each pixel of the CLSM images can be attributed to a gray value depending on con¬

trast and brightness. To improve the contrast of the raw data, the "Best Fit" filter option
of the software was used. The distribution of the gray values is represented by a histo¬

gram, where the x-axis corresponds to the gray scale (0-255) and the y-axis represents
the related frequency. Three phases corresponding to the closed porosity, the polymer
matrix and the open porosity were separated by the minima between the peaks. A first

threshold (between closed porosity and polymer matrix) was evaluated using 60 images.
The second one (between polymer matrix and open porosity) was determined by fitting
the histograms with two gaussian functions and taking their intersecting point as thresh¬

old (Figure 3.10).

Pore sizes distribution

Due to the shape of the pores, which appears as an empty area, the determination of

the pore size distribution was not possible with conventional tools of images analysis
software. For this reason, mean throat length measurements were chosen for a first esti¬

mation of the distribution and performed manually with the method of interceptive lines

(Figure 3.2) [173]. 10 lines were drawn on CLSM images. The distances between the

points where the lines intercepted the pixels of the scaffold matrix were measured and a

distribution calculated.

Figure 3.2: Mean throat length definition. 10 lines were drawn on CLSM images. The

distance between two intercepting points were measured and reportedfor the

length distribution.

Image analysis using computed micro-tomography

Measurements were performed on a cylindrical scaffold with a diameter and a height
of 5 mm. 3-D-images were generated by synchrotron radiation based computed tomogra¬

phy (measurements: monochromatic X-ray energy 9 keV at beamline BW2, HASYLAB
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synchrotron facilities at Hamburg, Germany) with a resolution of a 5.4um [ 174|. The 3-

D structure was reconstructed from a series of 2-D projections using BKFIL-procedurc

[175].
The porosity was determined alter calculating the threshold between the phases (as

for CLSM image analysis. Figure 3.10). Open and closed porosity are superimposed in

this method because of identical X-ray absorption of air in both phases. Estimation of

closed porosity was carried out manually using a custom computer code.

3.4. Structural characterization on macro- and microscopic level

Qualitative results

Using the presented molding technique, it is possible to manufacture open porous

scaffold with any desired shape. As an example, figure 3.3 represents a PLGA copy of a

tooth root produced according to the procedure described by the scheme in Figure 3.1.

The first step of the procedure involves the production of PLGA particles. These par¬

ticles were obtained from partially oriented PLGA yarns (o: ca.70p.rn), which were

relaxed by exposure to high CO? pressure (figure 3.4). Using less oriented yarns of

larger diameter (o 600um), relaxation was not observed; but foaming usually occurred

upon pressure reduction resulting in an unfavorable closed porosity. At high pressure,

C()2 acts as solvent for PLGA, which enabled the assembly of particles (Figure 3.5).

fhis permits to manufacture scaffolds within a few minutes.

Figure 3.3 PLGA open porous root replica obtained by consolidation of particles under

pressurizedC02 The length of the root is about 1.5cm.
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btguie 3 4 hpuai PI GA fiber before relaxation (left) and after relaxation (right) hole the

additional increase in diameter m ifh aformation ofa porous structure

figure 3 J> Assemblage of two PIG i pieces using pressurized C02 at high pressure In

order to motd relaxation the pieces it ere consohdated n ith PGA filaments

SI M analysis showed the absence of preferential miciostructurc orientations during
consolidation of PI GA particles. Using a set of projections, the micro-architecture of the

samples was reconstructed and compared with SI M. I igure 3.6 demonstrates that the

outer shape of the scaffolds is identically represented b\ Sr M and 3-D CM I, which indi¬

cates that the intense X-rays did not damage the scaffold.
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1 igure 3 6 3-D lomogram of a porous PI GA scaffold Comparison beta een CMI andSLM

(low er box) images reveals thai ( MI measurements did not cause visible

damage to the structure

Investigation of the inner structure of the scaffold could be investigated without the

destruction of the sample using CM I (I igure 3.7). I he slices of the scaffolds indicate

interconnected porosity that is accessible from outside the sample. The relaxed structure

of PI GA libers is visible at higher magnification. Innei microstructures observed with

CM! were compared with CI SM results (1 igure 3.8). However, here, the observation of

inner structures requires the destruction of the sample. I he preparation procedure used

for CI SM investigation seems not to significantly alter micro architecture. Closed

porosity, corresponding to regions where no light is reflected, can be distinguished, pei-

mitting the complete chaiacteri/ation of poiosit) of the scaffolds.

1 mm 200 urn

Pigute 3 7 Open structure of the PI G i scaffold is visible on 2-D CMI image (left) I he

diameter of the scaffold is about 5mm Its pai titular strut ture shouldpermit the

ingrow th of tissue throughout the w hole scaffold At higher magnification

(right), CMI reveals the relaxed strut tuie of PI GA fibers
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1 mm

figure 3 8 (ISM image of a PI GA scaffold hote the similarities with the structure m

h igure 3
n

The epoxx phase is tonsidered as open porosits

Quantitative results

The results of porosity measurements obtained with gravimetry, I Ig-porosimetry and

image analysis are collected and compared in table 1. The total porosity of the scaffolds

examined, obtained by gravimetry, was (69±4)%.

Methods
Open Porosity

l%l

( losed Porosity

l%l

Iotal Porosity

[%]

(jidvimetiy — 69±4

Hg-Porosimetiy 60±s Si3 65±5

CI SM 2-1) 51±3 7±4 S8±3

CM I 2-D — 9 2i() 6 62±2

CM I 3-D 61 1±5 1-2 62 7±1 4

table 3 1 Porosih measurements of PI GA 8$ 15 scaffolds using different methods

I he standard intrusion method such as I Ig-poiosimetr) reveals the accessible volume

for a specific fluid. 1 he typical pore si/c and shape of the samples lead to the penetration
of the larger poies of a si/e about 200um without the need of any pressure applied. In

this case the Washburn's equation (I q. 20) can not be applied and large pores can not be

measured with Hg-porosimetry. The measurement of the PI GA scaffolds with Hg-poio-

simetry leads to scattered experimental data, inherent to the method (1 igure 3.9). I here-
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3. Development ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

fore, a large peak between 3 and lOOjxm is observed. The cumulative representation of

intruded volume reveals the presence of pores smaller than 1 pm, which are probably
due to compression of the polymer and, therefore, should not be considered in the poros¬

ity calculation. Hg-porosimetry leads to an accessible volume of (60±5)%. Total porosity
was found to be (65±5)%. By including the micropores smaller than lurn in the calcula¬

tion, total porosity is found to be 67%.

0.6-

bo
o

0.3-

>

0.001

-70

0.1 1 10

Pore diameter [urn]

Figure 3.9: Pore size distribution (dV/d(log P)) and cumulative open porosity measured by

Hg-porosimetryfor PLGA scaffolds. The pore size distribution reveals data

scatteringfor pore size larger than 10 pm that is inherent to the method. In

order to guide the eye, average data are represented, too. The small maximum in

the distribution between 0.01 and 1 pm is attributed to compression of the

polymer.

In CLSM images, one can distinguish the PLGA scaffolds, the epoxy resin and a few

holes in the scaffolds. The epoxy resin corresponds to the open porosity and the holes to

the closed porosity. Each phase corresponds to a range of gray values, as described in

Figure 3.10. The analysis of the closed pores showed that the corresponding gray values

range from 0 to 30 (corresponding to a local minimum). Therefore, after analyzing all

images, the first threshold value was set to 30. To set the second threshold value to dis¬

tinguish between polymer and open porosity, the minimum between the second and the

third peak was calculated.
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Closec porosity Scaffold Open porosity
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of the three phases observed in a CLSM images, epoxy, PLGA and

closed porosity, respectively, corresponding to open porosity, scaffold and

closedporosity. The threshold between the closed porosity and the scaffold is

chosen according to the minima of the experimental curve. The threshold

between the scaffoldand the open porosity corresponds to the intersection oftwo

gaussianfits ofthe experimental datafor gray values between 80 and 255.

Evaluation of the computed segmentation method was investigated on samples made

of non-relaxed, non-porous PLGA fibers. Porosity of these samples was first simply
evaluated by manually selecting the PLGA phase and by calculating the ratio between

the PLGA surface and the overall surface of the image. This led to a porosity of 90.47%.

Using then the computed segmentation method, the porosity was 90.02% and using the

median filter, the porosity was 90.41%.

Pore size distributions were determined with CLSM images using the method of inter¬

cepting lines. The median distance between two points of the PLGA matrix located on

the same line was found to be (154±8) um (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: CLSM image analysis was used to determine the distance between two points of
the polymer matrix situated on one line and separated by epoxy resin.

CMT measurements permitted to determine the total porosity on 2-D and 3-D recon¬

struction images using a similar segmentation method as used for CLSM. On 2-D projec¬
tions, a total porosity of (62±2)% and a closed porosity of (9.2±0.6)% were found. 3-D

reconstruction with all projections leads to a total porosity of (62.7±1.4)%, an open

porosity of (61.1±5)% and a closed porosity of about 1.5%.

The pore architecture can be quantified by the analysis of 3-D images. For example,
one can determine the smallest distance of a voxel to the material. The representation
allows to visualize where tissue can ingrow by considering blood capillary diameters or

cell dimensions. Although only a 2-D representation is shown in Figure 3.12, distance

mapping considers voxels above and underneath voxels and therefore can be seen as a

"3-D-representation". Distance mapping confirmed the presence of interconnected pores.

Assuming pores of spherical shape, as found by CLSM and tomography, pore diameter

of 100pm for 3-D analysis and 106um for 2-D analysis were derived from the mean dis¬

tances to the scaffolds material [176].
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I'iguie 3 12 Distance mapping based on a CMT image I scale dmsion corresponds to 3 8

[jm Red voxels (value 10 of the stale) represent a distante to the next voxel

belonging to PI GA staffolds of mote than 38 pin, Blue voxels (\alue 0 of the

scale) repiesenl points w hith are not separated from the scaffold, i e belong to

the scaffold itself

3.5. Discussion

Consolidation of PI GA particles using subcritical carbon dioxide permits manufac¬

turing defect analogous scaffolds without time consuming solvent extraction steps. As a

potential application of this technique, wc legard manufacturing of defect analogue scaf¬

folds for tissue augmentation. Here, the implant can be manufactured after tooth extrac¬

tion with sterile particles, diiectly befoie implantation. 1 he implant should prevent

bacterial contamination of the alveolus. Since the implant is a copy of the particular root,

the risk of displacement or the loss of the implant is minimi/ed during resorption.

In order to produce porous particles with a high degiee of porosity, PI GA libers arc

employed. During spinning, PI GA fibers are paitially orientated. I he fibers relax, as the

temperature appioaches the glass tiansition temperature /„ of the polymer. A decrease of

/„ for PI GA below room temperature is observed when C()2 is dissolved in the polymer

(chapter 2). In the case of PI GA oriented fibers (in this work of diameters smaller or

equal than 70 to lOOum), relaxation piovokes contraction of the fibers and formation of

folds, which can be clearly seen on CM I oi CI SM images. In preliminary experiments,
the formation of bubble-like pores was observed for less oriented fibers (o 100urn).

Scaffolds made of theses fibers showed little open porosity. At high magnification. CM I

or CI SM images reveal some bubbles. 1 heii formation seems to depend on diamelei

irregularities, which piovides sites foi nucleation and growth of the gas phase [111]. I he

formation of a gas phase in polymers generally leads to closed porosity, that is not desii-

able for tissue ingrowth. C02 dissolved in the polymer matrix temporary acts as a sol¬

vent, thus, PI GA particles are assembled forming a macroscopic solid structure. After
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the process, the fibers formed a stable interpenetrated network without preferential orien¬

tation.

Analysis of the inner architecture was performed with CLSM, which requires the

destruction of the scaffold to prepare slices. Here, we note the advantage of a non¬

destructive technique such as CMT. Due to their adequate cross-section, synchrotron X-

rays are appropriate to non-destructively investigate the microstructure of PLGA scaf¬

folds with a resolution of a few micrometers. As confirmed by the comparison with

SEM, the X-rays do not visibly affect the microarchitecture of the scaffolds. Thus, CMT

data can be directly compared with CLSM. Both, the image analysis using the CLSM

and the CMT data confirmed the presence of interconnected pores throughout the scaf¬

folds. Due to the pore geometry, the entire microstructure of the scaffolds is accessible

from the outside, which would enable its vascularization and the ingrowth of different

kinds of tissue.

The porosity and the pore size distribution of the scaffold were quantitatively deter¬

mined with gravimetry, Hg-porosimetry and CMT and CLSM images. Gravimetry as an

integral method does not distinguish between closed and open porosity. Moreover, the

volume measurement of the scaffold is inaccurate. For this reason, the scaffold volume

and, consequently, the total porosity are often overestimated. Hg-porosimetry belongs to

the standard methods to quantify the porosity and pore size distribution for porous struc¬

tures. However, as a result of the presence of large pore, the fluid penetrates into the

scaffold without pressure applied. For this reason, the volume of the scaffold is generally

underestimated, which leads to a lower value for the open porosity and, finally, a lower

total porosity. Moreover, the pore size distribution does not include pores larger than

100pm (Figure 7), which are important for possible vascularization. The pore size distri¬

bution appears to be bimodal, showing a micro and macroporosity. A possible explana¬
tion for the presence of this microporosity is the formation of micro-cavities or a

compression of the polymer after mercury penetration into the polymer matrix due to the

elevated pressure applied. Consequently, this micro-porosity (of about 2%) has to be

considered in calculations in an appropriate manner.

Image analysis is expected to lead to more precise results. After noise filtering and

thresholding, image segmentation on CLSM slices permits to distinguish between the

polymer matrix, the open and the closed porosity. The closed porosity can be character¬

ized by the absence of epoxy or PLGA materials and, therefore, can't reflect light. A

comparison with CMT tomograms confirmed that these bubble-like structures are

enclosed within the polymer matrix and do not represent cavities in the epoxy resin, in

which the scaffolds was embedded. Before porosity quantification, a computed segmen¬

tation method was employed and assessed using a structure with a regular geometry.

Porosity calculations based on this structure confirm that segmentation was reproducible

and, therefore, adequate to characterize the scaffolds. The open, the closed and the total

porosity were analyzed in the central region of the scaffolds. Total porosity was found to

be (58±3)%. As the microstructure consists of only a few interconnecting pores, a size

distribution is not characteristic. Therefore, a line method was used for a first estimation

ofthe pore sizes. The median values ofthis distribution can only be used to compare dif¬

ferent scaffolds, although it does not characterize the accessibility to the scaffold for tis¬

sue ingrowth.
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Most errors ofCLSM based image analysis are due to the difficulty to obtain uniform

brightness on the entire surface of the sections. Pixels of the resin (open porous phase)
can exhibit the gray values of the polymer matrix if the surface is not perfectly perpen¬

dicular to the laser. The segmentation becomes complicated and leads to an underesti¬

mated open porosity. Another possible contribution to the error is the potentially non-

homogeneous wetting of the scaffolds with the epoxy resin. However, a comparison of

the CLSM images with the CMT tomograms proves that the interconnected pores of the

scaffolds were filled by epoxy. Therefore, the wettability of the liquid resin appeared to

be adequate for our investigation.

CMT is a superior method to the non-destructive examination the inner structure of

the scaffolds. Hence, preparation artifacts are avoided and the porosity is derived more

precisely. Measurements were possible on the 2-D slices as well as the whole 3-D tomo¬

gram. The total porosity obtained with both methods is identical, although the value of

the closed porosity is statistically higher by 2-D image analysis than by 3-D analysis.
Our explanation for this discrepancy is that some bubble-like pores may have thin ori¬

fices, which are registered as open porosity by 3-D analysis, but not by 2-D analysis. A

supplementary advantage of tomography is the possibility to visualize potential path¬

ways for tissue ingrowth. Distance mapping shows that the micro-architecture is mainly

composed of narrow interconnected conduits (12.5-25um). For optimal bone ingrowth
into PLGA scaffolds after implantation, it has been stated that pore diameters should be

in the range of 300-350 urn in the case of calvarial rat defects [60]. However no signifi¬
cant difference in osteoblast proliferation and phenotype conservation has been found in

PLGA foams with pores sizes of either 150-300, 300-500, or 500-710 um when seeded

with stromal osteoblasts and after implantation into rat mesentery [17]. The average pen¬

etration depth of mineralized tissue in the construct seemed to be greater with pore size

range 150-300 urn than with a pore size range 500-710 urn after 49 days in vivo [18].
Similar results were found in an in vitro study with neonatal rat calvarial osteoblasts

[19]. Therefore, PLGA scaffolds presented in this study should be further optimized to

deliver a large amount of wider pores for bone defect regeneration.
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4. In vitro BEHAVIOR OF OPEN POROUS PLGA

SCAFFOLDS

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)s (PLGA) are biodegradable polymers, which decom¬

pose by hydrolytic scission of their ester linkage into monomers and oligomers [70].
These degradation products are then removed from the body through the natural meta¬

bolic pathway [62, 66].

Vert et al. [177] have proposed a qualitative model for the degradation ofPLGA spec¬

imen in aqueous medium or after implantation in vivo. The model takes into account the

diffusion of water in the polymer matrix due to the negative gradient of the water con¬

centration from the surface to the center of the specimen. After a few days, the gradient

disappears because of the faster diffusion of water molecules in comparison to the

hydrolysis ofthe ester linkages. The subsequent degradation causes the formation of car¬

boxylic chain ends, which presumably autocatalyze ester hydrolysis. On the other hand,

only oligomers that are soluble in the surrounding aqueous medium can detach from the

polymer matrix. As the degradation progresses, soluble oligomers at the surface of the

specimen can escape from the polymer matrix, whereas those located inside the matrix

remain entrapped. This fraction of entrapped oligomers contributes then to the autocata-

lytic effect. The resulting difference of concentration of oligomers between the surface

and the center leads to the formation of a skin layer composed of less degraded mole¬

cules. In the case of bulk materials, this degradation mechanism leads to the formation of

hollow structures [71].

Mathematical descriptions of poly(a-hydroxy acids) degradation have been proposed
in a few studies. The degradation of poly(glycolic acid) immersed in deionized water at

37°C showed a linear relationship between log [COOH] and the immersion time, which

suggested that hydrolysis was autocatalyzed by carboxylic chain ends groups [67]. Pitt et

al. [80] described the degradation of poly(e-caprolactone), poly(L-lactide) and poly(L-

lactide-co-glycolide) in phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) by_a linear relationship between the

logarithm of the number-average molecular weight Mn and the immersion time. The

authors also suggested that these polymers degrade throughrandom autocatalytic chain

scission. However, description of polymer hydrolysis with Mn or with the number-aver¬

age degree of polymerization might be unsatisfactory. Indeed, when a_small amount of

low molecular weight oligomers are created during degradation, Mn orPn increases dras¬

tically, while the weight-average molecular weight (Mw) only slightly varies. Therefore,

Nishida suggested to treat the hydrolytic degradation of polymer by considering the

changes in Mw [81].

Theoretical treatments of hydrolytic degradation of polyesters have been investigated

by Yoon et al. [79]. The authors derived an expression for the decrease of the weight-

average degree of polymerization Pw of poly(hydroxyalkanoates). Their model assumes

hydrolytic random chain scission without autocatalysis ofthe carboxylic end groups. The

model was compared with experimental data and, unfortunately, some discrepancies
were found, which could be explained by the present buffer capacity of the degradation
medium.
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Recently, Nishida et al. [81], have suggested a model for the changes inPw of poly(L-

lactide), poly(ß-propiolactone) and poly(p-dioxanone) films (thickness of 80um) during

autocatalytic random hydrolysis. Experimental data were in reasonable agreement with

theoretical prediction within the first stage of degradation. However, after a critical

period, corresponding to a slight increase of the polydispersity (PD) above 2, some dis¬

crepancies between predicted values and experimental data were observed. In the case of

poly(L-lactide), they were explained by the predominant disintegration of amorphous

regions and the associated deviation from pure random chain scission hydrolysis.

In the development of PLGA scaffolds for therapeutic applications, in vitro degrada¬
tion experiments are essential in order to predict their in vivo behavior. These predictions
are likely to be meaningful, because, for PLGA copolymers, the degradation behavior in

vivo and in vitro are often similar [65, 77, 78, 72].

In order to investigate the degradation behavior of the PLGA scaffolds presented in

this work, three studies are conducted. First, degradation experiments are carried out at

two different temperatures in order to determine if accelerated degradation studies could

be properly performed in the case of PLGA scaffolds. In the second degradation study,
the effect of sterilization by y-irradiation is investigated. Finally, the degradation behav¬

ior of three different PLGA copolymers are compared in order to identify the optimal

polymer material for a given application.
In all degradation studies, emphasis is put on the degradation mechanisms of the scaf¬

folds. Therefore, experimental data are compared to the prediction made by known mod¬

els for random chain scission and auto-catalysis by carboxylic chain ends.

4.1. Theoretical models for hydrolysis of poly(oc-hydroxy acids)

Non-autocatalytic random chain scission

The model derived by Yoon et al. [79] is based on random chain scission of polyesters

through hydrolysis. This implies that all bonds in the polymer degrade with equal proba¬

bility. This mechanism can be described by:

Pn + W^Pn_r + Pr (r=l,2,...,n-l) (24)

where Pn is a fraction with degree of polymerization of n and W is a water molecule.

Assuming that the rate of hydrolysis kh of each step is constant, then the variation of the

number-average degree of polymerization Pn can be written as1:

F"
= T'F~ (25)

Pn °n0

and the variation ofthe weight-average degree of polymerization Pw is given by :

1 Details on the mathematical developments can be found in Ref [79]
2 Details on the mathematical developments can be found m Ref [79]
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If t can be defined as i=kht for isothermal reactions, then Eq. 25 and Eq. 26 could be

used to characterize the variation ofPn or Pw during the degradation of the PLGA scaf¬

folds.Jn order to ascertain that degradation of the polymer is due to random chain scis¬

sion, Pn and Pw have to obey Eq. 25 and Eq. 26 respectively. According to the random

chain scission model, the polydispersity. (PD) at the end ofthe degradation is expected to

reach the limiting value of two when Pn and Pw are much larger than one. However, as

polymers degrade to monomeric species completely, PD should approach one.

Note that weight and number-average degree of polymerization are usually defined

for homopolymers. In the case of copolymers such as PLGA, we define the average

molecular weight of a monomer as:

M0 = xLA M0LA + xGA M0GA (27)

where xLA and xGA are respectively the molar fraction of lactic acid and glycolic acid

repeating units in the polymer and, M0LA and M0GA, respectively, their molecular

weights. The number- and weight-average degree of polymerization for PLGA copoly¬
mers are then respectively defined as:

Pn = ^ (28)
M0

and

Pw = ^ (29)
M0

Random autocatalytic chain scission

Nishida et al. [81] have proposed a model for autocatalytic hydrolysis based on the

model of Yoon and al. [79] taking into account of the influence of carboxylic acid end

groups. Starting from Eq. 24, the authors first assumed that the rate of the hydrolysis kn
is constant for each step. The reaction is, however, accelerated by the presence of car¬

boxylic acid end groups. According to the mole balance, the reaction is characterized by:

d[P] _/
dt

~kh Xn[Pn]-£[Pn]
Vn = 1 n = 1

[H20][COOH] (30)

where [H20] and [COOH] are the concentration of the water at the reaction site and

the concentration of carboxylic acid ends chains. It is assumed that [H20]>> [COOH] is

maintained during hydrolysis. For aliphatic polyesters, it was observed that water

absorption is fast and saturation was rapidly reached in comparison to hydrolysis rate
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[81, 177]. Thus, absorbed water can be considered to be sufficiently in excess of the ester

bonds hydrolyzed. The theoretical derivation of equations for the number-and weight

average degrees of polymerization results in the following :

i-
= =î-exp(*0 (31)

"n °n0

and

k--ihm<A-lH-i)} (32)

where PDQ is the initial polydispersity and k is the rate constant in the model ofNishida.

k is given by k = Xj kh (constant), where Xj is the first moment ofthe molecular weight
distribution function [178]. According to the model of Nishida, Pn varies in the same

way as predicted by Pitt [80] and Pw depends on the initial polydispersity and on P^.

Although the model of Nishida should permit to characterize the variation ofPw and Pn
in function ofthe time of degradation, the value ofthe hydrolysis constant kn can not be

directly derived from the experimental data.

Weight loss

One characteristic of bulk degradation behavior is the conservation of mass for a cer¬

tain period, before rapid mass loss occurs. This behavior can be observed for all bulk

degrading polymers, but on different time scales. PLGA50:50 maintains mass for a cou¬

ple days [179, 180], PLGA85:15 for weeks [180], and poly(D,L-lactide) for weeks or

months [71]. One theory that explains this behavior is the autocatalytic hydrolysis of

ester linkages. In this case, the degradation rate ofthe material at the surface is slower

than that in the bulk [69]. As a result, the outer layers ofthe samples longer exhibit

mechanical stability. After degradation to a certain degree, the outer layers collapse and

cause the rapid release of degradation products from within the samples. This theory

implies a pH-gradient across the sample cross section, which is indeed found in experi¬
ments where samples were immersed in a pH7.4 buffer. In these experiments, a pH of 2

was found inside the samples, while the pH on the surface was maintained at pH 7.4

[181]. However, when the polymers were degraded in a medium at pH 2, similar pro¬

gression of mass loss was observed. Göpferich [182] proposed a theoretical approach to

describe the degradation mechanism of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide). His theoretical

model explains the sigmoid shape ofthe mass loss profile by the incorporation of perco¬

lation phenomena during the erosion ofthe polymer. The model suggests that, when the

molecular weight of polymer in areas inside the polymer bulk decreases, mass loss can¬

not occur if these areas are not connected to the erosion medium via pores. After a criti¬

cal period, the degraded areas form a continuous cluster, which reaches the surface and

cause their spontaneous erosion. The predicted values of the model were in reasonable

agreement with experimental data in the first stage of degradation, but discrepancies
were found at later stages of erosion. One limitation ofthe model is that loss of small

1. Details on the mathematical development can be found in Ref [81 ]
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polymer particles are not taken into account, which can explain the underestimation of

mass loss by the model.

Another model for mass loss during degradation has been suggested by Dunne et al.

[183]. This model is based also on the fact that the polymer must undergo sufficiently
extensive degradation to form water-soluble monomer and oligomers. Thus, mass loss is

only observed when degradation is well advanced [184, 185]. The model proposed by
Dunne et al. has been developed as an extension of an existing model used to describe

the dependence of drug release on degradation for PLGA systems [186]. The mass loss is

described by the following equation:

ln(^) = U'-'so) (33)

where x is the fractional mass remaining at the time t, km is the rate constant and ?5q is

the time to achieved 50% mass loss.

4.2. Influence of the temperature on the degradation kinetics

Acceleration of degradation of poly(oc-hydroxy acids) can be achieved by augmenta¬

tion ofthe medium temperature [183, 187]. Since hydrolysis of ester linkages and trans¬

port of fluids within the polymer are temperature activated processes, the acceleration of

the degradation kinetics can be represented by an Arrhenius law:

k = 4exp(-^) (34)

where k is the rate constant, A characteristic constant of the reaction, EA the activation

energy, R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. In most reported studies, deg¬
radation experiments were accelerated by an increase ofthe temperature over the glass
transition temperature T„of the polymer. For semi-crystalline polymers such as poly(L-

lactide), degradation above Tg can lead to the recrystallization ofthe polymer, and thus,

can lead to the modification ofthe degradation behavior. Reed and Gilding [66] reported
a non-linear acceleration ofthe degradation for poly(gylcolide) when Tg was surpassed.

However, Offergeld [188] found a reasonable correlation between the decrease ofthe

molecular weight of poly(L-lactide) degraded at 37°C, 50°C and 70°C, and the Arrhen¬

ius function. Recently, Dunne et al. [183], also found similar results in the case ofthe

degradation of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) at temperatures of 25, 37 and 45°C.

Depending on the processing parameters, polymer samples can have internal stresses,

which can relax over the glass transition temperature. The relaxation can subsequently

modify the degradation behavior ofthe samples.
In the case ofPLGA made of relaxed fibers an increase ofthe degradation tempera¬

ture near Tg (in the range of 55-60°C) might lead to microstructural changes such as the

collapse ofthe structure, which might modify the degradation behavior ofthe scaffolds.
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For this reason, it is essential to compare first the degradation behavior ofthe scaffolds at

two different temperatures. Therefore, investigation of the degradation behaviors of

PLGA85:15 scaffolds at 37°C and at 55°C was carried out in the presented study.

4.2.1. Testing procedure and measurements

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) with a D,L-lactic acid to glycolic acid molar ratio of

85:15 (PLGA85:15, Mw 210'000 gmol"1, Böhringer-Ingelheim, D) scaffolds with a

diameter of 10 mm, a height of 5 mm and a weight of 150 mg were prepared according to

the procedure described in Chapter 3. Each scaffold was placed in a polystyrene vial

containing 15 ml phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) at pH7.4. The vials contain¬

ing the samples and the PBS were placed in two water baths that were thermostatically

adjusted to the temperatures of (37.0±0.1)°C and (55.0±0.1)°C. For each experiment and

temperature, 4 samples were prepared. After each immersion period, summarized in

Table 4.1, the scaffolds were taken out and analyzed. In this study, the vials were not

shaken and the degradation medium was not periodically exchanged.

Temperature [°C] Immersion period [days]

37 10,20,30,52,63

55 1,3,5,7,10, 15,20

Table 4.1: Degradation periodsfor PLGA85:15 scaffolds at two testing temperatures.

Weight loss

The weight of the scaffolds before and after the degradation was measured with a

microbalance (Chy Balance Corporation, J) with an accuracy of±lmg. The weight loss

is defined according to:

weight loss = — - (35)
mdo

where mdQ is the initial weight ofthe sample and md is the weight ofthe retrieved sample
after drying. The samples were dried under vacuum (1 mbar) at a temperature of 24°C

for 5 days. For each test, 4 samples were used for the measurement ofwater uptake and 3

samples for the measurements ofthe weight loss.

pH

The release ofthe acidic products from the resorption ofthe PLGA85:15 scaffolds

was evaluated by measurement ofthe pH ofthe PBS solution. This analysis were per¬

formed at room temperature. The pH were determined with a pH-meter (6.0238.000, Q-

Methron) coupled to a Pt-1000 sonde. Before measurements, the instrument was cali-
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bratcd with buffer solutions of pi I 7.00±0.02 and pi I 4.00±0.02 (Q-Methron). 4 samples

were used for the measurements after each immersion period.

Molecular weight

Molecular weight ofthe polymers were determined by gel permeation chromatogra¬

phy (Waters Alliance. USA). I he separation column had a length of 600mm and the

injection volume was lOOuJ at 50bar. I he column was filled with Plgel 5u mixed-C

(Polymer I aboratories). Tetrahydrofuran (fill, I luka, CH) was used as a solvent.

Before the measurements, samples were dried under vacuum (1 mbar) for 1 week at

room temperature and dissolved overnight in I HI. 1 he solutions were then filtered and

poured into three vials. For the measurement, 20 mg of polymer were dissolved in 10 ml

nil. I he calibration_of the apparatus was performed with polystyrene-standards (Poly¬

mer I aboratories) (MM~580-r280'00 g mol"1). After each immersion period, 3 samples

were measured.

SEM observations

The microstructure ofthe scaffolds was examined after each immersion period with

scanning electron microscopy (SI M, Hitachi S-2500C). Samples were sputtered with Pt

with a current of 10 mA for 10 min.

4.2.2. Results and Discussion

I he degradation kinetics of PI GA 85.15 scaffolds were studied at temperatures of

37°C and 55°C in PBS. At a temperature of 37°C, the microstructure ofthe relaxed

PI GA fibers was not altered during periods of up to 63 days, and no morphological

changes could be observed in SFM images (I igure 4.1 ). At a tcmpeiature of 55°C. mor¬

phological changes were visible after an immersion period of a few days. At da> 5, the

microstructure began to collapse and at day 7, the structure of relaxed PLGA fibers could

not be distinguished in SI M images anymore (I igure 4.2). In the last stages of degrada¬

tion, the formation of pores could be observed within the scaffolds after the collapse of

the structure.

figure 4 1 PI GA 85 15 scaffolds before immersion (left) and after immersion in PBS al a

temperature of3 7°C for a period of63 den s (right)
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Tigure 4 2 P1GA 85 /5 scaffolds aftet a immersion period of 5 davs (left) and aftei an

immersion period of 7 day s (right) m PBS at a temperature of 55°C Vote that no

mtere onnec ting poro sit\ is pre s ent any more

Measurement ofthe weight ofthe scaffolds during the investigated period of 63 days
at 37°C revealed no significant changes (I igure 4.3). At a temperature of 55°C, on the

other hand, the weight loss occurred after a lag-time of 1-3 days. After this period, the

weight ofthe scaffolds dramatically decreased. At day 20, the scaffolds were entirely dis¬

solved in PBS. I he weight changes of the scaffolds immersed at the temperature of 55°C

were described with the model: weight loss [%] = 1 ()()/( l+exp(Am<7-/so))- I he values of

the parameters ofthe model are given in I able 4.2. Due to the absence of any weight

changes at a temperature of 37°C. the use ofthe model was clearly not appropriate at this

temperature.

20 30 40 50

Immersion period [days]

70

b igui e 4 3 Weight loss dm ing the degradation of PI GA 85 15 scaffolds at a temperature of
37°C and a temperature of55°C
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Temperature [°C] km [days1] tSo [days] r2

55 0.391 11.29 9.86

Table 4.2: Values ofthe parametersfor the description ofweight loss during the degradation

ofPLGA 85:15 scaffolds at 55°C

As the PLGA 85:15 scaffolds degraded, release of oligomers and monomers contain¬

ing carboxylic chain ends could produce a decrease ofthe pH ofthe PBS. At a tempera¬

ture of 37°C, the release of degradation products was not sufficient to significantly affect

the pH ofthe PBS (Figure 4.4). On the other hand, at a temperature of 55°C, the pH sig¬

nificantly decreased after an immersion period of 5 days. At day 15, the pH reached 2.8

and remained at that value until day 20. This observation is consistent with the result that

the scaffolds were completely dissolved between day 15 and day 20.

20 30 40 50 60

Immersion period [days]

70

Figure 4.4: pH of the PBS containing PLGA 85:15 scaffolds during the degradation at

temperatures of37°C and55°C.

The development with time ofthe pH during the degradation at 55°C is a sigmoid,
which can be described by a modification ofthe model derived for the weight loss:

pH
a,

1 + exP(£ptf('-0)
+ a- (36)

where kpH is the rate constant, t the time, tc a time constant, a} and a2 two constants.

Eq. 36 has however no physical meaning but only permits to describe the sigmoidal

shape ofthe pH curve. The introduction ofthe constants aj and a2 is justified by the fact
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that pH can only vary in range defined by the buffering capacity ofthe medium. Due to

the introduction ofthese constants, tc does not represent the time to reach 50% ofthe ini¬

tial pH. The parameters ofthe model for calculation ofthe pH obtained during degrada¬
tion at 55°C are given in Table 4.3.

kpH [days'1] tc [days] ail-] «2H r2

-1.09 8.92 7.26 -4.41 9.98

Table 4.3: Parametersfor the calculation ofthepHduring degradation ofscaffolds at a tem¬

perature of55°C

Although weight loss and decrease ofthe pH could only be observed after a certain

time lag at a temperature of 55°C, the decrease of molecular weight occurred immedi¬

ately after the immersion ofthe samples (Figure 4.5). The theoretical model derived by

Göpferlich and the model derived by Dunne provides an attempt to elucidate the time-lag

observed in the decrease ofthe pH and the mass loss, and the immediate decrease ofthe

molecular weights. In the case of small particles, indeed, hydrolysis of polymer might

produce, after a certain period, water soluble oligomers and monomers within the poly¬

mer solid. These small molecules could form a network, which could rapidly reach the

surface. At this critical moment, the release ofthese small molecules might occur sponta¬

neously, which could explain the sigmoid shape ofthe pH and weight-loss curves.

Autocatalytic hydrolysis of poly(a-hydroxy acids) is usually observed in samples that

are larger than a critical size, and which undergo heterogeneous bulk degradation. The

critical size for heterogeneous degradation was suggested by Grizzi et al. to be about

200-300um for PDLLA. The heterogeneous degradation mechanism is also commonly
characterized by bimodal molecular weight distributions [65]. PLGA scaffolds, which

are made of consolidated relaxed fibers with a diameters smaller than 200pm, i.e.

smaller than the critical size, should therefore degrade homogeneously. However, testing

at a temperature of 55°C (near 7V)led to the collapse ofthe structure, thus forming a solid

sample. Subsequent to these changes in microstructure, heterogeneous degradation

might occur, as confirmed by bimodal distributions observed for certain degradation

periods after day 5.

The variation of ln(M„) duringjhe degradation at the temperatures of 37°C and 55°C

are given in Figure 4.5. At 37°C, Mn decreases from (94'000 ± 7'000) g mol"1 to (35'000
± l'OOO) g mol" after 63 days._On the other hand, while the samples are immersed in

PBS at a temperature of 55°C, Mn reaches (2'000 ± l'OOO) g mol"1 after only 10 days.
After this degradation period, the molecular weight ofthe samples can not be measured

because the chromatography limit ofthe chosen column is reached. The linear decrease

of ln(M„) during the degradation is predicted by the model of Pitt.
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Immersion period [days]

Figure 4.5: Variation of ln(M„) during degradation of PLGA85.15 scaffolds immersed in

PBS at 3 7°C and 55°C The experimental data are fitted according to the model

ofPitt [80].

The variation of Pn and Pw as function ofthe degradation period are presented in

Figure 4.6 for experiments carried out at 37°C and in Figure 4.7 at 55°C. These data per¬

mit to evaluate the models proposed by Nishida for autocatalytic hydrolysis and Yoon for

non autocatalytic hydrolysis. Both models predict the values of Pn and Pw simulta¬

neously, and also give access to the reaction constants k or k^ defined in both models. In

order to apply the model of Nishida, the values Pn0 (1'349.32 ± 94.64) and PD0 (2.05 ±

0.07) are required, while Pn0 and Pw0 (2'765.47 ± 105.64) are necessary in the model of

Yoon. The rate constants are summarized in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.6: Number (P„)- andweight-average (Pw) degree ofpolymerization ofPLGA 85:15

during degradation ofscaffolds at a temperature of3 7°C.
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Figure 4.7: Number (P„)- and weight-average (Pw) degree ofpolymerization ofPLGA 85:15

during degradation ofscaffolds at a temperature of55°C.
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T[°C] Model based on k [days"1] kh [days'1] r2

37 Nishida Pn 0 0143 - 0 964

37 PW 0 0136 - 0 989

37 Yoon Pn - 1 39 10'5 0 929

37 PW - 1 31 10'5 0 961

55 Nishida Pn 0 458 - 0 998

55 PW 0 423 - 0 998

55 Yoon Pn - 6 92 10"4 0 959

55 PW - 6 24 10"4 0 960

Table 4.4: Values ofthe parameters in the different modelfor the prediction ofPn andPw in

degradation tests ofPLGA85:15 at temperatures of37°C and55°C

All models investigated in this study predict a decrease ofthe molecular weight or the

related degree of polymerization. The model of Yoon does not take into account the

effect of carboxylic chain ends on the hydrolysis ofthe polymer. Thus, significant devia¬

tion between predicted and experimental data appears at 55°C, where autocatalysis can

not be neglected. The model of Nishida describes the autocatalytic degradation behavior

of polymers. In the case of PLAG85:15 scaffolds, reasonable agreement is found

between calculated and experimental values for the degradation experiments at 55°C. At

a temperature of 37°C, the prediction ofthe model is less accurate, because the degrada¬

tion ofthe scaffolds is not enough advanced. It can also be observed that the changes in

Pw are better predicted by the models than the changes in Pn. This is explained by the

fact that_the influence of residual oligomers and monomers on the molecular weight

affects M,, or Pv,
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Figure 4.8: Polydispersity PD of PLGA85.15 during degradation at two different

temperatures.

The model ofNishida predicts that PD converges to 2. with increasing /. In the case of

PDq =2, the model predicts that logarithm plots of both Pn and Pw as function oft show a

linear relationship with the same slope k. This prediction is analogous to model of Pitt. In

the case of PLGA 85:15, the initial PDq is 2.05 and PD remains at about 2 during the

degradation at 55°C. This explains the similar values found for k with both sets ofPn and

Pw values and the values ofk derived from the model of Pitt. Moreover, this similarity
between the values of k suggests that the degradation occurs through random chain scis¬

sion.

The determination ofthe rate constant k using the model ofNishida for the prediction
ofPn or Pw at 37°C and 55°C, permits to calculate the activation energy Ea according to

the Arrhenius law, with the assumption that A and £a are temperature independent for

autocatalytic hydrolysis. Ea is found to be 159 kJmol"1, when calculated with Pn and 165

kJmol"
,
when calculated with Pw. The values ofEa obtained in the presented study are in

reasonable agreements with other published results. Dunne et al._[183] reported a value

of 100 kJmol"1 for the hydrolysis of PLGA50:50 microspheres (Mn: 27'000 gmol"1). In

this case, a lower value for Ea correlates well with fast degradation kinetics compared to

PLGA 85:15. Moissev et al. [189] found Ea = 71 kJmol"1 for PGA, which is known to

resorb in a few days. Values for PDLLA determined in other studies were found to vary

between 83-116 kJmol"1 [190, 191]. In comparison, the values obtained in this study are

somewhat large.

Using the rate constant km determined by a model for the weight loss, it is theoreti¬

cally possible to derive Ea. Dunne et al. found quite similar values ofEa derived from the

model for weight loss and E& obtained from the model of Pitt for the decrease of \n(Mp)
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(Mp: molecular weight corresponding to the peak of the distribution). In the case of

PLGA85:15 scaffolds, Ea is found to be 57 kJmol"1, when the rate constant km ofthe

weight loss is used for the calculation. The value is significantly lower than the values

obtained from the decrease Pn or Pw. The difference between the values of Ea might be

explained by the fact, that small particles could detach from the structure after a critical

point during the degradation, which contributes to the acceleration ofthe weight loss.

4.2.3. Conclusions

This study demonstrates that degradation of PLGA85:15 scaffolds can be accelerated

by increasing the degradation temperature. However, degradation tests carried out at a

temperature of 55°C could prematurely induce the collapse ofthe structure and, subse¬

quently, might affects the degradation process ofthe scaffolds. For this reason, it seems

more appropriate and relevant to investigate the degradation behavior ofthe PLGA scaf¬

folds in vitro at 37°C.

4.3. Impact of gamma-sterilization on the degradation kinetics

The concept of scaffolds for tissue augmentation implies that the scaffolds have to be

sterilized prior to implantation. In order to identify the adequate sterilization methods for

PLGA scaffolds, two important points have to be considered. First, the glass transition

temperature ofthe presently studied PLGA is situated in the range of 50 to 60°C; second,

melting ofthe polymer occurs above a temperature of 100°C. Thus, sterilization has to

be carried out a low temperatures.

Steam or heat sterilization is commonly performed in the temperature range of 130 to

210°C [192, 193], which is where PLGA is in the molten state. For this reason, these

sterilization methods cannot be used for the present PLGA scaffolds. Gas sterilization

with ethylene oxide or fomaldehyde is usually carried out at a temperature of 67°C,

which is above the T„ ofPLGA [194-196]. Ethylene oxide can also be applied at a tem¬

perature of37°C in the so-called cold sterilization. Unfortunately, gas sterilization might
leave mutagenic and carcinogenic residues within the polymer, which represents a risk

for the patient [197-199].

y-Irradiation can also be used for the sterilization of thermally labile polymers such as

PLGA. However, y-irradiation with a conventional dose of 25kGy causes random scis¬

sion ofthe polymer chains and an associated decrease ofmolecular weight [65, 75]. The

effect of y-irradiation on the degradation mechanism of PDLLA has been investigated

[76]. Irradiation was found to be associated with an initial reduction the molecular

weight, but the degradation mechanism remained the same. The effect ofy-irradiation on

PLGA microspheres was investigated by Volland et al. [200]. The molecular weight of

the polymer decreased with increasing irradiation dose. On the other hand, no changes in

polydispersity were observed, suggesting a random chain cleavage.

In this section, the influence of y-irradiation with a dose of 25kGy on PLGA85:15

scaffolds is investigated. As a consequence ofthe y-irradiation, the molecular weight of

the polymer is expected to significantly decrease. The degradation kinetics of the scaf-
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folds as a result could be modified. For this reason, a comparison of the degradation

behavior of irradiated and non-treated scaffolds is presented in this study.

4.3.1. Testing procedure and measurements

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA85:15, Boehringer Ingelheim, D) scaffolds

with a diameter of 10 mm, a height of 5 mm and a weight of 150 mg were prepared

according to the procedure described in the Chapter 3. After manufacturing, the scaffolds

were treated with y-irradiation at 25kGy (Eidg. Forschunganstalt für Obst-, Wein- und

Gartenbau, Wädenswil, CH).
The non-treated scaffolds were tested according to the procedure described in

Chapter 4.2.1.The irradiated samples were tested in 5ml vials filled with phosphate

buffer saline solution (PBS). In order to simulate to some extent the clearance of body

fluids, the PBS was replaced every week. The vials containing the samples and the PBS

were placed in a water bath thermostatically adjusted at a temperatures of (37.0 ± 0.1 )°C.

After each immersion period, summarized in Table 4.5, the scaffolds were taken out and

analyzed.

Samples Immersion period [days]

non-treated 10, 20, 30, 52, 63

irradiated 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105

Table 4.5: Immersion periodsfor the degradation studies.

Degradation ofthe scaffolds was analyzed by measurement ofthe weight loss, water

uptake, pH ofthe PBS and values ofthe molecular weight. From the values ofthe molec¬

ular weight, the value ofthe weight-average degree of polymerization Pw was calculated.

Details on the measurements of weight-loss, pH and molecular weights are given in the

Chapter 4.2.1.

In this study, the evaluation ofthe mechanical properties was also investigated at a

temperature of 37°C. The mechanical properties ofthe samples were evaluated with an

intrusion test with a Zwick (Model 1471, Zwick, Ulm, D). This test consisted ofthe

determination of the intrusion resistance of a sample towards a steel cylinder with a

diameter of 5 mm. The force was measured with a lkN-gauge. The experiment was

halted at a force of 500N or at a covered distance of 1.5 mm. The displacement speed of

the intrusion cylinder was 1.5 mm s"1. The elastic modulus was then calculated from the

experimental data in the linear range ofthe stress-strain-curve. This range was observed

between 20 and 50% ofthe maximal strength Rm (Figure 4.9). Experimental data in the

linear range were fitted using a least squares procedure in order to derive the elastic mod¬

ulus. The measurements were repeated 3 times for samples of each immersion period.
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Ligure 4 9 Intrusion test on degraded PI GA scaffolds h-modulus was calculated m the

linear range of the cui~ve bet» een 20 and 50% ofRm

I he determination of" water uptake ofthe scaffolds was carried out immediately after

the degradation period. In order to only measure the water absorbed by the polymer, the

water remaining in the pores had to be carefullv removed. Removal of this water was

carried out with absorbent paper, which was placed for 30s on each side ofthe scaffold.

Scaffolds were placed under vacuum ( lmbar) for at least 5 days and weighted to deter¬

mine their dry weight. The water uptake was defined as:

m -m
j

water uptake = (37)
md

where mM and md are, respectively, the weight ofthe wet scaffold and that ofthe dried

scaffold after retrieval.

4.3.2. Results and discussion

One effect of y-irradiation on PI GA85:15 is the reduction ofthe molecular weight of

the polymer, y-irradiation of a dose of 25 kGy reduced A//M from (193"000 ± 8'000)

gmol-1 to (79*000 ± 3*000) gmoT1 and MH from (94'000 + 7*000) gmol"1 to (55*000 ±

1 *000) gmol" .
The reduction of A7M due to the sterilization treatment corresponds to 60%

ofthe initial values, which is characteristic for poly(oc-hydroxy acids) [75].

Immediately after the immersion ofthe samples in PBS. the molecular weights
decreased. I he related decreases of PM for irradiated and non-treated scaffolds are given
in I igure 4.10. Prediction of experimental values are made using the model derived by
Nishida et al. [811. The model yields to the rate constant A" (Table 4.6). Supposing that the

mechanism of degradation is not affected b\ y-irradiation, the rate constant k is expected
to be of similar value. We observed, however, that the obtained values of A slightly differ.
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This is likely to be due to the fact that the initial values of the polydispersity differ as

well.

Samples PD0 [-] PwoV\ k [days"1] r2

non-treated 2 05 ± 0 07 2'765 47±105 64 0 0136 0 989

irradiated 1 42 ± 0 05 1'128 58±35 18 0 0370 0 994

Table 4.6: Inital values ofpolydispersity PDq and weight-average number ofpolymerization

Pwq, and rate constant kfor the decrease ofPw during degradation ofPLGA85:15

scaffolds irradiatedand non-treated.
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Figure 4.10: Weight-average degree of polymerization Pw as function of the immersion

period. The experimental data arefitted with the model ofNishida [81].

The variation of E-modulus during degradation of the scaffolds is given in

(Figure 4.11). y-irradiation did not significantly change the initial mechanical properties
ofthe scaffolds.
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Figure 4.11: E-modulus ofPLGA 85:15 scaffolds during degradation.

Irradiated samples displayed a decrease in their mechanical properties immediately
after immersion in PBS, while the non-treated samples, surprisingly, shown increasing

properties. This increase might be due to a small absorption of water within the polymer.
After 30 days, the E-modulus ofthe non-treated probes started to decrease. At the

moment, the E-modulus ofthe irradiated probes was already reduced to about 70% of its

initial value. Similary, faster decrease of tensile strength during the degradation in vitro

of irradiated Dexon® and Vycril® fibers was previously reported by Chu [201].
Water uptake increased monotonically during the first 60 days of degradation of irra¬

diated scaffolds (Figure 4.12), probably due to changes in hydrophilicity by increased

amounts of carboxylic chain ends in the irradiated materials. After day 60, the water

uptake decreased. For non-treated samples, a slight water uptake was observed after day
10 and remained at same value during all the investigated degradation period.
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Figure 4.12: Water uptake ofthe irradiated and non-treated PLGA85:15 scaffolds.

The profile ofthe weight loss vs. time curves (Figure 4.13) is a sigmoid, as is com¬

monly observed in the degradation of poly(oc-hydroxy acids). The weight loss can be

predicted with the model derived by Dunne et al. [183]: weight loss = 100/(1 +exp(km(t-

r50)). In the case of irradiated PLGA85:15 scaffolds, reasonable agreement is found

between calculated and experimental data (r^O.992). The value ofthe rate constant km is

found to be 0.0862 days_1and the time-lag t5Q 97.69 days. In comparison, no significant

weight loss (±1%) was observed for non-treated scaffolds.

Changes in the pH could be observed immediately after immersion ofthe samples and

might be due to a spontaneous release of residual monomers and oligomers, although no

changes in weight loss could be measured at the same time. For the non-treated scaf¬

folds, it was not possible to detect any release of degradation products during the

observed period.
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Figure 4.13: Weight loss during the degradation of the irradiated and non-treated

PLGA85:15 scaffolds. The experimental data obtainedfor irradiated samples
arefitted with the model ofweight loss derived by Dunne et al. [183].
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Figure 4.14: Changes in pH of PBS containing irradiated and non-treated PLGA85:15

scaffolds during degradation. The experimental datafor the irradiated samples
arefitted with a modified model derived by Dunne et al.

4.3.3. Conclusions

A comparison ofthe degradation kinetics of y-irradiated and non-treated PLGA85:15

scaffolds permits to conclude that y-irradiation initially reduces the molecular weight of
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the polymer, but, once the samples are immersed in PBS, the degradation mechanisms

might remain comparable to that of non-treated material. Due to the important initial

decrease ofMw caused by y-irradiation, the stability in vitro ofthe PLGA85:15 scaffolds

is significantly reduced. This negative influence of this common sterilization treatment

should be considered in the development ofPLGA implants.

4.4. Influence of polymer composition on the degradation kinetics

Among the poly(a-hydroxy acids), the semi-crystalline PLLA is known to completely

degrade only after many years [69], whereas the amorphous PDLLA is completely
removed after 1 to 2 years [68]. PGA, on the other hand, already degrades in a few

weeks. Copolymerization of lactic acid and glycolic acid greatly increases the degrada¬
tion rate when compared to the polylactide homopolymers [68, 69]. At increasing
amount of glycolic acid in the copolymer, the degradation rate increases. Poly(D,L-lac-

tide-co-glycolide) with a lactic acid to glycolic acid ratio of 50:50 (PLGA50:50) has a

half-life, in terms of weight loss, of only 3 weeks, while the half-life of poly(L-lactide-

co-glycolide) with a lactic acid to glycolide ratio of 75:25 (PLGA 75:15) and poly(L-lac-

tide-co-glycolide) with a copolymers ratio of 85:15 (PLGA 85:15) are 10 and 20 weeks

[Li, 1990 #406], respectively. The observed preferential degradation of glycolic acid

units, has been assigned to the higher hydrophilicity ofglycolic acid units compared with

lactic acid units, but also to the intrinsic higher reactivity of glycolate linkage [70].

Rates of degradation rates of 10pm films of PLGA75:25 and PLGA50:50 were

recently compared [202]. It was shown that PLGA50:50 films immersed in PBS at pH7.4

degraded faster than PLGA75:25 films through heterogeneous bulk degradation. The dif¬

ference in degradation rate was explained by the higher content of hydrophilic glycolic
units in PLGA50:50. However, the initial molecular weight of PLGA50:50 and

PLGA75:25 were, respectively, 43'000 and 73'000 gmol"1. The influence ofthe initial

molecular weight on the degradation rate could, therefore, not be excluded. Park [203]

investigated the degradation behavior of microspheres with a diameter smaller than 10

urn made of a wide range of PLGA compositions. The author demonstrated that the

weight-average molecular weights ofPLGA50:50 and PLGA70:30 decreased faster than

for PLGA80:20 and PLGA90:10, but also here initial molecular weight differences in

these copolymers were not taken into account. Moreover, the author suggested that

microspheres degraded heterogeneously on the basis ofDSC data only, but no bimodal-

ity was observed in gel permeation chromatograms.

In order to identify a potential material candidate for the preparation of degradable
scaffolds for the root replica therapy, PLGA with different chemical compositions were

investigated, with emphasis on their degradation kinetics, in PBS (pH 7.4) at a tempera¬

ture of 37°C. The candidate should enable to maintain the initial morphology ofthe scaf¬

folds for at least two weeks to permit tissue ingrowth into the scaffold. The mechanical

stability ofthe scaffolds should be preserved during that same period in order to ensure

mechanical stimulation ofthe surrounding bone tissue. After this period, the scaffolds

should degrade rapidly. The degradation of the scaffolds should, however, not lead to a

too fast reduction ofthe pH ofthe degradation medium, which could be disadvantageous
in vivo.
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In this study, the clearance of physiological fluids was simulated to some extent by
the periodical replacement of the degradation medium once a week. As observed in

Chapter 4.3, y-irradiation significantly influences the degradation kinetics ofthe polymer

most likely because of a reduction of its initial molecular weight. Therefore, the scaffolds

investigated here were sterilized with y-irradiation prior to in vitro degradation experi¬
ments. In order to develop an understating ofthe degradation mechanisms ofthe scaf¬

folds, the experimental data were analyzed on the basis of models for random chain

scission and auto-catalytic random chain scission, as before.

4.4.1. Testing procedure and measurements

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) with a D,L-lactic acid to glycolic acid molar ratio of

50:50 (PLGA 50:50), 75:25 (PLGA 75:25) and 85:15 (PLGA 85:15) (RG503, RG756,

RG858, Boehringer Ingelheim) were used to manufacture cylindrical open porous scaf¬

folds with a diameter of 10mm, a height of 5mm and a weight of 150mg. The method for

the preparation ofthe scaffolds with subcritical CO2 is given in details in Chapter 3.

Prior to degradation in vitro, the scaffolds were sterilized with y-irradiation at a dose of

25kGy. The initial weight-average molecular weights (Mw0) and the initial polydispersity

(PDq) ofthe polymers before and after y-irradiation are given in the Table 4.7.

Non-treated /-irradiated

Polymer Mw0 [gmol"1] PD0 1-J Mw0 [gmor1] PDo [-]

PLGA50 50 27'900 ± 400 1 50 ±0 07 21'400±700 1 94 ± 0 08

PLGA75 25 85'500±1'800 2 13 ±0 05 50'700 ± 600 2 11 ±0 04

PLGA85 15 193'300±7'400 2 05 ± 0 07 78'900±2'500 1 42 ± 0 05

Table 4.7: Weight-average molecular weightMwq andpolydispersity PDq ofPLGA copoly¬
mers before and after sterilization with y-irradiation.

The degradation medium was prepared by dissolution of one phosphate buffer saline

(PBS) tablet (Fluka, CH) in 200 ml deionized water. The pH was adjusted to 7.4 with 0.1

M NaOH and 0.1 M HCl. Each scaffold was placed in a polystyrene vial filled with 5ml

PBS solution. The vials containing the scaffolds and the PBS were immersed in a water

bad, whose temperature was thermostatically regulated at (37.0±0.1)°C. During the deg¬
radation period the vials were not shaken. The degradation medium was changed weekly.

After different immersion periods (Table 4.8)the scaffolds were taken out ofthe vials and

analyzed.
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4. In vitro behavior ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

Polymer Immersion period [days]

PLGA50:50 0,7,12, 14,21,28,35

PLGA75:25 0,15,30,45,60,75

PLGA85:15 0,30,45,60,75,90,105

Table 4.8: Immersion periods adopted in the degradation study ofvarious PLGA scaffolds.

Degradation ofthe scaffolds was monitored by measurements ofthe molecular weight
and the degree ofpolymerization, the weight loss, the pH ofthe PBS containing the scaf¬

folds, and the E-modulus determined using an intrusion test. The principle of these mea¬

surements methods are given in the section 4.3.1. Each measurement was repeated 3

times excepted for determination of pH for which measurements were repeated 6 times.

Morphology changes were visualized using scanning electron microscopy after each

immersion period.

The experimental values of molecular weights and degrees of polymerization were

analyzed on the basis ofthe models derived by Pitt et al., Yoon et al. and Nishida et al.

presented in the section 4.1. The degree of polymerization is commonly defined for

homopolymers, for which the molecular weight ofthe repeated unit is known. In the case

of copolymers such as PLGA, the lactic acid repeating units and the glycolic acid units

have not the same molecular weight and therefore, the degree of polymerization cannot

be readily defined. In this study, an average molecular weight ofthe repeating units M0 is

assigned according to the D,L-lactic acid to_glycolic acid molar ratio ofthe copolymer.

Thus, M0 = 65.0 gmol"1 for PLGA50:50, M0 = 68.5 gmol"1 for PLGA75:25 and M0 =

69.9forPLGA85:15.

The model derived by Dunne et al. [183] was used in this study to predict the values

ofthe weight loss. Details on this model is given in section 4.1.

4.4.2. Results and discussion

The degradation behavior of y-irradiated scaffolds made of PLGA50:50, PLGA75:25

and PLGA85:15 particles was investigated by immersing the scaffolds in PBS (pH 7.4)

at a temperature of 37°C. Morphology changes were observed for PLGA50:50 scaffolds

after an immersion period of a few days. Similar changes appeared after about 30 days
for PLGA75:25 scaffolds and after about 45 days for PLGA85:15 samples (Figure 4.15).
After a certain period of immersion, the structure ofthe scaffolds collapsed to a certain

extent. Then, progressively, the scaffolds revealed a sticky consistency. In the last stages

of degradation, the scaffolds formed gelatinous bodies and then completely dissolved in

the medium.
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Non-degraded 14da\s 30 days 60da>s 90 days

h igure 4 15 Changes m the matrostruttitre of PIGA50 50 PICA'75 25 and PLGA85 15

staffolds at different immersion times

SI M analysis ofthe scaffolds revealed the changes in the microstructure ofthe scaffolds

during degradation. I igure 4.16 shows such typical changes for PLGA75:15 scaffolds.

I igure 4 16 I\pica/ changes in the mitrostiucfure of scaffolds occurring at diffeient

immersion times m PBS (here PIGA"5 25 scaffolds are represented)

After immersion ofthe scaffolds in PBS, the relaxed fibers conserved their morphol¬

ogy and pores between them remained loi a certain period depending on the polymer
material. I hen, the fibers progressively fused together and their microstructure disap-
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4. In vitro behavior ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

peared (see Figure 4.16, 30 days). In the last stage of degradation, the fibers could not be

distinguished in the scaffolds (see Figure 4.16, 45 days).

The onset of the changes in the morphology corresponds approximately to the first

changes in weight. For PLGA50:50 scaffolds, weight loss rapidly started after immer¬

sion. For PLGA75:25 scaffolds, (3±2)% of initial weight was lost by day 30, while for

PLGA85:15 scaffolds (2±1)% ofthe initial weight was lost by day 45. Complete dissolu¬

tion ofthe scaffolds was observed after 42 days for PLGA50:50, 120 days for

PLGA75:25 and 135 days for PLGA85:15. For all polymers, the weight loss curves vs.

time is a sigmoid, which is commonly observed during the degradation of poly(oc-

hydroxy acids). This shape reflects the bulk degradation behavior of the polymers. The

rate constant km and the characteristic time-lag t5G for the weight loss mechanism can be

derived using the model for polymer decomposition proposed by Dunne et al. [183]:

weight loss=TOO/(l+exp(Ä:„//-r5o)). The values of km and r50 are given in Table 4.9. The

experimental values are found to be in reasonable agreement with those calculated with

the model. One can observe that ?50 significantly decreases with increasing glycolic acid

content in the copolymer, which is consistent with the fact that PLGA50:50 degrades
faster than PLGA75:25, which itself degrades faster than PLGA85:15. This effect ofthe

composition ofthe samples on the degradation kinetics was also reported for

PLGA50:50 and PLGA75:25 microspheres immerged in PBS at a temperature of 37°C.

[202]. Dunne et al. [183] reported values of km = 0.04-0.08 days"1 and values of t50
=

45.3-59.7 days for different PLGA50:50 microspheres. In this case, the values of km are

smaller than the values observed for PLGA50:50 scaffolds, while the reported values of

?50 are greater than those of for PLGA50:50 scaffolds. The difference between both sets

of data can be explained by the fact that the initial Mw ofthe microspheres was 44'100

gmol"1and therefore, their degradation rate could be smaller.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Immersion period [days]

Figure 4.17: Weight loss in PLGA scaffolds during the immersion in PBS at a temperature of
37°C
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4. In vitro behavior ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

Polymer km [days-1] ho [days] r2

PLGA50 50 0 198 2128 0 987

PLGA75 25 0 110 72 08 0 995

PLGA85 15 0 082 97 69 0 992

Table 4.9: Rate constant km and characteristic time-lag t$Q ofthe weight loss ofPLGA scaf¬

folds during degradation in PBS.

As stated above, in order to simulate body fluid exchange, the solution containing the

scaffolds was replaced every week during the degradation experiments. However, the

rapid accumulation of acidic degradation products in the surrounding medium exceeded

its buffer capacity and led to a decrease ofthe pH. The profile of pH vs. time curves are

similar for PBS containing PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15 scaffolds, while the curve for

PBS containing PLGA50:50 shows a more rapid decrease of pH (Figure 4.18). In con¬

trast to the curves obtained for weight loss, the pH of the solutions containing PLGA

75:25 and PLGA85:15 do not show any lag-time. This may indicate that a small fraction

of low molecular weight species was spontaneously lost from the scaffolds after immer¬

sion in PBS. For PLGA50:50, the degradation ofthe polymer was too fast to observe a

significant difference between the profiles of pH and weight loss curves.

For PBS solutions containing the PLGA50:50 scaffolds, the pH drop from 7.4 to 2.83

± 0.03 after 28 days. The pH ofthe PBS containing the PLGA75:25 scaffolds decreased

from 7.4 to 2.21 ± 0.06 after 75 days, while the pH for PLGA85:15 were found to be

2.36 ± 0.07 at day 98. Once these pH were reached, the replacement ofthe solution led to

increasing pH. After complete dissolution ofthe scaffolds, the pH were ofthe initial 7.4

Although the medium was buffered and replaced weekly, the dramatic decrease ofpH
under pH 3 could not be avoided. Moreover, although the tested materials had different

degradation kinetics, their degradation led to similar low pH. This could be explained by
the fact that the scaffolds were prepared with the same amount of polymer, which finally

yielded approximately the same quantity of acidic products at the end ofthe degradation.

The influence of a frequent replacement ofthe degradation medium on the pH can be

observed in the work ofLu et al. [202]. These authors tested PLGA50:50 or PLGA75:25

films (13mg) in PBS (pH7.4), which was replaced every day. The pH did not decrease

under pH 6.9. Assuming a similar or higher exchange rate ofthe physiological fluid in

vivo [204], the pH, observed during the degradation in vitro ofthe PLGA scaffolds, are

expected not to be representative for those occurring in vivo.
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M PLGA 50:50

• PLGA 75:25

PLGA 85:15
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Immersion period [days]

Figure 4.18: pH ofPBS containing PLGA scaffolds during the degradation at a temperature

of37°C The graph indicates the values up to the point where all PLGA mass has

decomposed.

Changes in the mechanical properties ofthe scaffolds are characterized by the varia¬

tion oftheir E-modulus defined in an intrusion test. In the case of PLGA50:50 scaffolds,

the samples rapidly lost their mechanical coherence and measurement ofthe E-modulus

was not possible. For PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15 scaffolds, the changes in E-modulus

are presented in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: E-modulus ofPLGA75:25 and PLGA85.15 scaffolds determined by means ofa

intrusion tests. The lines are drawn to help guide the eye.
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4. In vitro behavior ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

PLGA75:25 scaffolds had a initial E-modulus of (37.59 ± 16.13) MPa, which

decreased to (9.92 ± 3.05) MPa after 30 days. After 45 days, the stiffness was too low to

be measured with the intrusion test. The initial E-modulus of PLGA85.15 scaffolds was

(38.1 ± 7.7) MPa and decreased to (10.9 ± 6.4) MPa by day 30. By day 60, the mechani¬

cal properties could be still measured, but the samples were very weak.

Changes in molecular weight were also measured during the degradation for the three
T\ i-i

tested polymers. Mw decreases from (21'400 ± 700) gmol"1 to (1'300 ± 40) gmol"1
in 35

days for PLGA50:50, from (50'700 ± 600) gmol"1 to (1'200 ± 90) gmol"1 in 75 days for

PLGA75:25 and from (78'900 ±_2'500) gmol"1 to (1'200 ± 90) gmol"1 in 105 days for

PLGA85:15. The changes in ln(Mw) during the degradation are given in Figure 4.20. For

PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15, the linear dependence ofthe curves is characterized by

regression coefficients of 0.977 and 0.979 respectively, which indicates that the model of

Pitt could be use to some extent to describe ln(Mn) vs. time. However, the model should

not be applied for the description of PLGA50:50 experimental data.
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Figure 4.20: ln(MJ during the degradation ofthe PLGA scaffolds. Lines between points of
PLGA50.50 are drawn to help guide the eye, whereas PLGA75.25 and

PLGA85.15 data arefitted using the model ofPitt.

Immediately after immersion ofthe PLGA50:50 scaffolds, the polydispersity PD

decreases from 1.94 ± 0.08 to 1.14 ± 0.01 (Figure 4.21), which may indicate that low

molecular weight residues were rapidly released. This release then contributed to the

changes in weight loss and the diminution ofthe pH ofPBS containing the scaffolds.
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Figure 4.21: Polydispersity of PLGA50.50, PLGA 75:25 and PLGA85.15 during

degradation.

The changes in PD for PLGA75:15 scaffolds are also shown in Figure 4.21. PD var¬

ies between 2.11 ± 0.04 and 1.77 ± 0.02 within the first 30 days of degradation, increases

to 2.49 ± 0.03 by day 45 and then decreases to 1.32 ±0.05 by day 75. These changes in

PD are probably due to an accumulation of a fraction of low molecular weight species
inside the polymer matrix and, at the same time the release of an other fraction of low

molecular weight species in the surrounding medium. However, due to the broad distri¬

bution of molecular weights, no distinctive bimodal distribution could be observed in

GPC chromatograms. After a critical period, the polymer degrades to monomeric species
and PD converged to one.

The values ofPD for PLGA85:15 are plotted in Figure 4.21 also. After immersion of

the scaffolds in PBS, PD increases from 1.42 ± 0.05 to 2.21 ± 0.06 by day 75. PD then

decreases to 1.21 ± 0.04 by day 105. These changes in PD are similar to the changes
observed for PLGA75:25. The slow increase ofPD in the first stage of degradation could

be interpreted as the formation of low molecular weight species resulting in the faster

decrease ofMn. After a critical period, the higher molecular weight species degrade into

oligomers and again PD converges to 1. Similar changes in PD were previously
observed by Ramchandani et al. [180] for PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 implants
immersed in Sorenson's phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at 37°C.

The experimental data can be also analyzed with Pn and Pw. Using these quantities,
the models derived by Yoon and Nishida can be compared, and the values for the rate

constants k and kf, determined. The changes in Pn and Pw for PLGA50:5_0 are shown in

Figure 4.22. The initial values, which are required by the models, are Pn0 = 170.28 ±

12.68, Pw0 = 329.66 ± 10.93 and PD0= 1.94 ±0.08.
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Figure 4.22: Number- (PJ and weight-average degree ofpolymerization (Pw) ofPLGA50:50

during degradation ofthe scaffolds.

Reasonable agreement is found between both sets of experimental and calculated

data, although both models are based on different degradation mechanisms. The values

ofk and ^.determined from the models ofNishida and Yoon, respectively, with the data

ofPn andPw are summarized in Table 4.10. The agreement between the models and both

sets ofPn and Pw values is characterized by the regression coefficient r2. On the basis of

r2 values reported in Table 4.10, both models seem appropriate to describe the experi¬
mental data. This can be explained by the fact that, in the case of PLGA 50:50, the con¬

tribution ofautocatalysis on the degradation mechanism could be probably neglected due

to the fast degradation ofthe polymer. Although the models successfully predict the val¬

ues of_Pn and Pw of PLGA50:50, the values of k or kn slightly differ as they are derived

from Pn or Pw data sets. The reason for this difference can be due to a non-total random

scission ofthe chains during the hydrolysis ofthe polymer.

The models derived by Nishida and Yoon are applied also to the experimental data of

PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15. The changes in Pn and Pw during the degradation of

PLGA75:25 scaffolds are presented in the Figure 4.23. The initial values, which are

required by the models, are Pn0 = 351.12 ± 4.04, Pw0 = 739.80 ± 9.04 and PD0 = 2.11 ±

0.04. In the case of PLGA75:25 scaffolds, model for non-autocatalytic random chain

scission appears to be less appropriate to describe the degradation ofthe polymer. Signif¬
icant deviation between calculated and experimental data is indeed observed for the

entire immersion period. The model of Nishida describes the last stages of degradation
somewhat better. This results in low regression coefficients for the model of Yoon

(0.886-0.916) and slightly higher ones for the model of Nishida (0.965-0.981)

(Table 4.10). Thus, autocatalytic chain scission might be a probable mechanism for the

hydrolysis ofPLGA75:25.
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4. In vitro behavior ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

Polymer Model based on k [days'1] h [days"1] r2

PLGA

50 50

Yoon Pn - 1 98 10"3 0 995

PW - 2 48 10"3 0 992

PLGA

50 50

Nishida Pn 0 140 - 0 975

PW 0 157 - 0 991

PLGA

75 25

Yoon Pn - 1 69 10"4 0 886

PW - 1 75 10"4 0 916

PLGA

75 25

Nishida Pn 0 0321 - 0 965

PW 0 0332 - 0 981

PLGA

85 15

Yoon Pn 1 28 10"4 0 968

PW 1 43 10"4 0 929

PLGA

85 15

Nishida Pn 0 0360 - 0 988

PW 0 0370 - 0 994

Table 4.10: Values ofthe parameters in the different modelsfor the calculation ofPn andPw in

degradation testofPLGA50:50, PLGA75.25, PLGA85:15 scaffolds.
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Figure 4.23: Number- (P„) and weight-average degree ofpolymerization (Pw) ofPLGA75:25

during degradation ofthe scaffolds.
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4. In vitro behavior ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

The changes in experimental values of Pn and Pw for PLGA85:15 scaffolds and the

values calculated with the models for auto-catalytic and non auto-catalytic chains_scis-

sion are reported in the Figure 4.24. The initial values Pn0 =791.73 ± 13.79, Pwq =

1128.58 ± 35.18 and PD0 = 1.42 ± 0.05 were required to calculated the data with the

models. Large deviations between the results obtained with the model of Yoon and

experimental data are observed. For this reason, random chain scission of ester linkages

seems less appropriate to explain the hydrolysis of the polymer. By contrast, when the

influence of carboxylic chain ends is taken into account (Nishida), reasonable agreement

is found between calculated and experimental data. Moreover, the values ofPw seem bet¬

ter estimated by the models of Nishida and Yoon than the values of P„. This might be

explained by the fact that the models of Nishida and Yoon assume that no loss of oligo¬

mers occurs during the degradation ofthe polymer. However, in the case ofthe degrada¬
tion of open porous PLGA scaffolds in PBS, low molecular weight fractions diffuse in

the surrounding medium and, therefore, are not accounted for in the determination ofthe

molecular weight Thejoss of low molecular weight species might dien lead to an artifi¬

cial increase ofMn or Pn, but has a lesser influence on the values ofMw or_Pw Therefore,

in this degradation study, a somewhat better prediction is obtained using Pw.

1200
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Figure 4.24: Number- (Py) and weight-average degree ofpolymerization (Pw) ofPLGA85:15

during degradation ofthe scaffolds.

In order to compare the degradation kinetics of the polymers investigated in this

study, the values of A: determined from the experimental data, Pw and the model for auto

catalytic hydrolysis seems to be the more appropriated. The constant rate k is 0.157 days"
1
for PLGA50:50, 0,0332 days"1 for PLGA75:25 and 0.0370 days"1 for PLGA85:15. The

value of PLGA50:50 is consistent with the fact that the degradation rate increases with

increasing glycolide content and decreasing molecular weight. For PLGA75:25 and

PLGA85:15, surprisingly, the rate constant is found to be greater for PLGA85:15 despite

higher molecular weight and greater glycolide content. This finding could be due to the

accuracy ofthe investigated model to predict the experimental data and the fitting proce-
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4. In vitro behavior ofopen porous PLGA scaffolds

dure. Indeed, by plotting the values of \IPW as a function oftime as described by Eq. 32,

one obtains k = 0.048 days"1 (r2=0.984) for PLGA75:25, whereas k = 0.043 days"1
(r2=0.989) for PLGA85:15. Thus, PLGA75:25 is predicted to degrade faster than

PLGA85:15. The function in the fitting procedure can determine the values ofthe

parameters obtained, as shown by the fit of k above. Although the model discussed

describe the data qualitatively, the value of k has to be carefully considered. Conse¬

quently, the model have to be improved in order to describe the degradation experiments

quantitatively with higher precision.

Many reasons could explain the discrepancy between the calculated and experimental
values. The first one is probably a non absolute random chain scission. This reason could

be plausible, since in PLGA copolymers the glycolic acid units are known to degrade
faster than the lactic acid units due to higher hydrophilicity and intrinsic reactivity ofthe

glycolate linkage [61; 69]. Thus, random chain scission should preferentially occurs in

the homopolymer such PDLLA or PLLA. In the case of PLGA85:15, the content in lac¬

tic acid is greater than in PLGA75:25, which may explain the better agreement between

models and data obtained for PLGA85:15. For PLGA50:50, the degradation ofthe poly¬
mer is too fast to verify this reasoning.

The models derived by Nishida and Yoon predict reduction of molecular weight by

hydrolytic random chain scission without loss of fractions of low molecular weight spe¬

cies. In order to verify the model, Nishida et al. investigated the degradation of PLLA in

an atmosphere saturated with water at 55°C. These degradation conditions permitted to

conserve species of all molecular weights and reasonable agreement between model and

experimental values was obtained [81]. In the case ofthe degradation study of PLGA

scaffolds, PBS was used in order to simulate physiological conditions. These degradation

conditions, however, result in the loss of oligomers in the medium and, therefore, the

models can give less accurate predictions. Thus, in order to compare the degradation
kinetics of polymers with the models, degradation in saturated atmospheres should be

more appropriate.

The homogeneity ofthe scaffolds is another potential source of discrepancy. It is pos¬

sible that degradation ofthe fibers, that constitute the present scaffolds, could be non-

homogeneous. Although the fibers are relaxed under C02 pressure (see Chapter 3), it

may be possible that some regions are composed of orientated chains. In the case of

chain orientation along the fiber axis, the polymer more slowly absorbs water molecules

and could be more resistant to hydrolytic attacks [205].

In most descriptions of autocatalytic hydrolysis, one observes that the outer layers of

the samples degrade slower than the inside. This leads to the formation of low molecular

weight species inside the polymer matrix, while the outer layer longer conserves a high
molecular weight. Thus, the molecular weight of such samples is characterized by a

bimodal molecular weight distribution. This model was first proposed by Grizzi et al.

[71]. It claims that such heterogeneous bulk degradation only occurs when the size ofthe

samples is above a critical value. For PDLLA films or microspheres, the critical value

was determined to be about 200-300um. Bellow this value, the specimens presumably

degrade homogeneously and a uni-modal molecular weight distribution is observed in

chromatograms. In the presented study, the fibers used for the manufacturing of scaffolds
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have a diameter of about 80pm, which implies that they should degrade homogeneously

according to the model ofGrizzi. However, many other studies, where PDLLA or PLGA

microspheres were investigated, do not support this model. For examples, bimodal

molecular weight distributions are reported for the degradation of PLGA85:15 and

PLGA50:50 samples [180], for the degradation of thin films (thickness: 5-10um) and

plates (thickness: 85-100um) made of PLGA50:50 and of PLGA75:25 [202]. Heteroge¬

neous bulk degradation was also observed for PLGA50:50 and PLGA75:25 spheres with

a diameter range between 50 and 70pm [206].
Park [203] observed, in a study ofthe degradation of PLGA90:10, PLGA80:20,

PLGA70:30 and PLGA50:50 microspheres (o<10um), broad uni-modal molecular

weight distributions. However, the shape ofthe distributions were asymmetrical and

skewed representing a mixture of large and low molecular weight species. On the basis

of this finding, and differential scanning results, the author also suggests an heteroge¬

neous bulk degradation for a small specimen. In the case of the PLGA scaffolds investi¬

gated in the presented study, the chromatograms reveal also broad uni-modal peaks

during the degradation. Although no clear bimodality can be observed, this finding and

the reasonable correlation with the auto-catalytic hydrolysis model suggests that the

scaffolds may degrade heterogeneously. This argument can be supported by the fact that,

after a certain period in PBS, the scaffolds shown a compact collapsed structure, which

could be larger than the critical size suggested by Grizzi, the collapse of the structure

being due to the decrease ofthe molecular weight ofthe polymer and the subsequent

probable decrease ofthe glass transition temperature.

4.4.3. Conclusions

Scaffolds made of PLGA50:50, PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:25 were investigated in a

in vitro degradation study in order to investigate the effect of the composition on this

process.

Depending on the composition of the polymer from which the scaffolds were pro¬

duced, different degradation kinetics were observed. Thus, PLGA50:50 scaffolds main¬

tained their original morphology during a few days, PLGA75:25 scaffolds during about

30 days and PLGA85:15 scaffolds during about 45 days. After these periods, all scaf¬

folds were observed to collapse and to form a solid mass.

The mechanical stability, as evaluated by an intrusion test leading to the knowledge of

the E-modulus ofthe scaffolds, decreased immediately after immersion in PBS.

PLGA50:50 scaffolds lost rapidly their mechanical stiffness, while PLGA75:25 and

PLGA85:15 scaffolds might probably conserve long enough their stability for bone fill¬

ing applications.
The characteristic time-lag t50 defined by the weight loss, was observed to depend on

the polymer composition. Thus, t50 varied from 21.3 days for PLGA50:50 to 97.7days

for PLGA85:15 scaffolds. On the basis ofthe sigmoid shape ofthe weight loss vs. time

curves, and reasonable agreement between experimental Pw data and those calculated

with a model for autocatalysis of chain scission, PLGA50:50, PLGA75:25 and

PLGA85:15 relaxed fibers ofthe scaffolds seem to undergo an autocatalytic hydrolysis

degradation. This degradation mechanism unfortunately leads to a dramatic decrease of

the pH ofthe PBS solution under pH3.0. This situation is, however, expected not to
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occur in vivo, where the body fluid exchange should remove the acidic degradation prod¬

ucts from the implantation side more quickly.
On the basis of the demands formulated for scaffolds for root replica therapy,

PLGA75:25 seems to be the most appropriate material for this kind of application.
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5. Development of ß-TCP-PLGA open porous

SCAFFOLDS

5.1. Introduction

Biodegradable open porous PLGA scaffolds have been developed in chapter 3. Their

degradation behavior in PBS at 37°C has however demonstrated a dramatic drop in pH
ofthe medium below 3 during the last stages of degradation ofthe scaffolds (chapter 4).
This finding has suggested that PLGA scaffolds could be not appropriated for the treat¬

ment of alveolar bone loss due to a potential drop in pH in vivo, which could lead to tis¬

sue necrosis or inflammation [207]. Thus, an improvement ofthe scaffolds with respect

to their degradation behavior has to be made in order to treat bone defects.

5.1.1. Calcium-phosphate-poly(a-hydroxy acid) implants

In order to reduce the amount of acidic products released from the PLGA scaffolds

during their degradation, several strategies can be suggested. The first one is the reduc¬

tion ofthe mass of polymer. This implies the increase ofthe porosity ofthe scaffolds. In

the case ofthe implants described in chapter 3, an augmentation ofthe porosity could

lead to the instability ofthe structure, which could reduce the mechanical stimulation of

alveolar bone by the implants. Therefore, this strategy will not further discussed. The

second solution is the reduction ofthe weight fraction ofthe polymer in the scaffolds by

incorporating another biodegradable material.

Among the potential candidates for the preparation of composite scaffolds, one can

mention the calcium phosphate-based ceramics and the bioglasses. The calcium-based

ceramics include dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCP, CaHP04), dicalcium phosphate

dihydrate (DCPD, CaHP04 2H20), ß-tricalcium phosphate (ß-TCP, Ca3(P04)2), a-tri-

calcium phosphate (a-TCP, Ca3(P04)2), and hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2).
The excellent biocompatibility ofthe calcium phosphate ceramics has led to their use in

many biomedical applications, HA and TCP being the most used bioceramics in orthope¬
dic and maxillofacial applications and for the treatment of bone defects [208]. Their

close ionic similarity with the mineral components of bone [1], their adjustable degrada¬
tion kinetics to the need of the therapy and their bioactivity properties are often men¬

tioned to explain their extensive use since 1969 [209].

HA is commonly considered to be non-biodegradable, although its degradation
behavior in vivo is still discussed [210, 211]. As HA implants are placed in bony sites,

the deposition of normally proliferating bone tissue is usually observed at the interface

without the formation of fibrous tissue layer. This deposition is commonly considered as

the result of a remodelling mechanism [212, 213]. Chemical bonding ofthe implants to

bone can occur [214] after the setting of an equilibrium between calcium and phosphorus
ions released from bone and the implant [215]. These bone bonding properties of HA

depend on the reactivity ofthe ceramics [216] and can be pointed out in vitro with osteo¬

blast marrow stromal stem cells [213]. ß-TCP is generally considered to be biodegrad-
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able and degrades faster than HA [217,218]. After degradation ofTCP in vivo, new bone

tissue is reported to replace the resorbed materials [219] via a dissolution/precipitation

process.

Due to their excellent biocompatibility and bioactivity properties, HA and ß-TCP are

found in plenty of applications. However, their use is limited to non weight-bearing

applications due to their low tensile and bending strengths [220]. Among these biomedi¬

cal applications, on can mention middle-ear implants [221], filling of periodontal bone

defects [222,223] or bioactive coating on metal substrates [224-226].

Mixing hydroxyapatite with poly(L-lactide) prior to polymerization ofthe polymer
allowed to increase the compressive and the tensile strength ofthe implants in compari¬
son with bare poly(L-lactide) [227]. As the composites degraded, their mechanical prop¬

erties decreased and it was concluded that such composites could not be used for weight-

bearing applications. HA-PDLLA and HA-PLLA composites were finally observed to

become encapsulated in connective tissue containing mainly fibroblasts and multinucle¬

ated cells as they were implanted in rat tibiae [228]. However, others studies revealed the

formation of new bone in contact with HA-PLLA implants [229]. Surface of

HA/PLGA50:50 (1/1 w/w) composites have shown adequate properties in vitro for adhe¬

sion and proliferation of osteoblasts [230]. The same composite has been also investi¬

gated in the form of a scaffold as cells carrier [94]. Using rat calvaria cells, it was found

that cell attachment and proliferation increased throughout the first two week of the

study. After this period, these parameters were found to remain constant. The mineraliza¬

tion ofthe surface by the osteoblast cells was also observed. In another study with a sim¬

ilar composite 3-dimensional matrix and rat calvaria osteoblast cells, the cellular

attachment, the proliferation and ingrow of osteoblast cells in the matrix was observed

throughout out a 24hours period with the preservation of bone phenotypes [93]. Blends

of poly(caprolactone) (PCL) and PLGA65:35 have been also investigated in the develop¬
ment of polymer/hydroxyapatite scaffolds for bone tissue engineering [231]. In vitro

testing with fresh bone marrow and bone marrow stromal cells revealed cellular produc¬
tion and proliferation throughout the scaffolds. Collagen formation was found 500pm

deep in the scaffolds. Recently, the combination of ß-TCP/HA and PLLA/PLGA was

used in the development of drug delivery systems [232].

On the basis ofthe results found in the above mentioned studies, it is believed that the

combination of ß-TCP and PLGA could give interesting results for the alveolar bone

therapy. Therefore, the aim of this chapter and the following chapter is the development
of a novel ß-TCP-PLGA scaffold with emphasis on its structural and degradation proper¬

ties.

5.1.2. Concept for a novel ß-TCP-PLGA scaffold

The demands on the biodegradable ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds are similar to those for¬

mulated for the PLGA scaffolds for alveolar bone loss prevention. Thus, the scaffolds

have to be porous with interconnected pores to ensure the bone tissue ingrowth through¬
out the structure after implantation in the alveolar bone defect. The complete removal of

the ß-TCP-PLGA is expected to occur within the first 6 months post-operation. The
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preparation ofthe implant has to be rapid and to permit the reproduction ofthe geometry

ofthe root ofthe tooth. The obtained scaffolds should be prepared with as small as possi¬
ble amount ofPLGA in order to rapidly provide ß-TCP surface in contact with growing
bone tissue and to avoid drop in pH.

The concept ofthe novel composite scaffolds is based on the agglomeration ofß-TCP

granules with a diameter of 500-800um. Due to the quasi-spherical shape ofthe gran¬

ules, a defined interstitial open porosity should be created. In the ideal case, where the

granules are of spherical shape and packaged in a cubic face centered or in a hexagonal
centered manner, the resulting porosity is 26%. In the case of the packaging of small

granules in a mold, the arrangement obtained is supposed to be less regular than those of

atoms in a crystal lattice. Therefore, the porosity obtained by packaging ß-TCP granules
should be greater than that obtained in the ideal packaging case.

Although near net-shape porous calcium-phosphate ceramics have been developed for

20 years [43], their consolidation is commonly obtained by sintering at a temperature

higher than 1000°C. This technique is however not appropriate for the consolidation of

the scaffolds (using only pure ß-TCP granules), since sintering is a time-consuming pro¬

cess. The mechanical stabilization of the ß-TCP granules in the scaffolds can be however

obtained by sticking the granules to each other. In our concept, the binding agent will be

a thin PLGA film deposed on the surface of the granules, which will be fused to bind

adjacent granules. Different methods can be used to obtain the fusion ofthe thin PLGA

film:

1. Binding with an organic solvent.

2. Binding by thermal fusion.

3. Binding with pressurized C02 as a solvent.

PLGA can be dissolved by an organic solvent like acetone, dichloromethane or tet-

rahydrofuran, which would allow the fusion ofthe PLGA coating of two adjacent gran¬

ules. Although this method leads to the effective connection ofthe granules, it requires a

purification step before implantation. A second potential method is the thermal fusion of

the polymer film. In the case of PLGA, the film would start to melt at a temperature

above 70°C. This method only requires a small heated vessel, is fast and no purification

steps have to be carried out prior to implantation. The third method is based on the sol¬

vent properties of pressurized C02 for PLGA copolymers. This method is superior to the

heating method, because bioactive substances, such as BMP, could be incorporated in the

scaffolds with preservation of their activity.

Although alveolar defects could be treated by filling with ß-TCP granules, migration
of the granules in the gingiva could occur. Therefore, the cohesion of the scaffolds

should remain until wound closure or bone ingrowth around the granules occurs. For our

purpose, we thought that the polymer coating should resorb as soon as possible after an

implantation period of three weeks. After the degradation ofthe polymer, osteoconduc-

tion throughout the scaffold should be promoted by the bare ß-TCP surfaces ofthe gran¬

ules. Furthermore, the amount ofPLGA should be as small as possible in order to

prevent pH drop in the medium during the degradation ofthe polymer film. Among the
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poly(a-hydroxy acids), PLGA50:50 has been found to resorb within a few weeks after

immersion in PBS at 37°C and could be a potential candidate for our purpose.

5.2. Preparation of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds

5.2.1. Preparation of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 granules

In this work, ß-TCP was purchased from Medicoat AG (Mägenswil, CH). The phys-

ico-chemisfry characteristics ofthe powder are given in the Table 5.1 and provided by
the producer.

Parameter Value

Particle size <15 um

Density 550g/l

Phase purity >99% w/w

CaO 52.5% w/w

p2o5 46.5% w/w

Table 5.1: Chemical and Physicalproperties ofthe startingpowderfor the preparation ofß-
TCP granules.

According to the values given in Table 5.1 for the fractions CaO and P205, the Ca/P

molar ratio is 1.456, which is slightly below the ratio of 1.5 for stoechiometric ß-TCP.

Granulation

Quasi-spherical shape granules were prepared by a spheronization route. 70 g ß-TCP

starting powder was mixed with lg dextrin (Relatin Dextrin K51) in a mortar. 20 ml

deionized water was slowly added to the powders under continuous mixing. The result¬

ing paste was then extruded through the multihole-nozzle of an extruder (Cyclo, Typ

XYCG, Probst Technik, CH) and paste cylinders with a length of about 2 cm and a diam¬

eter of about 500 urn were obtained. The extruded paste cylinders were then spheronized
in a pellet rounder (Probst technik, CH). An optimized spheronization time of 3 min with

a rotation speed of 100 rpm was applied to produce round granules. The average granule
diameter was about 800 urn.

Calcination and sintering

Thermogravimetric experiments (TGA) were performed in order to define a suitable

calcination-sintering ramp. It was found that the burn-out ofthe binder occurs in a tem¬

perature range of 200 and 550°C when the granules were heated with a rate of 1 Kmin"
.

At a temperature of 600°C, the burn out was complete. From 600°C to the sintering tem¬

perature, the granules were heated with a rate of 4 Kmin"1. The phase diagram for the

system CaO-P2Os reveals that the ß-TCP phase is stable to 1125°C for a CaO ratio
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between 52 and 55 wt% [233]. Above this temperature and up to 1430°C, oc-TCP is the

more stable phase. Then the super a-TCP become the stable phase up to the melting

point at a temperature of 1756°C. For our purpose, only ß-TCP ceramics have been con¬

sidered. Hence, the influence of sintering on the phase composition ofthe granules were

investigated for two different temperatures 1050°C to 1150°C and for two sintering peri¬
ods of 2 and 4 hr (Table 5.2). MgO crucibles were used as recipients. Sintering was per¬

formed in a muffle oven under air atmosphere. Cooling ofthe granules was carried out in

the oven with a rate of about 1.5 Kmin"1.

Process Temperature range [°C] Heating rate [Kmin~ ]

Drying 21-200 4

Burn-out 200-600 1

Calcination 600- Ts 4

Sintering T 0

Table 5.2: Temperature ramp for the sintering of ß-TCP granules. Sintering temperatures Ts
were 1050°C or 1150°C and the sinteringperiod 2 or 4 hr. After sintering, granules

were cooled in the oven.

Coating ofß-TCPgranules with PLGA50:50

The deposition ofPLGA50:50 (Mw:30'000 gmol"1, Boehringer Ingelheim, D) on the

surface of ß-TCP granules has to be homogeneous, because it will permit the further

consolidation ofthe scaffolds. The first deposition method consists in the immersion of

lg. of ß-TCP granules in 1.5 ml of a solution ofPLGA50:50 in CH2C12. While the solu¬

tion is stirred, the solvent evaporates until a thin film of polymer is formed on the ß-TCP.
Two different solutions have been tested.

Solution
Concentration

[g PLGA/ml CH2C12]

Ratio

[ml solution/ g ß-TCP]

Theoretical yield

[g PLGA/g ß-TCP]

1 02 1 5 03

2 015 1 5 0 225

Table 5.3: Concentration ofthe solutions usedfor PLGA thinfilm deposition and theoretical

yield ofthe deposition

After lmin, the solution containing the ß-TCP granules was casted on an PTFE sheet.

Solvent was then removed under vacuum (lOOmbar) during 36 hr. Granules were then

mechanically separated and sieved.

The coating ofthe granules was also carried out by spraying a solution on the ß-TCP

granules. For this test, 1 mg PLGA50:50 was dissolved in 10 ml CH2C12. The solution
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was sprayed through the nozzle of a spray apparatus (Revell) with compressed air at a

pressure of 0.75 bar. The flow ofthe solution was fixed at 1.5ml min"1. While the PLGA

solution was sprayed, the ß-TCP were shaken in a petri-dish hold 20 mm under the noz¬

zle.

5.2.2. Preparation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds

In order to prepare ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds for the degradation study (chapter

6), cylindrical samples have to be prepared in a reproducible manner. Due to a certain

inhomogeneity in coating, it was difficult to prepare stable scaffolds by means of the

pressurized C02 technique. For this reason, an alternative method was chosen for the

preparation ofthe scaffolds, which seem to give better results when the ß-TCP granules
are only partially coated by the PLGA film. This method consisted in heating the ß-TCP-
PLGA granules over the glass transition temperature ofthe polymer, in order to fuse the

polymer coating ofthe granules. After some pre-experiments, it was observed that

PLGA50:50 granules stuck to each other, when they were heated in the temperature

range of 75-80°C.

The preparation of ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds consisted in filling a polyvynilsiloxane

cylindrical mold (inner diameter: 10mm, height: 25mm) with 400mg granules. The mold

was then heated to the processing temperature of 80-90°C. To achieve a better cohesion

between the granules, the granules were pressed in the mold with a load of 22.3N. The

granules were heated for 2 min and then, the resulting scaffold was extracted from the

mold.

5.3. Characterization methods

5.3.1. Characterization ofthe ß-TCP obtained by spheronization.

The granules were analyzed after calcination-sintering. Chemical investigations were

performed using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The phase purity ofthe

ceramic was analyzed using X-rays diffraction analysis (XRD).

FTIR analysis

FTIR spectroscopy is a convenient method to characterize minerals deposited in bio¬

logical system and calcium-phosphate ceramics [234]. It can also be used for the analysis
ofthe ß-TCP granules. Measurements were carried out with 2 mg ß-TCP mixed with ca.

200 mg KBr. The powder was ground in a mortar and pressed into a cylindrical shape
tablet. The measurements were carried out with a spectrometer (Perkin Elmer System
2000 FT-IR) with a resolution of2cm"1 and a scan intervals of 1cm"1. The range of inter¬

est was fixed between the wave numbers of 370 cm"1 and 4000 cm"1.

XRD analysis

X-rays diffraction is a common method to characterize the crystal structure of mate-

ials. The investigation were performed by means of a PADX diffractometer (Scintag,
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USA) based on the Bragg-Brentano focalization principle with Ka radiations at the Lab¬

oratory of Crystallography, ETH Zurich. The experimental set-ups are listed in Table 5.4.

About lg of ß-TCP per measurement was ground in a mortar and placed in the sample
container. The intensity of diffractions was recorded in the 26 range of 10° to 60° with

steps of 0.02°. The identification ofthe peaks was performed manually with JCPDS data.

Parameters Value

29 range 10°-60°

Step Size 0 02°

Measuring time per step 2s

Acceleration voltage 45 kV

Cathodic current 45 mA

Wavelength (CuKa) 1 5406 Â

Table 5.4: Experimental set-ups ofXRD analysis with PADX diffractometer (Laboratory of

Crystallography, ETHZurich).

Microstructural characterization

The porosity and the average pore diameter of the ß-TCP granules was investigated
with Hg-porosimetry (PMI, USA). For the measurement 1.8 g granules were required
The applied pressure was between 0.5 and 1000 bar. The density of ß-TCP granules for

the determination of the porosity was previously determined by helium-pycnometry and

ethanol pycnometry. The density values obtained were respectively 3.044 and 3.187

gem"3. In the literature, a value of 3.07 gem"3 was also found [235]. Thus, for the com¬

parison ofthe sintering treatment, a value of 3.1 gem"3 was used.

5.3.2. PLGA thin film characterization

Thermal gravimetric analysis

Since sintered ß-TCP melts at a temperature superior to 1700°C, it is possible to burn

the PLGA thin film deposed on the granules, without altering the ceramic in order to

characterize the amount ofdeposed PLGA. Gravimetric measurements were carried out

using thermal analysis gravimetry (TGA, Thermogravimetric Analyser, TA Instruments,

USA). PLGA thermal decomposition occurred at a temperature range of 210-350°C

without the formation of any detectable solid residues. For the experiments, 5-15 mg of

coated granules were used. The heating rate was fixed at 10 Kmin" and the maximal

temperature was set to 450°C. Volatile substances were removed during the experiments
with a synthetic air flow of ca. 50 ml min"1.

Scanning electron microscopy and confocal laser scanning microscopy

An important parameter, which has to be well documented, was the quality ofthe film

deposition. For our purpose, an homogeneous PLGA coating could be advantageous.
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Therefore, the homogeneity ofthe coating was characterized with SEM (S-2500-C, Hita¬

chi, J). Although SEM was a suitable method to characterize the micro-topography of

samples, its application was not appropriate for the characterization of thin films of

PLGA on ß-TCP.
In the case of ß-TCP/PLGA composites, the amount of back scattered electrons

resulting from the ceramic is expected to be greater than the amount ofback scattered

electrons emerging from PLGA due to the different atomic compositions [236]. The

region of high average atomic number (Ca-P of ß-TCP) will appear bright with respect to

regions of low atomic number (C of PLGA). Thus, the gray levels ofthe images can be

interpreted as regions with different composition with increasing average number corre¬

sponding to increasing brightness. For SEM and back scattered electron microscopy

investigation, samples were sputtered with Pt for 10 min with a current of 12-15mA.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (LSM 410, Zeiss, D) was used to characterize the

penetration ofPLGA50:50-CH2C12 solution into the pores ofthe ß-TCP granules.

Energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS)

An estimation ofthe thickness ofthe PLGA50:50 film on b-TCP granules was inves¬

tigated by means of EDS (Freedom, Noran Instrument, USA. Section ofthe granules

were prepared and analyzed with a linescan tool. The polymer was characterized by the

signal of C, whereas the b-TCP was characterized by the signal of Ca and P.

In order to avoid overlapping ofthe peaks on the EDS spectrogram, Ag was chosen as

sputtered material. Slices of granules were sputtered during 10 min with a current of 12-

15 raA. The working distance ofthe microscope was 12 pm and the acceleration voltage
15 kV. The X-rays acquisition time was fixed at 60 s. Under these conditions, the dead-

time was about 30%. The position ofthe scan was set on SEM images with magnifica¬
tion of 2000x.

5.3.3. Mechanical Properties

The mechanical stability ofthe scaffold obtained with the different granules was eval¬

uated using a Brazilian test [237]. In this test, a load F is applied on the line ofthe gener¬

ated surface of a cylindrical sample (Figure 5.1) until failure occurs. The maximal

strength Sm is given by:

Sm = drz <38)

Scaffold with diameter 0

and length L

Figure 5.1: Principle ofthe Brazilian test carried out to assess the mechanical properties of

PLGA-ß-TCP scaffolds.
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The samples for the mechanical tests were made with (390±7) mg of coated granules.
The diameter 0 and the length! of the cylinders were (10.Ü0.1) mm and (4.7±0.3) mm

respectively. The tests were performed on Zwick machine (Model 1471, Zwick, Ulm, D)

with a speed of 1.5 mm min"1. The influence ofthe temperature was evaluated by per¬

forming the tests at 37°C.

5.4. Influence of spheronization time on ß-TCP granule size

The first step for the preparation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds is the production
ofthe granules. Several methods permit the production of spherical shape ceramics gran¬

ules [238-241]. Among them, spheronization ofceramic green bodies is a method to pro¬

duce quasi-spherical shape granules in a size range between 200 and 1000pm. The

formulation ofthe paste, which is extruded, was optimized in order to reduce the risks of

obstruction. The extrusion of the wet starting powder was possible without addition of

any plasticizer. Spheronization ofthe extruded paste cylinder was however only possible
for a few formulations. An excess of water or binder led to the agglomeration of granules

during the spheronization, whereas insufficient water or binder led to the disintegration
ofthe granules. The rotor speed was adjusted to allow the particles to roll without disin¬

tegration. The influence of the spheronization time on the particle size distribution is

show in the Figure 5.2. The shape ofthe particles smaller than 200 pm wasn't spherical
and therefore, these particles were considered as fragments of granules due to disintegra¬
tion. As the spheronization time increased, the amount of fragments increased after about

1 min. Microscopic observations revealed that the extruded cylinders were not com¬

pletely transformed into granules after a spheronization period of one minute, but after

three minutes homogeneous spherical granules could be obtained. For the further charac¬

terization ofthe scaffolds, all granules were produced with a spheronization process of

three minutes.

<200 200-400 400-630 630-800 800-1000 >1000

Particle size [pm]

Figure 5.2- ß-TCP granules size distributionfor differentperiods ofspheronization.
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5.5. Microstructural characterization of ß-TCP granules

1 he granules obtained by the spheronization process were composed of starting I CP

powder, water and dextrin as binder. During calcination and sintering, several phase
transformations occurred as the temperature increased. I he first change observed is the

dehydration ofthe granules above about 100°C. As confirmed by TGA measurements,

binder burn-out took place in the temperature range between 200 and 550°C. Above

700°C, phase transformation from amorphous ICP in crystalline ß-TCP is reported

[242] but not investigated in this study. At temperatures above 800°C the sintering ofthe

ß- ICP took place with the subsequent decrease ofthe granule porosity. In the present

study, mechanical stable and well crystalline ß-ICP were sought. 1 herefore, emphasis

was put on high sintering temperatures.

I he infiuence ofthe sintering parameters on the microstructure ofthe ß- TCP granules
was investigated with SLM. I he porosity and the distribution ofthe median pore diame¬

ter were determined with Hg-porosimetry. Preparation of granules by spheronization led

to quasi round granules as confirmed by general observation with SI M (I igure 5.3

(left)). 1 he granules showed a compact structure with a few macropores (Figure 5.3

(right)).

I igure 5 3 ß-TCP granules prepared with a spheronization methods (left) Ihe section of a

granule (right) reveals a compact structure it ith a few macropores (arroM s)

In the temperature range of 1050°C to 1150°C, interconnected microporosity could be

maintained as a consequence of incomplete densification at all tested sintering periods

(figure 5.4).
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bigure 5 4 Smtenng at temperatures aboxe 1050% led to fusion of ß-lCP grains and the

i eduction ofthe interstitial lo/ume

Quantification ofthe interstitial volume was carried on b> means of Hg-porosimetry
lor the different sintering treatments. The variation ol the porosity and the average pore

diameter is given in 1 igure 5.5 for ß-TCP granules sintered under 4 different treatments.

As expected, porosity decreased with the augmentation ol the sintering temperature.

However, no relevant influence ol the sintering time could be found in these experi¬
ments. I he interstitial poie diameter between the ß-lCP grains was found to vary

between 0.9 and 1.2 um. I lowever, lor the sample 1150°C 4hours, a value ol 1.9 pm was

measured. 1 his high value could be due to artifacts in measurements or to some slightly

larger pores created during spheronization.
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5.6. Phase and chemical composition analysis of ß-TCP granules

XRD-analysis

The influence ofthe sintering treatment on the crystalline structure of ß-TCP granules
was investigated using XRD measurements. For all sintering treatments, sharp lines on

X-rays diffractograms could be observed, indicating the good crystallization ofthe ß-
TCP ceramic. However, no difference between the different sintering treatment could be

observed on the basis of the XRD results. X-rays diffractogram for the sintering treat¬

ment 1150°C/4h is given in Figure 5.6 as a representative result ofthe 4 different sinter¬

ing treatments investigated in the presented study. The reflections lines are tabulated in

Table 5.5.

For all sintering treatments investigated in the present study, no characteristic reflec¬

tion of a-TCP, according to JCPDS 29-0359 file, was observed. However, among the

lines observed on the diffractograms, some could not be attributed to ß-TCP. These lines

are reported in Table 5.6. Attempts were made in order to identify them. Because ofthe

overlapping ofthe principal reflections ofthe calcium-phosphate compounds, only anal¬

ysis of weaker lines was possible. Reflection at 20=18.78° could be attributed to HA (1
1 0), but theoretically, the reflection should be of weak intensity. However, this line

could be also attributed to calcium pyrophosphate (ß-Ca2P207, ß-CP, 1 1 0). The pres¬

ence of ß-CP as contamination in the ß-TCP might be justified by the reflection at 38.54°

(1 1 9). The line at 26= 31.90° could belong to ß-CP (1 2 3) but also to the most inten¬

sive reflection of HA (2 11). The identification ofthe line at 29= 28.90° was more

ambiguous. ß-TCP reflection for the plane (12 5) occurred at this value of 29, but with a

very weak intensity in comparison to other reflections, and should not be distinctively

resolved on XRD diffractogram. In our case, the line has a non-negligible intensity and

should be attributed to another compound. Dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCP) plan

(112) and CP plan (0 2 3) produced intense reflection at 28.90° and are, thus, candidates

to the line identification.
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1000
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20[deg]

Figure 5.6: XRD-diffractogram ofß-TCP granules sintered at a temperature of 1150%2

during 4hours. Weak reflections, which could not be assigned to ß-TCP, are

pointed out.
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[deg]

I

[cps]

(hkl)

10 88 130 0 (0 12) 33 48 88 4 (1 1 12) 48 02 139 8 (2 3 8)

13 62 182 2 (10 4) 34 38 662 7 (2 2 0) 48 42 1143 (14 6)

14 22 54 8 (0 0 6) 35 16 84 7 (12 3) 49 78 49 3 (0 1 20)

17 00 2512 (110) 35 62 1168 (2 1 10) 50 32 53 3 (3 2 10)

18 48 21 5 (113) 35 92 44 5 (13 1) 50 76 47 5 (5 0 2)

20 22 72 7 (2 0 2) 37 38 95 3 (2 2 6) 5128 43 1 (0 5 4)

21 84 146 8 (0 18) 37 96 59 1 (3 15) 51 5 716 (2 3 11)

25 78 285 9 (1 0 10) 39 84 99 7 (1 0 16) 53 200 8 (2 020)

26 20 50 4 (2 11) 40 2 42 4 (0 4 2) 53 58 72 7 (1 3 16)

26 62 107 7 (12 2) 41 1 113 5 (4 0 4) 53 74 52 9 (2 1 19)

27 44 66 8 (119) 417 96 8 (3 0 12) 54 44 56 6 (5 0 8)

27 80 544 0 (2 14) 43 46 55 1 (1 3 10) 54 58 48 9 (2 4 4)

(28 9) (58 8) (12 5) 43 58 68 3 (0 2 16) 55 14 32 9 (4 1 12)

29 66 190 6 (3 0 0) 43 94 51 1 (2 3 2) 56 14 39 1 (2 3 14)

3104 1000 0 (0 2 10) 44 56 84 0 (0 4 8) 57 98 38 0 (2 2 18)

32 46 234 8 (12 8) 45 38 65 4 (2 3 5) 57 62 44 9 (4 2 8)

33 04 77 8 (3 0 6) 47 2194 (3 2 7) 59 62 86 5 (3 2 16)

Table 5.5: Identification ofthe XRD reflection lines ofß-TCP granules sintered at a tempera¬

ture ofll50%2 during 4 hr (I: intensity ofthe reflection).

26 [deg] I [cps] Material 20 [deg] I [cps] Material

18 78 25 9 HAorCP 3190 36 1 HA or CP

28 90 58 8 DCP or CP 38 54 28 1 CP

30 16 31 8 DCP or CP

Table 5.6: Identification ofthe reflection, which can not be attributed toß-TCP. The table gives
the valuefor 26 and the related (h k I) found in the JCPDS databasefor calcium

hydrogenphosphate (DCP, file 71-1760), for hydroxyapatite (HA, file 74-0566) and

for ß-Ca2Pfi7 (CP, file 33-0297). (I: intensity ofthe reflection)
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On the basis of XRD-measurement, the foreign phase in ß-TCP can not be definitely
identified. Therefore, FTIR measurement were carried out to better characterize the sin¬

tered ß-TCP granules.

FTIR-analysis

The eventual changes in the chemical composition occurring during the sintering of

the granules was investigated with FTIR spectroscopy. In the present study, emphasis is

put on the functional groups OH", HP042"and P04 and on other groups such as OH"

and C032", which could result from a non-complete reaction ofthe starting TCP powder.
The identification ofthe vibration bands was carried out using the results published by
Gibson et al. [242].

The investigated sintering treatments were found to lead to similar spectra for sintered

ß-TCP granules. Thus, only the representative results ofthe treatment 1150°C/4 hr are

presented here. Figure 5.7 represents the FTIR spectra ofthe starting powder as received

(raw ß-TCP) and of ß-TCP granules after sintering (sintered ß-TCP). The transition

between the raw TCP to the well crystalline ß-TCP during the sintering process did not

imply significant changes in the chemical composition. By comparison of both spectra

for ß-TCP ofthe Figure 5.7, it appears that the characteristic bands of ß-TCP remain

after sintering at the same position.

The first interesting result observed on the FTIR spectra is the absence of hydroxide
vibrations peak at 3550 cm in the starting powder and in the sintered materials, sug¬

gesting that HA is not visible in FTIR spectra. Bands of HP042"and P043" were also

absent in FTIR spectra of sintered ß-TCP granules.

The vibrations ofthe phosphate groups in ß-TCP could be used to characterize the

material. The P043" ions have four vibrational modes \)i, x>2, D3 and \)4 theoretically
infra-red active. t)iP043" band is visible at about 950cm"1. At 495 cm"1, the absorption of

*u2P043" is characterized by a weak peak. \)3P043"vibrational mode splits in to 1-2 broad

peak at 1040 cm"1 and 1130 cm"1, which are sometimes not detectable due to a strong

absorption. Finally, \)4P043" vibrational mode is characterized by two peaks at 550 and

610 cm"1.
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Figure 5.7: FTIR spectra ofthe starting ß-TCP powder used in this study and the spectrum

ofthe powder sintered at 1150°C during 4 hours.

By comparing the spectrum of sintered ß-TCP with the spectrum of Ca2P207 (99.9%,

Fluka, CH), the band at 720 cm"1 could be attributed to some traces of calcium pyrophos¬

phate (Figure 5.8) and might be due to \)12 O-PO3 vibrations [243].
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Figure 5.8: FTIR spectra of sintered ß-TCP and calcium pyrophosphate. One of the

characteristic calcium pyrophosphate band is pointed out at 720 cm.
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Discussion

The crystallization of ß-TCP is reported to occur above 700°C [242] and further heat¬

ing will result in sintered ß-TCP. The sintering properties of the raw TCP permits to

obtain solid microporous ceramics by heating the green bodies above 1050°C. Sintering
at a temperature (1150°C) near to the phase transformation into a-TCP for 4 hours did

not lead to the complete densification ofthe granules. The diameter ofthe interstitial

micropores resulting from the fusion ofthe ß-TCP grains was about l-3pm and the

porosity ofthe granules was about 45%. Incomplete densification of ß-TCP is often

reported even by sintering the ceramic at higher temperature using dopant in order to

inhibit the transformation of ß-TPC in a-TCP [244]. Thus, it is not surprising that the

sintering treatments investigated in the present study permitted to maintain an intercon¬

nected porosity. The presence ofinterconnected pores should be an advantage for a better

resorption ofthe ceramics. However, on the other hand, the granules, once implanted,
could be invaded by bacteria present in the alveolus [169]. Recently, it has been claimed

that implants containing pores or spaces less than 10pm can increase the chance of infec¬

tion [245]. Bacteria with an average size of 1 pm can hide in such small cavities and pro¬

liferate while being protected from neutrophilic granulocytes averaging 10pm to 15pm
in size. Thus, the surface ofthe ß-TCP granules should later be completely covered by
the PLGA film in order to prevent to some extent bacteria contamination.

X-rays diffraction investigation confirmed that sintering of the raw TCP in the tem¬

perature range of 1050°C-1150°C does not provoke any phase transformation from ß to

a-TCP. However, a few lines with a weak intensity could not be attributed to ß-TCP and

are considered to belong to a foreign calcium-phosphate phase. The identification of this

phase is difficult because ofthe overlapping ofthe principal lines ofthe calcium-phos¬

phates ceramics. Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD) and orthocalcium phosphate

(OCP) are sometimes reported to form during the preparation of tricalcium phosphate by

precipitation from solution, if the pH-value is not precisely controlled [246]. However,

DCPD and OCP are only stable at low temperature [233]. Above 220°C, OCP transforms

into HA, DCP and water, while DCPD loses its water of crystallization soon at room

temperature and transforms in DCP at about 180°C. HA decomposes at only above

1350°C and for this reason, attempts to identify HA on the diffractograms were made.

DCP may transform in y-calcium pyrophosphate (y-CP) above 320°C. Phase transforma¬

tion y to ß occurs at 700°C and ß-CP remains stable until 1200°C. Above 1200°C, a-CP

becomes the stable phase of CP. Hence, in the present work, we focused our interest on

ß-CP. The comparison ofthe contamination lines on the diffractogram of ß-TCP with the

JCPDS data of DCP, HA and ß-CP lead to the conclusion that all these compounds
could be effectively present in the granules.

The consideration ofthe FTIR spectra seemed to exclude the presence ofHA due to

the absence ofthe characteristic hydroxide ions bands at 3550 cm"1. OCP can be charac¬

terized by the vibrations of HP042" at 865 and 910cm"1 [233, 246]. The absence of

HP042" bands on the FTIR spectra also might exclude the presence of OCP. POH vibra¬

tional modes are characteristic of DCP [246]. In our case, the expected in-plane POH

bending mode, which theoretically cover the spectral range between 1410 and 1350 cm"1
and has a weak band at 1265 cm"1, is only resolved with a band at 1210 cm"1. Finally, the

POH out-plane-bend ofDCP could be represented by the band at 720 cm"1. The presence
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of DCP in the ß-TCP phase is however difficult to explain by considering the thermal

phase transition occurring during calcination and sintering ofthe granules. A more plau¬
sible explanation for the peak of weak intensity at 720 cm"1, is the probable presence of

ß-CP, as supposed by considering the XRD results. ß-CP might result from a non-opti¬
mal precipitation process |246], which could subsequently explain the slight deviation of

molar Ca/P ratio from the theoretical value of 1.5 found in the raw material.

5.7. Characterization ofthe PLGA50:50 coating

The coating ofthe ß-TCP granules with PLGA50:50 was performed by spraying a

PI GA-CH2CI2 solution or by immersing the granules in the solution. An important

parameter, which has to be defined, is the homogeneity ofthe coating.
The deposition of PLGA on the surface of ß-TCP granules by the spraying technique

was investigated with SLM and back scattered electron imaging methods. At a magnifi¬
cation of lOOOx. the phase present on SLM images is difficult to distinguish (Figure 5.9

left). A belter contrast was obtained with back scattered electron image (Figure 5.9

right). On this image, the ceramic appears in bright gray tones, whereas the PLCiA film

appears in dark gray tones. I lence. one can observe that the surface ofthe ß-TCP is prob¬

ably not completely covered by the polymer film.

Figure 5 9 Observation of ß-TCP granules coated with PLGA with SEM (left) and with

hack scattered electron microscopy (right) confirmed the granules are not

complete!) cover with polymer Due to the poor wettability of PLGA on the ß-

TCP surface, no homogeneous spreading of polymer on the surface ofthe
ceramic obseired, hut the formation of PLGA globules.

The penetration ofthe polymer in the microporosity ofthe granules and the thickness

ofthe polymer film were measured on sections of PLCiA coated ß-TCP granules. In the

case ofthe spray method. PLCiA penetrates the microstructure of ß-TCP in a range of a

lew micrometers. The region covered by the polymer is rich in C and poor in Ca and P.

while the ceramic is characterized by high content in Ca and P. Hence, the boundary
between PLCiA and ß-TCP can be defined (figure 5.10) and the thickness ofthe PLCiA

film estimated. Due to the inhomogeneit} ofthe coating, it was however estimated that

the thickness ofthe film varied from a few micrometers to 20 pm.
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h igure 5 10 Ihe thickness of the PIGA50 50 film deposed on the fi- ICP granules b\ the

spiax mg method n as ei aluated using an LD8 linescan PI GA50 50 can be

charattei ized b\ the C ofthe backbone chain m hue ß- ICP is characterized b\

Ca and P On the figure these elements are represented on a linescan Ihe point

on the linescan n ere the c oneentration ofC drops andn here the concentrations

of Ca and P increase is tons/deiecl as the limit of the PIGA film Ihe thickness

of the PI GA film represented here is estimated to be about (5 3 ) pm

I he immersion technique investigated for the deposition of PLGA50:50 on the ß- TCP

granules led to homogenous thin film on the surface ofthe gianules I lowever, the pene¬

tration ol the PI GA in CH2C12 solution by capillarity in the microporosity ofthe ß-1 CP

granules also occurred during the coating process. In order to assess the penetration

depth. PI GA50:50 was marked with fluorescein sodium and section of granules
observed with CI SM. I his method levealed the penetration of PI GA in the micropoios-

ity ofthe granules.

5.8. Mechanical properties of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds

Ihe mechanical properties ol the ß-ICP-PI GA50:50 scaffolds were investigated

using a Brazilian test [237], which permitted to evaluate the maximal strength ot the

scaffolds at failure. This test was chosen, because failure of the scaffolds could be moie

easily observed than in the case ol a standard compiession test. Ihe dependence ofthe

maximal strength ofthe scaffolds on the si/e ofthe granules, coated with the spray
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method, could not be clearly pointed out in tests performed at 37°C (Figure 5.11). How¬

ever, as the PLGA amount increased, the maximal strength increased. This increase

could be explained by the fact that better covering ofthe surface ofthe granules could be

achieved, which permitted to better agglomerate the granules.
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Figure 5.11: Influence ofthe amount ofPLGA50.50 sprayed on the ß-TCP granules on the

maximal strength of the scaffold. The experiments were performed at a

temperature of37%Z (n=3)

The impact ofthe coating method can be observed in Figure 5.12.

0.25

Sol. 14.5% Spray 14.5% Sol. 16.4% Spray 16.0%

Figure 5.12' Comparison ofthe methodsfor the deposition ofthe PLGA 50:50films on theß-
TCP granules(500-750 pm) Experiments wereperformedat 37%Z (n=3)
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As already observed above, the increase of PLGA50:50 amount permits to increase

the maximal strength of the scaffolds. This is valid for both coating techniques investi¬

gated here. However, due to the penetration of PLGA50:50-CH2C12 solution in the gran¬

ules, the mechanical properties ofthe scaffolds prepared with granules coated by means

ofthe immersion technique are slightly lower than those of scaffolds made with sprayed

granules.

The influence ofthe testing temperature on the maximal strength ofthe scaffolds can

be observed by comparing results at 22°C and 37°C (Figure 5.13).

500-750um 750-1000pm
14.5% PLGA

500-750um 750-1000pm

16.4% PLGA

Figure 5.13: Influence ofthe testing temperature on the maximal strength ofscaffolds for two

different PLGA50.50 weightfractions. The polymer was sprayed on the surface

ofthe ß-TCP granules (n=3).

As the testing temperature approaches the glass transition temperature ofthe polymer, its

mechanical properties, such as maximal strength and E-modulus, decrease. Although the

glass transition of PLGA50:50 is about 55°C, this might explain the systematic differ¬

ence of tensile strength at 22°C and 37°C for both PLGA weight fractions investigated.

5.9. Microstructural characterization of the scaffolds

Using the scaffolding technique developed in the presented study, it was possible to

prepare biodegradable implants with various shapes. For the prevention of alveolar bone

loss, the method enabled the preparation of a an exact copy of a tooth root as shown in

Figure 5.14. The packaging ofthe granules, which formed the scaffold, was assessed by
the determination of porosity. Porosity of the scaffolds was determined by analysis of

light microscopy images and by a fluid penetration method. The Figure 5.15 shows the

cross section ofa ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffold.
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Piguie J 14 Open porous ß-ICP-PI GA root replica

1 he porosity ofthe scaffolds determined by images analysis required the filtering of

the images with a median filter (median filtei (3x3), SXM v. 1.65 software) and the

determination ol the threshold between scaffolds and porosity. Ihe 1 igure 5.15(right)

represents the effects of such image tiansiormations after thresholding with respect to

the original light microscopy image (I iguie 5.15 (left)). A representative histogram pci-

mitting the determination ofthe threshold is given in Figure 5.16.

I iguie 5 15 light microscop\ image of a cross-set tion of a ß-TCP-PI GA staffolds (left)
Ihe gianules are xisib/e in bnght gra) tones After noise reduction and

thresholding a bman image is obtained (light)
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100 150

Gray value [-]

200 250

Figure 5.16: Typical histogram of an image ofß-TCP-PLGA sections and determination of
threshold between scaffolds andporosity.

After thresholding, the total porosity was found to be (53±7)% (n=5). As it can be

observed on Figure 5.15 (right), small pores are present in the granules. The fraction of

these pores is thought, however, to not significantly influence the value of the total

porosity with respect to its statistical errors.

The porosity of the scaffolds was also determined by mean of a penetration method.

This method consists in the absorption of a fluid by the scaffolds. The weight of the

absorbed fluid is determined from the difference in the weight ofthe scaffold before and

after the absorption ofthe fluid. The volume ofthe fluids, corresponding to an accessible

porosity, can then be determined if the density ofthe fluid is known. For this test, water

was chosen as penetrant fluid. From these experiments, the porosity of ß-TCP-PLGA
was found to be (60±2)% (n=3).

A first estimation ofthe average pore diameter was obtained by means ofthe method

ofthe lines [173]used in chapter 3 for the characterization ofPLGA scaffolds. 3 sections

made on 2 scaffolds were analyzed. For each section, 12 lines were drawn. The distribu¬

tion of pore sizes is given on Figure 5.17. The average pore size determined using this

method was found to be (283±14) pm.
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Figure 5.17: Image analysis was used to determine the distance between two points ofthe ß-
TCP-PLGA scaffolds situated on the same line and separated by epoxy resin..

The comparison of both porosity values obtained from image analysis and penetration
method reveals that the porosity of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds is about 55%. This

value is significantly greater than the theoretical values calculated for the ideal packag¬

ing (CFC, HC, or CC) of spherical solid (26-32%). The difference between the values for

the scaffolds and the theoretical values are explained by the fact that the granules are not

spherical and the complete filling ofthe mold was not achieved when manufacturing the

scaffolds. The incomplete fill ofthe mould by granules led also to higher average pore

size as in the case of a perfect arrangement of spherical granules. This imperfection in

the packaging ofthe granules should be advantageous for tissue ingrowth after implanta¬
tion ofthe scaffolds in the alveolus.

5.10. Conclusions

ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds were prepared in this study in order to reduce the PLGA

content ofthe implants for the root replica application. The scaffolds consisted in the

consolidation of ß-TCP granules coated with a PLGA50:50 thin films (14-17wt%

PLGA50:50).
The analysis of ß-TCP granules after sintering by means of XRD and FTIR revealed

that the sintering treatments investigated, with a maximal sintering temperature of

1150°C, did not induce the transformation of ß-TCP into a-TCP. However, traces of a

foreign substance were found in the analyses. On the basis ofXRD data and FTIR analy¬

sis, contamination traces found in the ß-TCP could be probably due to calcium pyro¬

phosphate.
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Depending on the investigated sintering treatments, the interconnected porosity ofthe

granules varied between 40% and 49%, and the average pore diameter between 0.9 and

1.9 pm. The values ofthe average pore diameter suggest that contamination ofthe gran¬

ules by bacteria after implantation in the alveolus might occur. Therefore, the coating of

the scaffolds, which could provide a barrier again bacteria penetration, has to be homo¬

geneous.

The characterization of the coating by the mean of microscopy methods revealed the

non-homogeneous deposition of PLGA50:50 on the surface of ß-TCP. This led to diffi¬

culties in the reproducible preparation of scaffolds with C02 as solvent. However, by

heating the coated granules in a mold, scaffolds could be more easily prepared. The

mechanical properties ofthe scaffolds were evaluated by the mean of a Brazilian test. It

was observed that the amount of deposited PLGA on the granules has a influence on the

stability ofthe scaffolds. Finally, the scaffolds revealed an open porous structure with a

porosity of about 55%, the average distance between the granules being greater than

200pm. The microstructure ofthe scaffolds might encourage tissue ingrowth after

implantation.
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6. In vitro BEHAVIOR OF ß-TCP-PLGA50:50
SCAFFOLDS

6.1. Introduction

In chapter 4, the degradation behavior of pure PLGA scaffolds was investigated in

vitro. One problem of pure PLGA scaffolds or implants might be the release of acidic

degradation products in vivo. With regard to applications, such as bone augmentation or

bone filling, a composite made of calcium phosphate ceramics and PLGA might be

advantageous. The preparation and the microstructural characterization of such scaffolds

made of ß-TCP granules coated with a PLGA50:50 films was presented in chapter 5. In

the present chapter, emphasis is put on the degradation behavior in vitro of the ß-TCP-
PLGA50:50 scaffolds.

Degradation ofCaP ceramics

The dissolution rate of calcium phosphate ceramics depends on many factors such as

physical form, stoechiometry, composition and crystal structure, and the pH ofthe degra¬
dation medium, as well as the conditions of degradation [88, 89]. Ion substitutions and

impurities can modify the degradation rate ofthe ceramics. Al and Mg substitutions

have been reported to increase or decrease the rate of degradation of ß-TCP [247].
The solubility of various CaP ceramics in aqueous solution at room temperature was

determined by Driessens [86]. Figure 6.1 shows that at room temperature, only dical¬

cium phosphate dihydrate (CaHP04 2H20, DCPD) and HA are stable. At a pH lower

than 4.3, DCPD is the most stable phase, while at higher pH (>4.3) hydroxyapatite

(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HA) becomes the most stable phase.
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Figure 6.1: Solubility isotherms in the system CaO-P20$-H20 at 25%Z as afunction ofthe

pH ofthe aqueous solution [86].
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The pH ofthe solution also influences the dissolution of CaP ceramics [88,248, 249].
As the pH decreases, the solubility of ß-TCP increases [87]. In addition, it was observed

that HA incorporated in PLA dissolved to a greater extent than without the polymer

[250], probably because of pronounced pH decrease due to the release of acidic products
from the polymer.

The dissolution of CaP ceramics results in the release of calcium and phosphate ions,

elevating the concentration of these ions, which may lead to the precipitation of apatite

microcrystals [251]. LeGeros and Daculsi [251] proposed a mechanism for the precipita¬
tion of apatite crystals on ß-TCP or HA. Radin and Ducheyne [252] observed that, after

an immersion of 6 weeks in a simulated physiological solution, an intermediate phase of

carbonate apatite was formed on the surface of ß-TCP. The transformation in carbonate

apatite was thought to occur after an extensive time.

The dissolution mechanism of CaP sintered ceramics might follow the separation of

the grains from a sintered body at necks, due to their poorer crystalline nature in compar¬

ison to the bulk ceramics [87, 253]. Complete dissolution ofthe necks might occur

before reprecipitation of apatite stops the process. After the dissolution ofthe neck, small

particles could be released in the environment of the implants. In vivo, in a non-bony

environment, these particles could be dissolved by macrophages [254]. On the other

hand, the dissolution of CaP materials in a bony environment is partially achieved by
osteoclast cells and macrophages [255, 256] by reduction ofthe pH induced by cellular

and phagocytic activities [247].

Degradation ofpoly(a-hydroxy acids)-calciumphosphate composites

Several in vitro and in vivo studies have been carried out in order to characterize the

behavior of poly(a-hydroxy acids)-calcium phosphate implants. Verheyen et al. [257]
found that HA-poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) composites lose 50% of their initial mechanical

strength in vitro and in vivo, but no mass loss was observed within the first 6 months of

the study. Furthermore, the decrease ofthe molecular weight did not reflect any autocat¬

alytic degradation kinetics [227. In another in vivo study, the long-term stability of HA-

PLLA implants was confirmed in terms of mass loss [Furukawa, 2000 #302].
Lin et al. [92] developed a composite sintered with poly(D,L-lactide) (PDLLA) and

TCP particles (30-60wf% TCP). The weight loss ofthe pure PDLLA started after 4

weeks and reached 95% after 16 weeks in normal saline. PDLLA-TCP composites (50
wt% TCP) compared with pure PDLLA, however, showed no apparent evidence of deg¬
radation in terms of weight loss after being soaked for 12 weeks. The authors observed

finally HA crystals on the surface of PDLLA-TCP implants and explained their finding

by a dissolution ofTCP and a reprecipitation ofHA.

More rapid degradation rates of composite implants have been obtained using PLGA

instead ofPDLLA or PLLA. Agrawal and Athanasiou [95] prepared scaffolds made of

PLGA50:50 and HA, calcium carbonate or sodium bicarbonate (35-44 wt% inorganic

compound). After 9 weeks in distilled water at 37°C without medium exchange, the mass

loss of these composites was found to be between 82 and 97%, of which the HA-

PLGA50:50 was the most stable composite. For comparison, neat PLGA50:50 exhibited

a weight loss of 99% after an immersion period of 9 weeks. These results might indicate

that HA did not completely degrade within the investigated degradation period.
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The degradation rate of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds could be more rapid than those

of scaffolds made of HA-PLGA or TCP-PDLLA. As the degradation of ß-TCP-
PLGA50:50 is not documented in literature, investigation of its behavior in vitro is

essential for development of ß-TPC-PLGA50:50 implants. PBS (pH 7.4) is commonly
used as a degradation medium of PLA/calcium phosphates composites [227, 231] and is

admitted by the norm ASTM F-163 5-9 5 for degradation experiments of poly(a-hydroxy

acids) [258]. For this reason, PBS is chosen for the presented investigations. The clear¬

ance of body fluids in bone tissue is simulated to some extent by the replacement ofthe

buffer solution every three days.

6.2. Experimental setup

6.2.1. PLGA-ß-TCP scaffolds

The PLGA50:50/ß-TCP scaffolds investigated here were prepared according to the

procedure described in chapter 5. Briefly, ß-TCP sintered granules with a porosity of

about 40% were coated with a film of PLGA50:50 using a spray technique. 400 mg of

coated ß-TCP granules were poured in a cylindrical mould and heated at the temperature

range of 80-90°C for 2 minutes. After cooling, ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds were

extracted from the mold. The obtained scaffolds had a height of about 4.5 mm and a

diameter of about 10 mm. The weight fraction ofPLGA50:50 in the scaffolds was about

14-17%. The porosity ofthe scaffolds and the average pore diameters were about 55%

and 280 pm respectively.
In order to simulate the degradation behavior ofthe scaffolds in vitro close to physio¬

logical state the scaffolds were sterilized with y-irradiation (25 kGray) prior to the study.
As a consequence ofthe irradiation, the molecular weight ofthe polymer dropped from

26500 gmol"1 to 23500 gmol"1. As a reference, neat ß-TCP granules and neat

PLGA50:50 samples (400 mg) were also investigated.

6.2.2. Degradation tests in vitro

Degradation tests with medium exchange

The degradation tests were performed by immersion of the scaffolds in phosphate
buffer saline (PBS) at a temperature of 37°C. The samples were placed in polypropylene
vials filled with 5ml of PBS. The solution was prepared by dissolution of a PBS tablet

(Fluka, CH) in 200 ml deionized water. The pH ofthe solution was adjusted to 7.4 by
addition of 0.1M NaOH resp. 0.1M HCl. The vials were not shaken during degradation.

The PBS solution was replaced every three days. This exchange rate was however

much lower than the physiological fluid flow (0.047 ml s"1) estimated by Hung et al.

[204]. The duration ofthe degradation tests was 66 days. In the presented study, the pH
and the concentration of Ca2+ in the degradation medium, the molecular weight of

PLGA50:50 as well as the mechanical properties ofthe samples were measured after cer¬

tain periods. The potential deposition of a potential phase or an eventual phase transfor¬

mation were investigated by means ofX-ray diffraction (XRD), FTIR and SEM analysis.
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The repetition ofthe measurements for the ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds, the neat ß-TCP

granules and neat PLGA50:50 samples is given in Table 6.1.

Property Measurement

intervals

n

PBS

n

PLGA

n

ß-TCP

n

scaffolds

pH every 3 or 4 day 2 4 4 4

[Ca2+] every 4 or 5 day 1 3 3 3

MW of PLGA every week - - - 3

E-Modulus every week - - - 4

FTIR 0, 17,31,45,59

days

- - - 1

XRD 0,17,31,45,59

days

- - - 1

SEM 0,17,31,45,59

day

- - - 1

Table 6.1: Measurements performed during the degradation ofß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds,
neatß-TCP granules, neat PLGA50.50 andPBS in exchanged medium with number

ofrepetition n.

Degradation tests without medium exchange

The influence ofthe medium exchange on the degradation behavior ofthe ß-TCP-
PLGA50:50 scaffolds was investigated by comparing the results ofthe degradation tests

with medium exchange to those of a degradation test without medium exchange.
In the later, the pH of PBS, the molecular weight of PLGA50:50 and the mechanical

properties ofthe scaffolds are measured. The number of repetitions of these measure¬

ments is reported in Table 6.2. During the degradation experiment, the samples were not

shaken.

Property Measurement

intervals

n

scaffolds

pH 1,2,4, 7, 10, 21, 28 days 10

Mw ofPLGA 1,2,4,7, 10, 21, 28 days 3

E-Modulus 1,2, 4, 7, 10, 21, 28 days 4

Table 6.2: Measurements performed during the degradation ofß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds
without medium exchange (number ofrepetitions: n)

The potential buffering ofthe degradation medium by ß-TCP was investigated by

comparing the pH ofthe degradation medium containing 150mg ß-TCP granules, 150mg
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PLGA50:50 with the mixture of 150mg ß-TCP granules+150mg PLGA without medium

exchange.

6.2.3. Analytical methods

pH ofthe PBS solution

The release ofthe acidic products from the degradation ofthe PLGA50:50 films and

the ß-TCP granules might exceed the buffer capacity ofthe PBS solution. The variation

ofthe pH ofthe PBS solution was therefore measured every 3 or 4 days. The measure¬

ments were performed at room temperature after cooling down the solution. The pH was

determined with a pH-meter (6.0238.000, ß-Methron) coupled to a Pt-1000 sonde.

Before measurement, the instrument was calibrated with buffer solutions of pH
7.00±0.02 and pH 4.00±0.02 (Q-Methron).

Determination ofthe release ofCa2+ ions in the PBS

The content of Ca2+ ions in the buffer solution was determined with a calcium mea¬

surement kit (Sigma Diagnostics, CH). The measurement was based on the reaction

between Ca2+ ions and o-cresolphtaleine, a component ofthe kit solution. This reaction

leads to the formation ofa complex, which absorbs 575nm-wavelength light [259]. Light

absorption was measured with Spectra Rainbow instrument (SLT Labor instruments, A)
at a wavelength of 575nm. Quantitative results were obtained after calibration ofthe

instrument with a standard of known Ca2+ concentration. As the absorption was propor¬

tional to the ionic concentration in the range 0 to 0.15mg/ml, dilution ofthe tested solu¬

tion with deionized water was necessary.

For each sample, lOpl ofthe buffer solution were added to lOOOpl of kit solution. In

order to increase the statistical signification ofthe test, 3x200pl ofthe mixture were

pupated into 96-wells plates.

Molecular weight determination ofthe PLGAfilm

Before molecular weight determination, samples were dried under vacuum (lmbar)
for 1 week at 21°C and dissolved overnight in THF. The solutions were then filtered and

filled into three vials for statistical reasons. The molecular weight of the polymer film

was measured by gel permeation chromatography (Waters Alliance, USA). The separa¬

tion column had a length of 600 mm and the injection volume was 100 pi at 50 bar. The

column was filled with Plgel 5p mixed-C (Polymer Laboratories)

Mechanicalproperties

Mechanical properties ofthe samples were evaluated with an intrusion test (similar to

those presented in section 4.3.1). The test consisted in measuring the intrusion resistance

to a steel cylinder with a diameter of 5mm in the samples. The resistance force was mea¬

sured with a lkN-gauge fixed on a Zwick machine (Model 1471, Zwick, Ulm, D). The

experiment was halted at a force of 500N or at a covered distance of 1.5mm. The test was

performed with a speed of 1.5mm min" at a temperature of 37°C. The elastic modulus

was calculated from experimental data in the linear range ofthe strain-stress curve. This

range was observed between 20 and 50% ofthe maximal strength (Figure 6.2). Experi¬
mental data in the linear range were fitted using a least squares procedure in order to
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derive the elastic modulus. The measurements were repeated 4 times for each degrada¬
tion period.

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

Strain [-]

Figure 6.2: Representative stress-strain curve measured during an intrusion test. For the

determination ofthe elastic-modulus (E-modulus), the experimental data were

fitted linearly in the range 20-50% ofthe maximal strength. The E-modulus is

defined, here, as the slope ofthefit.

XRDphase analysis

In order to uncover potential phase transformations during the degradation ofthe scaf¬

folds, the ß-TCP granules were investigated with X-ray diffraction. Prior to the experi¬

ment, the residual polymer film on the granule was dissolved in 10ml CH2C12 overnight.
The scaffolds were rinsed and dried under vacuum (lmbar) for 1 week. For each mea¬

surement, 1 g of ground granules was required. The powder was measured with a Stoe

machine and a Position Sensitive Detector (Stoe, D). The principle ofthe measurement

was based on a modification ofthe Debye-Scherrer method using Kal radiation. Mea¬

surements were performed on samples immersed in PBS for 0, 17, 31, 45 and 59 days.
One sample was measured for each degradation period.

Chemical structure investigation by FTIR spectrometry

FTIR analysis were performed on the ß-TCP powders prepared for XRD investiga¬
tions. Img of ceramic powder was mixed with about 200mg ofKBr (Merck, CH) and

uniaxially pressed. The resulting cylindrical tablets (0:10mm, h:l-2mm) were investi¬

gated in the wavenumber range between 4000 cm"1 to 370 cm"1 with a Perkin Elmer

spectrometer (Perkin Elmer System 2000 FT-IR) 10 scans were performed with a resolu¬

tion of 4 cm"1 for each sample. Samples immersed in PBS for 0, 17, 31, 45 and 59 days
were measured.
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Microstructural changes

The morphology changes occurring during the degradation of the scaffolds were

observed with light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi, J). For SEM

observation, samples were sputtered with Pt for 10min with a current of 15mA.

6.3. In vitro degradation behavior

6.3.1. Microstructural changes of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds in vitro

The microstructural changes observed on ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds were identical

with or without medium exchange. Thererfore, here, only results for the degradation tests

with medium exchange are presented.
The degradation of the scaffolds in vitro implied morphology changes visible with

light microscopy. The different stages of degradation are represented in the Figure 6.3.

Within the first 17 days of immersion, the scaffolds slightly swelled. Then, ß-TCP-
PLGA granules progressively detached from the scaffolds. The complete disintegration
ofthe scaffolds was finally observed after an immersion period of 38 days.

The first degradation process observed on SEM images was the degradation ofthe

PLGA film (Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5). The degradation ofthe film was characterized by
the increase ofthe porosity in the polymer within the first 3 Idays of immersion. After

day 31, only traces ofthe polymer film could be observed on the ß-TCP surface. After

day 59, no traces of polymers were visible anymore.

Microstructural changes were also observed in ß-TCP sintered structure during the

degradation ofthe scaffolds. Within the first 3 Idays of degradation, the microstructure of

the ß-TCP granules did not reveal any alteration. But, after day 59, the surface ofthe

granules was covered with ß-TCP grains, which were not connected to the sintered struc¬

ture ofthe granules (Figure 6.6). The complete disintegration ofthe ß-TCP granules was

not yet observed after 66 days, but the presence of grain agglomerates in the PBS solu¬

tion indicated that the complete disintegration ofthe ceramic would occur soon.
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samples and the pure PLGA samples. As a control, the pH of pure PBS solution was

measured.
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Figure 6.7: Changes in the pH ofthe medium during degradation experiments with medium

exchange. The data ofb-TCP are hidden by the data ofPBS.

The pH ofthe solution containing ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 decreased slightly after immer¬

sion and stayed constant during 12 days at pH 7.0. After this period, the pH stepwise
decreased reaching a minimum of 6.01±0.33 at day 38. The pH increased again and, a

pH of 7.27±0.02 was recovered due to the exchange ofthe medium. In comparison, the

pH-variations recorded for neat PLGA samples were similar to those of scaffolds until

day 20. After this period, the decrease ofthe pH was significantly greater and a pH
2.00±0.02 was reached at day 31. Subsequently, the pH increased and, pH 7.36±0.01 was

finally recovered at day 66. The pH ofthe control and those of PBS containing pure ß-
TCP stayed constant throughout the experiments.

The influence ofthe medium exchange on the decrease ofthe pH ofthe medium con¬

taining ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds is shown in Figure 6.8. When the buffer solution

was not replaced, the degradation products accumulated in the vials. The pH subse¬

quently decreased monotonously after the immersion of the scaffolds and reached pH
3.86±0.04 after a period of 28 days. On the other hand, the replacement ofthe medium

permitted to evacuate the degradation products, and the pH only decreased to about pH
6.01±0.33.
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Figure 6.8: Influence ofthe PBS exchange on the pH ofthe degradation medium containing

ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds.

The buffer capacity of ß-TCP was also investigated by immersing 150 mg pure ß-
TCP granules, 150 mg pure PLGA50:50 and a mixture made of 150 mg ß-TCP granules
and 150 mg PLGA50:50 in non-exchanged PBS medium. The variation ofthe pH ofthe

PBS during the degradation of these samples are reported in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Buffering capacity of ß-TCP. Comparison between pure PLGA50.50 samples

(150mg), pure ß-TCP granules(150mg) anda mixture ofPLGA50:50 and ß-TCP
(150mg-150mg) immersed in a non-exchanged medium.
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At the termination ofthe degradation experiment using neat ß-TCP granules after day

28, the pH ofthe medium still remained at 7.29±0.09, whereas the pH ofPBS containing

pure PLGA50:50 decreased to 2.12±0.01. The pH of PBS containing the mixture of

PLGA50:50 with ß-TCP decreased to 3.23±0.04 after 28 days.

6.3.3. Release of calcium ions

The dissolution of ß-TCP granules during the degradation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaf¬

folds was characterized by the release ofCa ions. In the case ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaf¬

folds, the dissolution of calcium ions was observed from the beginning ofthe

experiment. The release rate was found to be constant within 30 days and then subse¬

quently increased. The maximal concentration observed at the termination ofthe experi¬

ment was 0.6 mg ml"1.

In comparison, when the solution was not replaced, the concentration of calcium ions

slightly increased within the first 12 days of degradation. After 12 days, the concentra¬

tion rapidly increased and reached 0.8 mg ml"1 at day 28.

The cumulative release of calcium ions in the solution is presented in the Figure 6.10.

The pure ß-TCP granules began to release calcium ions after an immersion period of24

days. The amount of released ions then slowly increased.
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Figure 6.10: Calcium release during the degradation oftheß-TCP scaffolds.

By considering the cumulative amount of Ca released and, supposing that ß-TCP
had a constant Ca/P ratio of 1.5 during the degradation, it is possible to calculate the

amount ofCa3(P04)2 dissolved. Hence, within the first 12 to 15 days, about 0.27 mg of

ß-TCP was dissolved when the medium was periodically exchanged. At the end of the

degradation study, the ß-TCP loss calculated was about 7.0 mg, which corresponds to

2% ofthe initial ß-TCP mass.
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On the other, when the medium was not periodically exchanged, a higher amount of

ß-TCP was dissolved during the degradation. At day 28, the amount of ß-TCP dissolved

was found to be about 10.2 mg.

6.3.4. Molecular weight changes of the PLGA50:50 films

The decrease ofthe molecular weight (Mn) ofthe PLGA50:50 film during the degra¬
dation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds is presented in the Figure 6.11.The periodical

replacement ofthe buffer solution during the degradation ofthe scaffolds seems to mod¬

ify the degradation kinetics ofthe PLGA50:50 film. In this case, the degradation ofthe

polymer was delayed in comparison with the degradation observed by samples

immerged in the non-replaced medium.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Immersion period [days]

Figure 6.11: Molecular weight Mn of the PLGA50.50 film during the degradation of the

scaffolds. The periodical replacement ofthe PBS solution during the experiment

delayed the degradation ofthe polymer.

In order to assess a potential autocatalytic degradation ofPLGA50:50 during the deg¬
radation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds, the depression of experimental weight-average
number of polymerization Pwwas compared with the calculated values ofthe model of

Yoon [79] and that of Nishida [81]. Details are given in chapter 4. The values ofPw for

the scaffolds immersed in PBS periodically exchanged and not exchanged are repre¬

sented in Figure 6.12.

Since the model ofYoon poorly fitted the experimental values (r2 < 0.91), the applica¬

bility ofthe model is questionable and not discussed, here. The application ofthe model

ofNishida requires two parameters: Pn0 and PD0. These parameters and the values ofthe

rate constant k as well as the regression coefficients are given in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.12. Depression ofPw ofPLGA50.50 during degradation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA50:50

scaffolds with and without PBS exchange. Fits are calculated according to the

model ofNishida [81].

Conditions Pnol-] PDol-] k [day"1] r2

With PBS exchange 260 58 ±9 13 1 41±0 08 0 053 0 987

Without PBS exchange 212 26 ±1 59 1 54±0 04 0 078 0 989

Table 6.3: Parameters ofthe Nishida modelfor the prediction ofPw during the degradation of
PLGA50:50 with and without PBS exchange.

Although the model of Nishida, which describes an autocatalytic degradation behav¬

ior, is not in perfect agreement with the experimental values ofPw, the influence ofthe

medium exchange on the degradation kinetics ofthe PLGA50:50 films is uncovered.

Indeed, when the degradation medium was not exchanged, the degradation of the

PLGA50:50 was faster than with medium exchange. Thus, the value for k (0.078 day" )

was greater for PLGA50:50 degraded without medium exchange than with medium

exchange (k = 0.053 day"1).

6.3.5. Weight loss

The integral weight loss ofthe scaffolds during the degradation was determined com¬

paring the weight, after the degradation related to the initial weight. A general decrease

ofthe weight as the dissolution progressed was found, although the data scattering was

strong. Due to the replacement ofthe buffer solution three times a week, some amount of
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the sample material might be lost during manipulation, which would explain the scatter¬

ing (Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13: Weight loss during the degradation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds immersed in

PBSperiodically exchanged. Remarkable is the data scattering elucidatedby the

large error bars.

6.3.6. Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties ofthe scaffolds were evaluated with the intrusion test. Due

to the absence of a distinctive breaking behavior, no maximal load was found. Thus, this

parameter could not to be used to characterize the degradation.
The intrusion test, however, allowed to measure the elastic modulus (E-modulus) in

the linear range ofthe stress-strain curves (Figure 6.14). During the degradation ofthe

scaffolds, this parameter monotonically decreased. No significant differences were found

for samples, where PBS was periodically exchanged or just remained during experiment.
Within the first 10 days of immersion, the E-Modulus ofthe scaffolds reduced by more

than 50%. After day 24, the scaffolds were not stable enough to be tested.
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Figure 6.14: Elastic modulus (E-modulus) changes during the degradation ofß-TCP-PLGA

scaffolds in PBS with and without replacement.

6.3.7. Crystal phase and chemical structure analysis

The potential phase transformations occurring during the degradation of the ß-TCP-
PLGA50:50 scaffolds were investigated by means ofXRD and FTIR analysis. During
the degradation, the diffractograms of ß-TCP did not reveal any significant differences

with those of ß-TCP of a non-degraded scaffold. Figure 6.15 shows the X-rays diffracto¬

gram ofthe scaffolds after 59 days in periodically exchanged PBS. On the diffractogram,
the presence of a weak reflection can be observed and attributed to ß-Ca2P207.

Similarly, the FTIR spectrum of ß-TCP ofthe scaffolds after 59 days in PBS did not

reveal significant changes in the vibrations bands attributed to ß-TCP of non-degraded

ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffold. No bands related to the OH" of hydroxyapatite could be

observed at all degradation periods investigated.
On the basis of XRD, FTIR and SEM analysis, the presence of a second mineral

phase during the degradation of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 was not observed.
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Figure 6.15: Representative XRD diffractogram ofß-TCP in a degraded ß-TCP-PLGA50:50

scaffold (here, the samples at day 59 is shown).
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Figure 6.16: Representative FTIR spectrum ofß-TCP in a degraded ß-TCP-PLGA50:50

scaffold (here, the samples at day 59 is shown). HA seems not to be present on

the spectrum due to the absence ofcharacteristic OFT vibration band at about

3550 cm'1.
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6.4. Discussion

When neat PLGA scaffolds degraded in vitro (see chapter 4), the release of acidic oli¬

gomers reduced the pH ofthe surrounding medium. The degradation ofneat PLGA50:50

scaffolds led to the depression ofthe pH of PBS from 7.4 to 2.8 3± 0.03, even when the

medium was exchanged weekly. For this reason, neat PLGA scaffolds may be inade¬

quate as bone implants. The development of an optimized scaffold is, therefore, moti¬

vated by the necessity to prevent the dramatic drop ofthe pH during its degradation. In

chapter 5, ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 were developed in order to reduce the amount ofPLGA to

a minimum. Their degradation behavior is discussed here.

Disintegration ofthe scaffolds

The first indication of morphological changes observed during the degradation of ß-
TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds was the increase in the porosity in the polymer films as a

result ofthe degradation of PLGA50:50 The connection between ß-TCP-PLGA50:50

granules is ensured by the fusion ofthe PLGA50:50 films of adjacent granules. Thus, the

degradation ofthe polymer leads to the destabilization ofthe scaffolds. The decrease of

the mechanical properties could be, therefore, correlated to the advancement ofthe poly¬
mer degradation. Thus, the elastic-modulus defined for an intrusion test was reduced to

96% of its initial value after day 10. The maximal intrusion resistance could not be deter¬

mined clearly due to the absence of breaking. After day 24, the mechanical properties of

the scaffolds were not measurable anymore. Devin et al. [260] reported the evolution of

the mechanical properties of HA-PLGA50:50 (up to 50 wf% of HA) scaffolds during

their degradation in sodium phosphate buffer. The average pore diameter ofthe scaffolds

was between 100 and 150pm. Although the mechanical properties of such scaffolds can

not be directly compared to those in the present study, the elastic modulus was found to

decrease dramatically after 2 weeks. After 4 weeks, it was at minimum. The stability of

the scaffolds developed by Devin, therefore, depended on the degradation behavior of

the polymer. From these variations ofthe elastic modulus, one can observe that the scaf¬

folds developed by Devin behaved in a similar manner to the ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaf¬

folds presented in this study.

After the immersion ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds in PBS for 31 days, only traces of

the polymer were visible on the surface of the ß-TCP granules, while no morphological

changes appeared in the ß-TCP microstructure. The degradation of the ceramic could,

however, be observed after a longer immersion period and resulted in the rupture ofthe

ceramic necks. The dissolution of the necks was already observed for HA and ß-TCP
ceramics in vitro and in vivo [261]. It was explained by the fact that necks are amorphous

regions and, therefore, more soluble than bulk ceramics. As result of this mechanism,

grains detached from the ß-TCP sintered structure. At day 59, detached grains covered

the surface ofthe granules, but the original shape ofthe granules could still be observed.

Further degradation of the ß-TCP grains, which would imply the fragmentation of the

grains [261] at the crystallite boundaries, was not observed within the degradation period

investigated.

The presence of small calcium phosphate particles may lead to strong inflammatory
reactions. In the case of biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP), particles in the range of 10-

20 pm were found to provoke an earlier inflammatory reaction in comparison with larger
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particles [262]. This inflammatory reaction was thought to be favorable to the osteocon-

duction process due to a probable massive release ofbone ingrowth factors. In another

study on calcium phosphate particles [30], however, small particles (l-10pm) had stron¬

ger negative effects on the osteoblasts functions than larger ones (> 10pm) in vitro. The

authors of this study stated that small CaP particles should not be incorporated into

implants. In the case ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA50:50, the degradation of ß-TCP led to the for¬

mation of small particles in the last stages of degradation. Evaluation oftheir impact on

bone tissue should be therefore investigated.

Phase transformation andprecipitation ofa secondphase on the ß-TCPgranules

According to the phase diagram in the system CaO-P205-H20, the thermodynamically
most stable calcium-phosphate phase at a pH above 4.3 is hydroxyapatite. However,

other phases, including deficient apatites may participate in an overall dissolution/repre-

cipitation process [263, 264]. This mechanism of dissolution/reprecipitation is usually

cited to explain a possible phase transformation from ß-TCP in HA in an aqueous solu¬

tion [87, 265].
In order to characterize the degradation of ß-TCP in PBS, SEM as well as FTIR and

XRD investigations were performed. From the SEM observations, no formation of an

needle-like structure, commonly observed by the precipitation of apatite layers [92, 251,

265], was observed. XRD diffractograms revealed traces of a foreign phase, which could

be calcium pyrophosphate (see chapter 5), but no significant changes in the intensity of

these lines was observed during the degradation ofthe scaffolds. The formation of an

apatite layer however is reported to be preceded by the precipitation of several phases

including amorphous calcium phosphate, which can not be detected by X-rays diffrac¬

tion [263]. Furthermore, the X-ray powder diffraction pattern of calcium phosphate such

as HA closely resembles to that of ß-TCP, and when the material is poorly crystalline, it

is often difficult to distinguish both phases [234]. Therefore, early stages of precipitation
are difficult to uncover with X-rays diffraction. FTIR analysis confirmed the presence of

CP traces but, similar to XRD analysis, no changes in the absorption bands were seen

during degradation. However, the amount of apatite precipitated on the ß-TCP granules

might be too small to produce distinguishable absorption bands on FTIR spectra as well.

A similar situation was observed for HA and ß-TCP implanted in a nonbony defect

[261]. In this case, the simple dissolution ofthe ceramics was explained by the fact that

calcium and phosphate could not participate to the precipitation process because of their

continuous removal by the body fluids. Simple dissolution mechanism was reported for

ß-TCP implants, which were not in direct contact with bone [251]. Thus, on the basis of

these findings, the degradation of ß-TCP of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 in PBS, which is period¬

ically exchanged might result in the continuous dissolution ofthe ceramic.

Influence ofthe medium exchange

As the PLGA50:50 film degrades, the release of carboxylic chain ends result in a

decrease ofthe pH ofthe medium if its buffer capacity is exceeded. The decrease ofthe

pH has a direct influence on the solubility of ß-TCP [87, 261]. In the case of ß-TCP-
PLGA scaffolds, these findings might explain the degradation behavior ofthe ceramic.

Indeed, when the medium was not exchanged, acidic products released from PLGA

accumulates in the solution, the pH progressively decreased and dissolution of ß-TCP
occurred. After a period of 10 days, the pH was about 6.3 and the Ca concentration
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started to increase rapidly. When the medium was periodically exchanged, the decrease

ofthe pH could be limited to some extent. However, after about 18 days, the pH was also

about 6.3-6.5 and a significant increase of released Ca2+ ions could be observed.

The degradation mechanism of PLGA50:50 is rather difficult to interpret on the basis

of changes in the molecular weights. Yoon et al. [79] proposed a model for random

chains scission without taking into account autocatalysis. This model however could not

correctly fit the experimental results. Autocatalytic hydrolysis based models of Pitt and

Nishida [80, 81]permitted to slightly better predict the behavior ofthe polymer. Thus, a

linear relationship between ln(Mn) and the immersion time could be observed. Using the

Pw, better correlation between experimental and calculated data could be obtained and,

thanks to the determination ofthe rate constant k, the influence ofthe medium exchange

on the degradation kinetics could be quantified, k was found greater in the case of degra¬

dation without medium exchange, which reflected a higher degradation rate.

The values ofk for the degradation ofthe PLGA50:50 film ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA50:50
scaffolds can also be compared with the values of k for the degradation of PLGA50:50

scaffolds discussed in chapter 4. For comparison, only the values of k derived from the

degradation experiments with medium exchanges may be considered, although the

medium containing the pure PLGA50:50 was only weekly changed. Assuming the differ¬

ence in the repetition ofthe medium exchanges between both studies has a small impact

on the results, the values of k of both studies can be compared. Thus, the value of k

(0.157 day"1) for neat PLGA50:50 scaffolds is somewhat higher than the value of A:

(0.053 day"1) for the PLGA50:50 film ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds. The combi¬

nation of PLGA50:50 with ß-TCP scaffolds might prevent autocatalysis to some extent,

and, thus, might explain the difference between the degradation kinetics ofPLGA50:50

in PLGA50:50 scaffolds and in ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds.

Influence ofthepH on the solubility ofß-TCP

In the Figure 6.17, the influence ofthe pH on the release of calcium ions is high¬

lighted for the degradation tests with medium exchange. One can observe that within the

first 38 days, the decrease ofthe pH induces a progressive increase ofthe released Ca

ions in the medium. At day 28, a sudden increase of Ca release rate, corresponding to

pH 6.5 could be observed. At day 38, the pH is at the minimum which corresponds to the

maximum concentration of Ca2+ ions in the PBS. Beyond day 38, the pH increases again
due to the exchange ofthe medium. Simultaneously, the dissolution of ß-TCP deceler¬

ates. The dependence ofthe dissolution of ß-TCP on the pH ofthe medium observed in

this study seems to agree with the findings of Driessens [266], who observed an increase

of dissolution below pH 7.
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Figure 6.17: Correlations between the variations ofthepHand the dissolution rate ofß-TCP

during the degradation ofß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds.

Weight losses andpH-variations during degradation with medium exchange

The interpretation ofthe weight loss is difficult, because of data scattering results,

which is explained by potential material loss during the PBS replacement. This leads to

greater values for the weight loss at the termination ofthe experiments. The initial PLGA

content in the scaffolds was about 15 wt% as determined in chapter 5, and it is supposed
to be completely removed at the end ofthe experiments. This can be justified by the

increase ofthe pH to 7.25 at day 66. On the other hand, the weight loss of ß-TCP can be

calculated as a function of the calcium content found in the solution. This calculation,

however, requires, two assumptions. ß-TCP resorbed through a simple dissolution mech¬

anism and the stoechiometry ofthe ceramic did not change during the dissolution. At the

end ofthe study, the weight loss attributed to the ß-TCP dissolution is found to be about

2.0 wt% Hence, the addition ofthe theoretical PLGA weight loss and the calculated ß-
TCP loss, leads to a value for the total weight loss (17%) smaller than the observed value

of (27 ± 6)%. The difference found in this mass balance might be explained by the mass

loss during the medium exchange.

In the present study, the degradation behaviors of pure PLGA50:50 (400mg) and ß-
TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds (400mg, 15 wt% ß-TCP) are compared in order to examine

the influence ofthe initial PLGA content on the pH ofthe buffer medium. As expected,
the decrease ofthe pH ofthe medium containing the neat PLGA samples decreased dra¬

matically (to pH 2.1) in comparison with the values obtained for the medium containing
the scaffolds (to pH 6.0). This finding shows that the reduction ofthe PLGA50:50 con¬

tent led to good results with respect to the pH decrease. Thus, considering pH changes,
the PLGA content has to be as small as possible when the implants are designed for bone

augmentation applications.
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Influence ofß-TCP on the degradation behavior ofPLGA50:50 without PBS

exchange

ß-TCP might influence the degradation behavior of the polymer. This fact is high¬

lighted by comparison of neat PLGA50:50 samples with ß-TCP+PLGA50:50 samples

containing the same PLGA50:50 amount. At the termination ofthe degradation without

PBS replacement, a pH of 2.1 is found for neat PLGA samples, while the pH of 3.2 is

found for the composite samples. This observation could be explained by the buffer

capacity ofthe ceramic. The buffer capacity of calcium phosphate ceramics combined

with poly(oc-hydroxy acids) was investigated in other studies. Li and Vert [267] reported
that natural coral could delay the degradation rate of PDLLA. This delay was imputed to

the absence of autocatalysis. The calcium ions released from coral, in fact, were able to

neutralize the generated carboxylic end groups. The presence of ceramic/polymer inter¬

face was also supposed to facilitate the diffusion of water and therefore, could help again

autocatalytic mechanisms. The buffering properties of HA added to PLLA could also be

observed in the work of Verheyen et al. [268]. Although it was not discussed by the

authors, their results suggested that the HA content could significantly reduce the

decrease of the molecular weight. This interpretation of the results of Verheyen was

given by Li and Vert [267], who claimed that these results were due to "a stabilizing
effect ofHA on the hydrolysis ofPLA chains". Agrawal and Athansiou [95] reported that

the pH of distilled water containing HA/PLGA50:50 (44 wt% HA) composites decreased

to pH 4.3 after an immersion in 10 ml distilled water of 60 days. These tests were per¬

formed without medium exchange. In comparison, pure PLGA50:50 samples with a

mass of 25 mg led to a decrease ofthe pH below 3.

6.5. Conclusions

The in vitro degradation study of ß-TCP/PLGA scaffolds reveals that the results

depend on the test conditions. Indeed, the periodical replacement ofthe medium signifi¬

cantly influences the degradation rate ofthe scaffolds. These test conditions were chosen

in order to simulate, to some extent, the transport of body fluid. In the case ofthe degra¬
dation of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50, the replacement ofthe medium permits to remove the

acidic degradation products. Hence, throughout the degradation ofthe polymer coating,
the lowest pH observed is 6.0. Although this pH is slightly smaller than the physiological

pH, its is a promising result for the development of bone filling implants.
The influence ofthe pH ofthe medium on the dissolution of ß-TCP kinetics is con¬

firmed in this study. Indeed, while the pH decreases, the release rate of calcium

increases. This release rate seems however not to create an adequate situation for the pre¬

cipitation of apatite layers on the ß-TCP surface. Hence, the degradation mechanism of

ß-TCP in the scaffold might follow a simple dissolution mechanism instead a dissolu-

tion/reprecipitation process.

The different degradation steps ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds are identified. First, the

degradation ofthe polymer occurred. The cohesion ofthe scaffold decreased and some

granules detached after a period of 17 days. At day 38, the polymer was completely
resorbed and the scaffolds disintegrated. Due to the progressive decrease ofthe pH, ß-
TCP preferentially dissolved in the neck regions.
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With respect to the prevention of pl I drop and the maintenance ofthe structure stabil¬

ity up to 17 days, the combination of ß-TCP-PI GA50:50 with small amount of polymer

(15wt%) seems to be advantageous for the preparation of scaffolds for the prevention of

alveolar bone loss.

6.6. Preliminary m vivo results with ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds

As immediate outlook for the ß-1 CP-PLGA5():50 scaffolds, the first results of an in

vivo investigation are given. 1 he scaffolds have been implanted in alveolus of mini-pigs.

Figure 6.18 represents the evolution ofthe implantation site during the healing of an

alveolus. 1 month following extraction, the continuous separation between the implant
and the alveolar bone was not distinguishable on X-rays micrographs.

B

I igure 6 18 X-rcns micrographs of the extraction site of a mini-pig filled with a ß-ICP-
PLGA 50 50 scaffold 1 Before extraction (I tooth, B bone) 2 After
extraction of ihe tooth and implantation of the scaffold, one can observe the

continuous separation betv een implant and alveolar bone 3 One month after

implantation, the conlmuous separation has disappeared 4 Five months after

implantation (Courtesx of Dr J Sc hug, Clinic for Preventive Dentistry

Penodon/olog] andCariologv, University Zurich)

I listological examination at week 20, revealed the formation of bone tissue in the center

ofthe alveolus (Figure 6.19), where the scaffold was implanted. Some residues ofthe ß-
1CP-PLGA50:50 scaffold can be observed in the upper site ofthe dental alveolus, indi¬

cating that the implant did not completely resorb within the first 5 months in vivo Under

the gingiva, bone seems to build a bridge above the alveolus.
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10 mm
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Figure 6 19. Histological section of the dental alveolus ofa mini-pig at week 20. G: gingiva,

B; bone, N'I: non mineralized connective tissue, S~ scaffold, residue (Courtesy

ofDr. P.N.R Nair. Department of Oral Structural Biology; University Zurich)

6.7. Optimization ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds

As it was observed in chapter 5, the coating of ß-1 CP granules with PLGA carried out

with the manual spray technique has many disadvantages. The main problem with the

manual spray method is the inhomogeneous deposition ofthe polymer on the surface of

the granules. This is a major problem since it is thought that the polymer film should pre¬

vent the contamination ofthe ß-TCP granules by bacteria, "fhe inhomogencity ofthe

deposition leads to difficulties in the preparation ofthe scaffolds using pressurized CO^-

'fhe coating of pellets and granules with a barrier film is a standard technique in the

pharmaceutical industry. For example, coating of antibiotics containing granules (100pm

o 1000pm) with a protective film, can be carried out using a fluid bed technique |269J.

fhus, it should be possible to produce coated ß- fCP granules using similar fluid bed

techniques.
The aim of this paragraph is to present an optimized process for coating of ß-'I CP

granules with PLGA. Ihe coating is characterized first on the basis of SEM observations

and sieve analysis. The mechanical properties of ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds, prepared with

the C02 technique, are evaluated using a brazilian test in order to investigate the influ¬

ence ofthe amount of PLCiA deposed on the ß- ICP granules on the stability ofthe scaf¬

folds.
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Preparation ofthe ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds using pressurized CO2

The coating of ß-TCP granules was carried out with a fluid bed machine (GPCG1,

Glatt, D). PLGA50:50 or PLGA85:15 films with controlled thickness were deposited on

the granules from solution in CH2Cl2.The principle of fluid bed technology can be found

in Ref [269].
Since the fluid bed technique should allow the homogeneous coating ofthe ß-TCP

granules, it is expected that ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds can be prepared with the pressurized

CO2 technique.
The coefficients of diffusion of PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 have been measured by

the gravimetric method (chapter 2). For a pressure of 50 bar, D has been found to be 1.01

10"^mm2s"1 for PLGA50:50 and 4.66 10"5 mmV1 for PLGA85:15. Let us consider a

film thickness d and a granule of diameter 2r. For small values of d, typically 10-30pm,
and granules with 2r >500pm, the ratio (d+r)Ir become almost unity. Thus, we may

assume that the polymer film can be seen as a semi-infinite thin plate with the character¬

istic dimension d. Furthermore, we consider that the C02 concentration at the beginning
ofthe consolidation process (t=0) at the interface to the ß-TCP-PLGA film is equal to

zero and remains constant during the experiment until gas concentration equilibrium in

the polymer film is reached. The concentration in the film is also considered to be zero at

the beginning ofthe experience. These assumptions lead to consider the gas diffusion in

a semi-infinite media from one side according to a Fickian diffusion behavior. Hence, for

a PLGA85:15 film exposed to a C02 pressure of 50 bar at 21°C, 97.5% ofthe solubility
is achieved after less than 5 s if the thickness ofthe film is 10 pm and 15 s if the thick¬

ness ofthe film is 30 pm for PLGA85:15 films. The time required for the consolidation

ofthe scaffolds was however fixed at 60 s. The other parameters for the preparation of

the scaffolds are summarized in Table 6.4.400 mg of coated granules were put in a cylin¬
drical mold with a diameter of 10mm. A cylinder (about 10 g) was placed above the

granules to avoid their migration in the vessel during gas filling and degassing. The gas

pressure into the vessel increased with a rate ofAp /At (up) to the maximal pressure/?max.

Pmax was kept constant during a period tmax. The pressure was reduced to zero with a rate

Ap/At (down). The process was carried out at a temperature T.

Parameter Value

Ap/At (up) [bar/s] 2.00 ±0.05

/W [bar] 50 ±1

'max LSJ 60 ±1

Ap/At (down) [bar/s] 0.55 ±0.05

TTC] 24 ±0.5

Table 6.4: Parameters ofthe gas pressure rampfor the preparation ofßTCP/PLGA scaffold.
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Characterizatio n methods

The quality ofthe polymer deposition is visuali/ed by means of scanning microscope

microscopy (SLM). For these measurements, the samples were sputtered with Pt during
10min with a current intensity of 10-12mA.

Since the thickness ofthe film is rather difficult to measure, the deposition process

was characteri/ed by the amount of Pl GA deposed on the ß-fCP granules. The weight
fraction ofthe polymer was determined by thermogravimetric measurement (1GA)

under M2 atmosphere with an heating rate of 10°C/min to 500°C. At this temperature, the

TGA signal indicated that the polymer was completely removed. 1 he distribution ofthe

eranule diameter was determined bv means of sieve analvsis.

'fhe influence ofthe coating on the mechanical properties ofthe scaffolds at 22°C was

investigated with the bra/ilian test described in chapter 5. After the preparation ofthe

scaffolds for the mechanical tests, the scaffolds were placed one week under vacuum in

order to avoid the effect of plasticization due to sorbed C()2 molecules in PIXiA. After

this period, mechanical tests were performed at 22°C.

Results

1 he homogeneity ofthe coating is evaluated with SLM. As shown in Figure 6.20

(left), the fluid bed technique permits to homogeneously coat the ß-TCP granules with

PI GA film. 1 he cross-section ofthe coated granules indicates that the ß-1 CP granules

are macroscopically enclosed in a PLGA shell figure 6.20 (right).

b igure 6 20 Surface ofafi-ICP coated with PLGA85 15 (13 1 wt%) withfluid bed technique

(left) Cross-section of a ß-TCP coaled n ith PIGA85 15 (right)

Due to some irregularities in the topography ofthe ß-TCP granules or to the rapid evap¬

oration ofthe solvent, small cavities can be observed in the polymer films. Further inves¬

tigations should be made in order to determine whether these cavities are in contact with

the ß-fCP granules or not. However, these small holes should vanish if the amount of

deposited PLCiA material increases.

Since the granules are homogeneously coated with PLCiA, they are able to stick to

each other after C02 treatment. As shown in Figure 6.21 (right), the consolidation of ß-
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ICP-Pl GA gianules depends on the contact point between adjacent granules. Ihus, in

the case ol two adjacent gianules covered with PI GA at the contact point, the granules
can stick to each other during the C 02 process. Howcvei, il the contact area is not cov-

eied by polymer, it is impossible to fix the granules. I his can explain the difficulty
encountered in chapter 5 lor the preparation of ß-ICP-PI GA5():50 scaffolds made of

non-homogeneously coated granules with the C02 process. On the other hand, when the

C02 process is imperfect or granules are coated with a large amount ol PI GA. the for¬

mation of bubbles in the polymer film can occur as a consequence of a rapid reduction ol

the gas pressure (I igure 6.21 right).

higure6 21 ß-ICP-PI G 485 15 scaffolds piepaied n ith the COi process (left) A lapid
reduc lion of the gas pi essure can pi en oke the foaming of ihe poh mer (right)

1 he foaming ofthe polymer can lead to the closure ol the interstitial space between

the granules, which is essential for the tissue in growth.

I inally, the mechanical properties ol the scallolds were evaluated by the means ol a

Brazilian test, (chaptei 5). 1 his test permits to measure the maximal strength of a sample
in a compression state. 1 igure 6.22 shows that the maximal strength of ß-ICP-
PI GA50-50 and ß-TCP-PI GA85:15 inciease with increasing polymei weight fraction.
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Figure 6.22: Maximal strength determinedby means ofa Brazilian test ofß-TCP-PLGA50:50
and ß-TCP-PLGA85:15 scaffolds for different polymer weightfractions. Tests

were performed at 21°C (n=3).

In chapter 5, ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 (14.5 wt%) scaffolds prepared with non-homoge-

neously coated granules and the heating process exhibited a maximal strength of

(0.073±0.008) MPa for granules having a diameter in the range: 500-750pm and

(0.057±0.005) MPa for granules having a diameter in the range: 750-1000pm. Using

homogeneously coated granules, the maximal strength of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 (6.00

wt%) was found to be (0.184±0.027) MPa. Thus, although the methods for the prepara¬

tion of the scaffolds described in chapter 5 and here are different, it is reasonable to

assume that the maximal strength ofthe scaffolds increases with an increasing quality of

the PLGA coating.

In chapter 6, it has been observed that the dramatic decrease ofthe pH ofthe medium

can be prevented by reducing the amount ofPLGA in the scaffolds and by incorporation

ß-TCP. Moreover, the degradation of neat ß-TCP did not lead significant changes in the

pH-values. Therefore, it is believed that the reduction ofthe PLGA content in the scaf¬

folds offered by the preparation of the granules according to the fluid bed technique
should be an important advantage. A degradation study should be carried out in order to

determine whether the degradation behavior of ß-TCP, which is not directly in contact

with the degradation medium, is modified by the presence of a continuous PLGA film or

not.
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7. Conclusion and outlook

From this work, several conclusions can be formulated with respect to the processing,
the structure and the in vitro degradation behavior of biodegradable open porous scaf¬

folds for the prevention of alveolar bone loss.

1. Poly(a-nydroxy-acids)-C02 mixtures: Sorbed C02 in poly(oc-hydroxy acids)
such as PDLLA, PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 reduced the glass transition tempera¬

ture Tg of the neat polymer. DSC experiments on samples containing different

amounts of sorbed gas revealed that a relation exists between the fraction of sorbed

gas and the depression of Tg. Moreover, T„ was depressed below the room tempera¬

ture by small amounts of sorbed gas. The mechanical properties ofthe mixtures

revealed a transition from the glassy to the rubbery state depending on the concentra¬

tion of sorbed C02.
Sorption isotherm experiments performed in the pressure range of 20-55bars at 21°C

with PLGA50:50 and PLGA85:15 showed a probable interaction between polymer
and gas molecules as indicated by the negative values ofthe Flory-Huggins coeffi¬

cients. The solubility of C02 in PLGA85:15 was found to be greater than that of C02
in PLGA50:50 in the pressure range investigated. The diffusion coefficients D ofC02
could be determined from the sorption experiments and were found to be greater for

the diffusion of C02 into PLGA85:15 than that into PLGA50:50. For example, D of

C02 at 55 bar in PLGA85:15 and PLGA50:50 was found to be 6.37 10"5 and 1.93 10"
S 0 1

mm s
, respectively. These relatively high diffusion coefficients should allow the

rapid processing of implants based on PLGA.

2. Processing for the preparation of PLGA based scaffolds: The application of

pressurized C02 as solvent for PLGA copolymers has enabled the rapid preparation
of open porous structures at room temperature. The principle ofthe processing is the

consolidation of PLGA granules under high pressure C02 atmosphere in a mold. By
the means of this processing, PLGA50:50, PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15 and ß-TCP-
PLGA50:50 scaffolds have been obtained. The preparation of an exact open porous

copy ofthe root of a tooth could be carried out in less than 5 minutes suggesting that

this processing could fulfill chair-side requirements.

3. Microstructural characterization: The packaging of particles in a mold and their

subsequent consolidation led to the formation of interconnected open porous struc¬

tures. For PLGA85:15 scaffolds, a porosity of about 60% and a median pore diameter

of about 100pm have been found. In the case of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 made of granules
coated with a PLGA50:50 film, a porosity of about 55% and pores larger than 200pm
could be obtained. The resulting microstructure obtained for both types of scaffolds

might allow tissue ingrowth into the implants at an early stage following implanta¬
tion.

5. In vitro behavior of PLGA scaffolds: The behavior in vitro of PLGA50:50,

PLGA75:25, PLGA85:15 scaffolds has been investigated by immerging the scaffolds

in phosphate buffer saline (PBS). Comparison of degradation behavior at 37°C and

55°C, indicated that the degradation kinetics could be accelerated by increasing the

temperature ofthe medium. However, the collapse ofthe scaffold observed in the first
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stages ofthe degradation at 55°C prohibits an extrapolation ofthe results to a degra¬
dation temperature of 37°C. Thus, it is suggested to investigate the degradation
behavior ofPLGA scaffolds at physiological temperature.

y-irradiation, commonly used to sterilize implants made of poly(a-hydroxy acids),

provokes the decrease ofthe molecular weight ofthe polymer. For PLGA85:15 scaf¬

folds, the reduction ofthe initial molecular weight due to y-irradiation prior to in vitro

degradation, led to a significant diminution of their stability in vitro. Thus, the nega¬

tive influence of this sterilization process must be considered in the development of

PLGA implants.

PLGA50:50, PLGA75:25 and PLGA85:15 scaffolds revealed the same morphology

changes as they were immersed in PBS at 37°C. Indeed, the scaffolds progressively
lost their initial microstructure and collapsed in the last stages ofthe degradation as a

consequence ofthe decrease ofthe molecular weight resulting in the probable depres¬
sion of Tg. However, the first morphology changes could be observed a few days

(PLGA50:50) to 45-60 days (PLGA85:15) after immersion. The weight loss also

seemed to depend on the composition of the scaffolds. The analysis of the number

(Pn)- and weight-average degrees of polymerization (Pw) has revealed that the main

mechanism of degradation ofthe polymers is probably random autocatalytic hydroly¬

sis, although, in certain cases, a_model based on non-autocatalytic hydrolysis could

describe the changes in Pn and Pw as well. Although, the rate of degradation ofthe

scaffolds seemed to depend on its composition, complete dissolution led to a decrease

ofthe pH ofthe surrounding medium below pH 3, whichever polymer used.

6. In vitro behavior of ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds:

ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds (85wt% ß-TCP) made of ß-TCP granules coated with

PLGA50:50 maintained their initial morphology for about 17 days during degradation
in PBS at 37°C. After this period of time, collapse ofthe structure was not observed,
but granules detached as a result ofthe degradation ofthe polymer coating. As the pH
ofthe medium decreased bellow pH 6.5, an acceleration ofthe dissolution of ß-TCP
could be observed. Due to the low amount ofPLGA50:50 in the scaffolds, a dramatic

drop in pH, related to the degradation ofthe polymer, could be prevented. Thus, the

lowest value observed in the last stage of degradation ofthe polymer films was about

pH 6. After this point, pH increased to 7.2 as a result ofthe medium exchange. In vivo,

however, the decrease of the pH might be prevented by body fluid transport. The

reduction ofthe PLGA amount in the scaffolds and its combination with ß-TCP could

thus be effective for the development of pH-neutral degradable scaffolds.

The degradation behavior of PLGA and ß-TCP-PLGA scaffolds indicated that the

composite scaffolds might be better tolerated in vivo due to the limited acidification of

the surrounding medium. For this reason, it has been decided to carry out in vivo experi¬
ments with ß-TCP-PLGA50:50 scaffolds in order to assess the efficiency ofthe scaffolds

to prevent alveolar bone loss. After 20 weeks, no collapse ofthe alveolar ridge was

observed and bone tissue was present at the implantation site. These experiments also

demonstrated that residues of scaffolds were still present at the implantation site. Com-
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parison ofthe ridge height with control side should be yet made in order to assess the

efficiency ofthe therapy.

On the basis of this work, several further investigations can be proposed. The PVT

data of neat PLGA and the theoretical description ofPLGA-C02 mixtures using an equa¬

tion of state should permit to evaluate the cohesion energy density ofthe system and the

unoccupied volume, which could be helpful for the description ofthe transport proper¬

ties. The impact of gas on the bioactivity of substances such as BMP, should be investi¬

gated in order to allow a development of osteoinductive implants using the C02 based

processing.

For further applications of defect analogous implants made of PLGA or ß-TCP-
PLGA scaffolds in the promising field of tissue engineering, an increase ofthe porosity
is necessary. Indeed, the scaffolds presented in this work, have a reduced porosity in

comparison with PLGA scaffolds obtained by other techniques [102, 106]. The incorpo¬
ration of porogen particles in the scaffolds, such as NaCl or gelatin, could probably help
to increase the porosity ofthe scaffolds.

By the means of a fluid bed method, it was demonstrated in this work that the coating
of ß-TCP granules with PLGA50:50 could be optimized. Further studies are necessary to

investigate the influence of parameters such as the polymer film thickness, the film

homogeneity and the amount ofPLGA50:50 deposed on the granules, on the degradation
behavior ofthe scaffolds.

Short term and long term investigation in vivo on PLGA-ß-TCP scaffolds should be

carried out in order to assess the inflammatory response during the degradation of the

polymer and to evaluate the efficiency ofthe root replica therapy. Finally, clinical studies

have to be carried out for a future application ofthe scaffolds in the prevention of alveo¬

lar bone loss.
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